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Remobilization of stem WSC is well known to contribute to grain yield in wheat. There is, 
however, extensive genetic variation in the contribution of stem WSC to grain yield under post-
anthesis water-deficit. Fructan 1-exohydrolase (1-FEH) is one of the major enzymes contributing 
to WSC remobilisation and the maintenance of grain yield under water-deficit. 1-FEH has three 
isoforms (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3) that degrade β - (2-1) fructan linkages thus contributing to fructan 
remobilization to grain. This thesis investigated the functional role of the three isoforms of the 1-
FEH gene in WSC remobilisation under post anthesis water-deficit. Individual performance of the 
three isoforms was investigated using the corresponding isoform mutation lines derived from the 
Australian wheat variety Chara. Results from glasshouse experiments showed that the mutation of 
isoform 1-FEH w3 slowed down WSC remobilisation under post anthesis water-deficit and 
reduced grain filling and yield. In contrast, mutations of 1-FEH w1 and w2 did not affect WSC 
remobilisation under water-deficit. This means that 1-FEH w3 plays the leading functional role in 
WSC remobilisation during grain filling under water-deficit.  
This differences in remobilisation of WSC components between the mutation lines correlated with 
the expressional differences of the three isoforms of the 1-FEH gene across the lines. In the 1-FEH 
w3 mutation line, the expression of the other two isoforms (1-FEH w2 and w1) had the same level 
as the non-mutated parental cultivar Chara. However, in the 1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines, 1-
FEH w3 showed significantly higher expression compared to Chara. The results indicated that the 
functional loss of the isoforms 1-FEH w2 and w1 was made up by the higher expression of the 
isoform 1-FEH w3 but the functional loss of the 1-FEH w3 isoform was not compensated by the 
other isoforms. This explains the ability of 1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines to maintain the same 
pattern of WSC remobilisation as the non-mutated parental cultivar. It was also, revealed that the 
expressional differences of the isforms of the 1-FEH gene across different mutation lines 
significantly influenced the degradation of WSC and its components under post anthesis water-
deficit.  
Fructan, a fructose-based polymer synthesized from sucrose by fructosyltransferases  (FTs), is the 
main component of wheat stem WSC and is a major source of sugar supply under post anthesis 
water-deficit when photosynthesis is reduced. Quick degradation of fructan is essential to 
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remobilise sugar to developing grain under water-deficit and this is facilitated by FEHs. The 1-
FEH w3 mutation line showed slower degradation and remobilization of fructan compared to the 
1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines and Chara. This slow degradation made the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line partially susceptible to post anthesis water-deficit. Noticeably, differences in WSC component 
degradation and gene expression of 1-FEH isoforms only became evident under post anthesis 
water-deficit and not in well-watered plants. 
This thesis also characterised the 1-FEH gene mutation, by mapping and annotating the mutated 
region. The F1 seeds, developed by back crossing the 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 mutation lines with 
Chara, were genotyped using the Infinium 90K SNP iSelect platform. Putative deletions were 
identified in the FEH mutation lines encompassing the FEH genomic regions. A total of 15, 20 
and 15SNPs were identified within the mutation regions of 1-FEH w1 w2, and w3, respectively. 
Mapping analysis demonstrated that the mutation affected significantly longer regions than the 
target gene regions of 1-FEH w1, w3 and w2. From the annotation of the mutation regions, 8 and 
6 non-target genes were discovered on chromosomes 6A and 6B, respectively. The annotation of 
the 1-FEH w2 mutated region was complicated by the presence of an extra three copies of the gene 
on chromosome 6D. Functional roles of the non-target genes was carried out following 
computational biology approaches and confirmed that none of the affected non-target genes were 
expected to have a direct influence on 1-FEH gene function. 
This study also ratified the association of the distinct role of the 1-FEH w3 gene in sugar 
remobilisation to the developing wheat grain. Accumulation of oligosaccharides at two seed 
developmental stages were examined in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line in comparison to Chara under 
well-watered and water-deficit conditions. This study successfully overcome the challenge of 
preparing 25 µm seed sections by adopting cryosectioning using egg white which provided 
compatibility with the mass spectrometric equipment and enabled the production of ions from the 
oligosaccharides by the laser. Hexose and its polymers were detected separately by the mass 
spectrometry imaging (MSI) without any enzymatic digestion thus providing information 
regarding the localisation of sugar accumulation within the tissues of developing seeds. The 
abundance and localisation pattern of the identified oligosaccharides was influenced by the post 
anthesis water-deficit treatment. Under water-deficit, the mutation of the 1-FEH w3 reduced the 
abundance of oligosaccharide accumulation in two stages of seed development (17 DAA and 22 
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DAA) indicating it pivotal role under post anthesis water-deficit. This is the first study to use MSI 
to explore sugar accumulation directly within the tissue of developing seeds of wheat. 
This thesis established the individual role of three isoforms of 1-FEH in remobilising WSC under 
post anthesis water-deficit and provides unequivocal evidence that 1-FEH w3 is taking the most 
vital role. This new insight into the distinct role of the 1-FEH gene isoforms under post anthesis 
water-deficit should assist in providing new gene targets for water-deficit tolerant wheat breeding 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of thesis research 
Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is grown on more land area than any other commercial crop. 
According to FAO data (FAO 2016), wheat was grown on more than 220 million hectares, 
compared to 188 million hectares for maize and 160 million hectares for rice.  Wheat supplies 
globally 20% of all food calories and in developing countries it is the second most important 
protein source (20%) after rice (Faostat 2009). Moreover, wheat is considered nutritionally the 
most important of the three major cereals, supplying 15 g nutrition per person per day whereas 
maize supplies only 3.5 g and for rice less than 1.5 g (Wheat Initiative 2017). By the year 2050 
an additional 2.3 billion people need to be fed since the world population is expected to have 
grown by 34% (FAO 2009). Thus, by 2050 the demand for cereal is projected to grow by 56% 
(1048 million metric tons) from the demand for the base year 2000, and wheat is expected to 
contribute 26% of this increase (Hubert et al. 2010). It is estimated that the increase in annual 
wheat yield must rise from the present level of below 1% to at least 1.7% (Wheat Initiative 
2017) to meet the increasing global demand. Furthermore, this needs to occur during a period 
of uncertain global climate change when increased severity and frequency of extreme weather 
events are anticipated (CSIRO and BoM 2016). 
Abiotic stress is a major challenge in our quest for sustainable food production, as it may reduce 
potential crop yields by up to 70% (Verslues et al. 2006). Drought is the most significant 
environmental stress in agriculture worldwide (Borlaug and Dowswellss 2005) and 
productivity of wheat is often limited by scarcity of water. In Mediterranean climate regions in 
particular, grain filling occurs when temperatures are increasing and moisture supply is 
decreasing.  Terminal drought (from grain set to grain fill) stress has a negative effect on grain 
weight and grain size (Artlip et al. 1995; Jamieson et al. 1995; Ji et al. 2010; Yang and Zhang 
2006). Western Australia (WA) experienced some of its lowest rainfall in 2010 resulting in a 
severe decrease in grain production to less than 70% of the long-time average yield resulting 
in many farmers facing difficulty covering farm operating costs for that year (DAFWA 2014). 
Thus, improved productivity under periodic drought stress and understanding of physiological 
traits related with drought tolerance are key challenges for global agriculture. 
Drought is a complex phenomenon, and because of the polygenic nature and low heritability 
of drought tolerance traits, conventional breeding approaches have so far had limited success 
in generating drought-tolerant, high-yielding wheat genotypes. Molecular genetic techniques 
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have the potential to assist breeders through the rapid identification of key candidate genes and 
potential QTLs functional traits for marker assisted breeding (Cattivelli et al. 2008; Fleury et 
al. 2010; Tuberosa and Salvi 2006). However, to achieve the potential benefits of these 
technologies, it is most important to understand the physiological traits associated with drought 
tolerance (Aprile et al. 2009; Rampino et al. 2006). 
Even though growth can be affected by drought at any phenological stage, the most sensitive 
phases are the early reproductive and grain filling stages (Pradhan et al., 2012).  During post 
anthesis drought, photosynthesis declines because of decreases in leaf stomatal conductance 
and net CO2 assimilation which limit the contribution of the current assimilates to grain 
development (Gebbing and Schnyder 1999, Yang et al. 2001, Ruuska et al. 2006). Commonly, 
these physiological changes result in kernel shrivelling, reduced test weight and loss in yield 
(Blum,-???). Wheat plants do not immediately exploit all the carbon skeletons derived from 
photosynthesis, resulting in the storage of water soluble carbohydrate (WSC) for short or long-
term use. At the later stages of plant development, reserved carbohydrates are remobilized to 
reproductive sink tissue for grain filling. During post anthesis water deficit remobilization of 
carbohydrate is critical for grain yield. Under terminal drought conditions, remobilisation of 
WSC contributed as much as 30-50% of grain yield and 10–20% under well-watered conditions 
(Pheloung and Siddique1991; Schnyder 1993; Gebbing and Schnyder 1999). 
Stem WSCs mainly consist of fructan, glucose, fructose, sucrose and various oligosaccharides 
(Virgona and Barlow 1991). It has been reported that fructan is the main storage form of stem 
WSC in wheat (Goggin and Setter 2004, Schnyder 1993, Wardlaw and Willenbrink 1994). 
Examination of WSC composition in selected genotypes revealed that variation in total WSC 
was attributed mainly by the variation in the fructan component unlike the other soluble 
carbohydrates, sucrose and hexose (Sari et. al. 2006). 
High concentration of stem WSC has been considered as an important selection criterion in the 
screening of wheat genotypes for breeding drought tolerant lines. However, Zhang et al. (2009) 
indicated that the concentration of stem WSC  alone is not a simple or reliable criterion to 
identify wheat having potential grain yield under water deficit. Rather, the remobilization 
activity (rate and timing) of the stem WSC is also critical (Zhang et al. 2009). 
Fructan 1-exohydrolase (1-FEH) which has three isoforms (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3) is one of 
the major enzymes degrading β - (2-1) fructan linkages thus contributing to fructan 
remobilization to grain. It has been suggested previously that 1-FEH w3 (1-FEH-6B) is a key 
enzyme involved in stem WSC remobilization (Van Riet et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009). It 
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can be presumed that the combined activities of all three isoforms potentially contribute to 
increase the utilization of stem WSC during grain filling under terminal drought. 
 
1.2 Thesis aims and objectives 
The crucial role of the 1-FEH gene for remobilization of stored WSC under terminal drought 
condition for maintaining grain weight has already been established (Zhang et al. 2009). Out 
of the three isoforms: 1-FEH w1 (1-FEH-6A), 1-FEH w2 (1-FEH-6D) and 1-FEH w3 (1-FEH-
6B), the dominant expression of 1-FEH w3 has been speculated (Zhang et al. 2015a) for 
facilitating higher fructan remobilization under drought conditions. However, there is still 
limitation in understanding the individual role of these three isoforms and whether the role of 
1-FEH w3 is influenced by other isoforms. Therefore, the overall aim of the thesis is to 
determine the individual role of the three isoforms of 1-FEH gene for grain filling in wheat. 
The working hypothesis is: under terminal drought remobilization of stem WSC in wheat is 




The thesis objectives are as follows: 
1. Identify the most important isoform of 1-FEH for WSC remobilization under post-anthesis 
water-deficit, 
2. Investigate differences in 1-FEH isoforms in gene expression and their influence on WSC 
components under post-anthesis water-deficit, 
3. Characterize the genetic lines used in this experiment to confirm gene mutations, and 
4. Quantify differences in sugar accumulation patterns in well-watered and water-deficit gene 
mutation lines. 
 
Mutation lines of 1-FEH w1, 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w3 derived from the Australian variety 
Chara will be used in glasshouse drought experiments to investigate the most important isoform 
of 1-FEH. 
Overall contents and structure of the thesis are presented in Fig. 1.1, which also shows the flow 









Gene function confirmation based on 
phenotyping study (Chapter 3)
Gene expression analyses at  mRNA level and 
relation to WSC components (Chapter 4)
General Discussion (Chapter 7) 
Characterization of gene mutations in the 
experimental materials (Chapter 5)
Visualization of sugar accumulation patterns 
using mass spectrometry imaging (Chapter 6)




Chapter 2: Review of literature 
 
This thesis addresses the function of the three isoforms of the 1-FEH gene regarding water 
soluble carbohydrate transportation to the grain in wheat under post-anthesis drought. This 
chapter reviews the knowledge in this field. It includes an introduction to wheat, highlighting 
impacts of drought on wheat production particularly when it occurs post-anthesis, describes 
sugar transportation systems in the plant, considers enzymes involved in regulating sugar 
transportation, and the contribution of 1-FEH in sugar transportation under drought. The review 
also covers the potential of mass spectrometric imaging (MSI), a cutting-edge technology, to 
localise sugar deposition in the developing grain. 
 
2.1 Introduction to wheat and drought 
Wheat is one of the first cereals to have been domesticated and its ability to self-pollinate 
greatly facilitated the selection of many distinct domesticated varieties. The archaeological 
record suggests that this occurred first in the region known as the Fertile Crescent. Recent 
findings narrow the first domestication of wheat down to a small region of south-eastern 
Turkey (Lev-Yadun et al. 2000) that has been dated to 9,000 BCE. Over time, wheat has 
become one of the most important food crops in terms of the harvested area, trade value and 
human nourishment. Its high nutritional value and comparatively easy harvesting and 
processing compared to other cereals made it a widely cultivated crop all over the world. More 
than half of the calories and nearly half of the protein for one third of the world’s population is 
supplied from cereals (Henchion et al. 2017) and wheat is considered as the largest group of 
plant protein sources in the Western diet (Spiegel et al. 2013). Wheat accounts for about 21% 
of staple food and 200 million hectares of farmland worldwide (FAO 2009).  In 2016, the world 
production of wheat was 749 million tons, making it the second most-produced cereal after 
maize (1060 million tons) (Faostat 2018). 
By 2050, the global population is projected to increase by 34% and accordingly, agricultural 
production needs to be increased by 60–110% to meet these increasing demands (FAO 2009; 
Ray et al. 2013) as well as to provide food security to the current 870 million chronically 
undernourished (FAO WFP 2012) people. As a consequence, the production of important main 
crops like cereals is anticipated to be increased by 43% (Powell et al. 2012). However, this 
increase in production is a huge challenge as this growth will need to occur in a world with a 
changing climate, where more frequent weather extremes will impact on grain productivity 
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(Powell et al. 2012). The recent global increase in wheat yield is about 1% per annum which 
needs to increase to 2.4% to meet the 2050’s demand (Ray et al. 2013). However, since the end 
of the ‘Green Revolution’ wheat and rice yields are not increasing as rapidly as expected 
(Fischer and Edmeades 2010; Rosegrant and Cline 2003; Tilman et al. 2002). The average 
annual yield increase (the total of wheat and rice) has steadily declined from 3.2% per annum 
to 1.5% per annum from the year 1960 to 2000 (Powell et al. 2012). Inadequate genetic 
biodiversity and environmental factors are significant factors that have influenced yield 
outcones (Powell et al. 2012). 
In Europe and the United States, climate change and lack of adaptation to stress are considered 
largely responsible for the decline in the rate of yield increase in wheat (Boyer 1982; Brisson 
et al. 2010). Stress is a complicated condition that limits crop productivity. Biotic stress is 
caused by insects, pathogens and other living agents, while abiotic stress is an environmental 
state (condition) that negatively influences the growth and yield which may include drought, 
flooding, salinity, metal toxicity, mineral deficiency, adverse pH, adverse temperature, air 
pollution, etc. For sustainable food production, abiotic stress is considered as the major 
challenge since this may reduce potential yields by as much as 70% in crop plants (Boyer 
1982). Drought is a condition of moisture deficiency, having an adverse effect on vegetation, 
animals and humans over a sizeable area, and is considered as the most damaging abiotic stress 
(Borlaug and Dowswellss 2005). 
Australia is a relatively small producer of wheat, accounting for only 3% of annual world 
production. However, due to its small population, about 65% of the wheat produced is 
exported, ultimately contributing 15% of world trade (Gordon et al. 2016). Australia is the 
fourth largest exporter of wheat after the United States, Canada and the European Union 
(FAOSTAT 2011). However, Australian wheat production is highly sensitive to climatic 
factors. Various projections for temperature, rainfall, drought and storms suggest that 
maintaining current grain yields would be difficult for Australia. For example, rainfall has 
increased over the last 50 years over north-western Australia, but decreased in wheat-growing 
regions in the southwest of Western Australia, and in much of south-eastern Australia, 




Fig. 2.1: Last 60 years annual rainfall trend in Australia. The brown areas are the parts that 
used to receive more rain in the 1960s. The dark green areas are now wetter than they used to 
be. The scale to the right column is mm/decade rainfall. 
 
Western Australia (WA) is the largest wheat growing state in Australia, producing about 50% 
of the total production of Australia (DPIRD 2018). In south-west WA, more than 4 million ha 
is sown with wheat each year. The soil of the WA wheat belt is characterised by nutrient-poor 
sandy and duplex (sand over clay) soils with some clay soils in the eastern part of the region 
(Cima et al. 2004). The area tends to have an extreme Mediterranean-type climate with wet, 
cool winters and dry, hot summers with high solar radiation.  In WA, wheat is mostly cultivated 
in areas with less than 550 mm annual rainfall and about half of the farms in the region receive 
on average less than 325 mm rain per year (Cima et al. 2004). The annual rainfall in south-west 
WA has declined by about 10% since the mid-1970s. In WA, more than 75% of the rainfall 
occurs between May and October, but since 1925, rainfall in early winter (which is very 
important for wheat reproductive development) has declined by 25%. By 2070 a significant 
change in winter rainfall has been predicted which will stand somewhere between 60% 
reduction and 10% increase (Pittock 2003). It is worth mentioning that most likely by 2030, a 
reduction of about 15% winter rainfall will be experienced which will rise to a level of 30% 
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reduction by 2070 (IOCI 2002). Since the last 30 years the region has experienced a significant 
drop in winter rain (Smith et al. 2000). Between May and July has rainfall declined by 19% 
since 1970 (CSIRO and BOM, 2016). This reduction in rainfall could be a major threat for the 
grain industry in south-west WA. The prospect of feeding an increasing global population in a 
world with increasingly erratic rain, temperature and drought patterns, presents a big challenge 
to plant scientists. 
 
2.2 Effect of drought on wheat production  
In crops, deviation from ideal growth environments often results in lower yields and a high 
economic impact on producers and consumers. Each yield component has an influence on the 
final grain yield as determined at different growth stages. During their life cycle, plants are 
often subjected to water deficits, which vary in duration and intensity. The complexity of plant 
stress adaptation makes breeding complicated for abiotic stress tolerance, particularly for 
drought. Knowledge of plant responses to drought, and other stresses, will help developing 
drought tolerant varieties (Muhammad Waseem 2011). 
Drought affects all levels of plant performance, from morphological to molecular levels, and 
can impact all different phenological growth stages. Water deficit causes considerable yield 
loss and this depend on the severity and growth phases during which water deficit occurs. Water 
deficit in the early stage of development, i.e. before anthesis, reduces the number of spikes and 
kernel number per spike (Dolferus et al. 2011). By contrast, water deficit at post anthesis affects 
kernel weight (Plaut et al. 2004). An account of various drought stress effects and their extents 
are elaborated in the following sections. 
 
2.2.1 Drought during vegetative growth 
Crop yield is determined by germination time and rate, seedling vigour and time of maturity 
(Rauf et al. 2007). Germination of seed is the first and one of the most complex physiological 
process initiated by the imbibition of water. Even though a number of environmental factors 
influence wheat grain germination, the availability of soil moisture is considered the major one. 
For proper germination, the minimum water content required by the wheat grain is 35 - 45 % 
by weight (Bowden and Ferguson, 2008). Drought at this stage severely reduces germination 
success and in severe cases it causes total germination loss (Harris D et al. 2002; Kaya et al. 
2006). Furthermore, even small-scale water stress during late emergence can adversely affect 
seedling vigour leading to reduced yield (Gul and Allan 1976). After germination, plant growth 
is promoted through cell division, cell elongation and differentiation which include complex 
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interactions of genetic, physiological, ecological and morphological events. All these events 
are sensitive to water availability. Turgor pressure, which is considered very important to cell 
growth, is reduced under drought (Farooq et al. 2009). Under severe water deficit, cell 
elongation can be inhibited by disruption of water flow from the xylem to the surrounding 
elongating cells (Nonami 1998). 
Seedlings do not need large amounts of soil water because of their low leaf area index as well 
as low respiration rate. However, if drought occurs early in the life cycle, before the 
establishment of an extensive root system, limited access to deeper soil water may impair 
growth. Water deficit in the seedling stage reduces leaf water potential and relative water 
content, which reduces photosynthesis and yield potential. Also, water shortage reduces leaf 
size, stem extension and root proliferation which in turn interrupts plant water relations and 
reduces water-use efficiency (Anjum et al. 2011). 
 Water deficiency also leads to stomatal closure because of increased leaf and canopy 
temperature and this impairs gas exchange reducing the CO2 supply for photosynthesis and 
also increases temperature (Siddique et.al 2001). It also reduces CO2 assimilation by leaves, 
resulting in membrane damage and disturbed activity of various enzymes, especially those of 
CO2 fixation and adenosine triphosphate synthesis (Farooq et al. 2009). In most plants, stomatal 
closure is the first reaction to drought stress. It is more closely related to soil moisture content 
than leaf water status. Hormonal stimulations within the plant body upon receival of 
environmental signals regulates stomatal opening and closing. This stomatal programme is 
controlled by specialized “guard cells". The various different factors (light, water content of 
epidermal cells, temperature and mineral elements) stimulate guard cells activity, which control 
stomatal movements. During drought, the activation of different stress phytohormones triggers 
a signalling cascade in guard cells that results in stomatal closure and inhibits stomatal opening 
(Daszkowska-Golec and Szarejko 2013). Abscisic acid (ABA), is the main hormone that is 
involved in the process of stomatal closure. However, other phytohormones like jasmonic acid, 
brassinosteroids, cytokinins, or ethylene have also been reported to be involved in the stomatal 
response to stress (Casson and Hetherington 2010; Clauw et al. 2015; Nemeskéri et al. 2015; 
Torres-Ruiz et al. 2013). Furthermore, ABA that is transported in the xylem to the shoot, 
reduces leaf expansion, thereby preventing the dehydration of leaf tissues (Zhang et al. 2006). 
In addition, ABA may be involved in the mobilization of reserves under drought conditions 




Wheat tillering is highly sensitive to environmental variation, particularly to water availability. 
Wheat tillering is an important factor for yield that can predicted by model simulation (Day 
1985). The development of the coleoptile and first tiller are often restricted in a dry and crusty 
soil surface which results in a general reduction in tiller number per plant (Roy and Gallagher 
1985). When plants were subjected to mild water deficit at their early stage of development, 
tillering ceased prematurely but, by producing a number of small-eared tillers upon recovery 
yield remained unchanged compared to the non-stressed plant (Blum et al. 1990). Thus, a short 
period of stress during early tillering may not reduce kernel number. By contrast, water deficit 
during main tillering causes a reduction in kernels per ear and total number of tillers per plant 
(Blum et al. 1990). 
Water deficit at booting causes a greater reduction in plant height and number of tillers and 
delays heading (references). It also decreases ear length, stem length and number of spikelets 
per spike (Maqsood et al. 2012). However, tillers that initiate after drought are mostly 
unproductive and result in delayed maturity and non-uniform ripening of spikes (Gupta et al. 
2001). 
 
2.2.2 Drought during reproductive growth 
The reproductive stage is the most sensitive part of a cereal’s crop life-cycle to water deficit 
(O'Toole and Moya 1981; Saini and Westgate 1999; Salter and Goode 1967). During late spike 
development (pre-anthesis), drought can delay or completely inhibit flowering and post–
anthesis drought causes the premature cessation of grain filling resulting in poor grain weight 
and size. In most parts of the wheat growing areas, during grain- filling, mean pan evaporation 
often exceeds average precipitation. Terminal drought is a characteristic of Mediterranean-type 
climates, rainfall decreases and evaporation and temperature increase in spring, when wheat 
reaches its reproductive stage (Rickert et al. 1987). The effects of terminal drought on wheat 
yields is predicted to increase in the near future due to projected climate change (Araus et al. 
2002; de Oliveira et al. 2013)  
 
2.2.3 Pre – anthesis drought  
Compared to drought after anthesis which mainly affects grain size, drought before or at 
anthesis is more harmful as it causes a reduction in grain number (Ji et al. 2010). In cereal 
crops, the grain number is mainly determined at early developmental stage precisely prior to 
anthesis (Sreenivasulu and Schnurbusch 2012). Thus, drought stress at pre-anthesis potentially 
affects the development of the floral meristem and causes problems in spikelet initiation and 
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abortion of developing florets (Dolferus et al. 2011). Fewer spikes and a lower spikelet number 
reduces grain number. Reduction in grain number is being considered as the main contributor 
to yield loss under drought (Bingham 1966; Briggs et al. 1999; Fischer and Stockman 1980; 
Jamieson et al. 1995; Saini and Aspinall 1981; Westgate et al. 1996). 
Pre-anthesis is mainly manifested as abortion of the developing pollen and reduction in the 
kernel number per spike. Pollen development in wheat is particularly sensitive to drought stress 
(Salter and Goode 1967). The young microspore (YM) stage (Salter and Goode 1967) is the 
most stress-sensitive period of reproduction in all cultivars of wheat that have been studied. 
Moreover, mild drought stress can irreversibly affect male gametophyte fertility, without 
affecting survival of the vegetative plant parts. The magnitude of reduction in grain number 
depends on the timing of drought stress in relation to plant development. However, spikelets 
and florets may also abort if drought occurs later during floral development (Dolferus et al. 
2011). 
As mentioned above, male sterility due to drought stress is a foremost problem in cereal crops. 
Pollen in well-watered wheat accumulate large quantities of starch during their final stages of 
development, which is used to support pollen germination and pollen tube growth. The most 
noticeable expression of water-stressed wheat pollen is their failure to accumulate starch 
(Lalonde et al. 1997; Saini et al. 1984). Even moderate water deficit at the YM stage induces 
male gametophyte sterility in wheat (Saini 1997; Saini and Westgate 1999). Pollen lose contact 
with the tapetum and they become unable to accumulate starch (Saini et al. 1984). Changes in 
carbohydrate availability and metabolism appear to be involved in the effects of stress during 
meiosis and anthesis. Similar disturbances in sugar metabolism have been seen in drought-
stressed rice anthers (Sheoran and Saini 1996). 
 
2.2.4. Post-anthesis drought  
Post-anthesis drought is common in many wheat growing regions but specially those with 
Mediterranean climate as grain filling often occurs when temperatures are increasing and 
moisture supply is decreasing. This condition accelerates grain filling rate, but reduces the 
duration of filling and ultimately grain yield (Asseng et al. 2011; Wardlaw and Moncur 1995; 
Zahedi et al. 2003). Thus, terminal drought is considered as one of the most significant reasons 
for wheat yield loss. Furthermore, leaf senescence is increased and photosynthesis is reduced 
during post anthesis drought, which depresses final biomass, grain yield and harvest index 
(Kobata et al. 1992; Passioura 1983; Yang et al. 2001). Although grain number is not affected 
by post anthesis drought, depending on the time and intensity of the drought, grain yield and 
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harvest index both decline as a consequence of reduced grain size and grain weight (Passioura 
1983; Plaut et al. 2004). 
Grain development is the final stage of growth in cereals where fertilized ovaries develop into 
caryopses. Grain development starts between 1–5 days after anthesis (DAA), when cell 
proliferate in the endosperm, followed by the development of a multinucleated syncytial tissue 
(Olsen 2001). Then, between 6-24 DAA, cell division ends and cell enlargement begins with a 
sequential cellularization process that rapidly leads to grain filling with the accumulation of 
reserves (Altenbach et al. 2003). The grain water content also increases during this stage. As a 
whole, the transition from cell division to grain filling is a critical stage that occurs through 
different chronological and spatial steps, which includes a phase of cell division followed by 
differentiation and storage activity. Grain weight is the key component of the total yield which 
is determined by the length and duration of grain filling (Yang and Zhang 2006). 
Starch biosynthesis and accumulation contribute the main process of grain filling. At the grain 
filling stage, photosynthates are transferred from leaves to the developing grain to be mainly 
stored in the endosperm. Drought at the early stage of grain filling causes a reduction in grain 
weight as a consequence of a reduction in the number of endosperm cells (Nicolas et al. 1985). 
In comparison, stress at later stages results in a reduction in the capacity to accumulate starch 
in the endosperm either because of the inadequate supply of assimilates for the grain (Blum 
1998) or direct effects on the biosynthetic processes in the grain (Yang et al. 2002). The 
intensity and duration of water stress during grain development significantly influence the yield 
of cereals. When wheat plants were exposed to 20 days of water deficit during the endosperm 
cell division period, it reduced endosperm cell number by 30–40%, and the number of small 
starch granules per cells was also reduced by 45% (Nicolas et al. 1985). Thus, it is 
understandable that continuous sugar supply is essential in grain filling for maintaining grain 
size and weight, and this is dependent on the sugar transport system of the whole plant. 
 
2.3 Sugar transport system in wheat 
Increasing grain yield is associated with kernel number per unit area and kernel weight (Ma et 
al. 2012) which is closely related to sugar transport and sugar signalling. Carbohydrate 
metabolism is fundamental for plant growth and development. Besides starch, non-reducing 
disaccharides (sucrose and trehalose) are one of the most common class of reserves 
carbohydrate in plants (Sturm and Tang 1999). Among the sugars synthesized in a plant, only 
a few are transported in the phloem over a long-distance and sucrose is the main form (Lemoine 
et al. 2013). Sucrose and its components, glucose and fructose, play major roles in the transport, 
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storage, and metabolism of carbon in plants (Ji et al. 2005). Polysaccharides, like starch and 
fructans, are synthesised using sucrose as the substrate molecule. Sucrose also can work as 
energy source for respiration when it arrives from the source to the sink tissue (Le Roy et al. 
2007). 
Soluble sugars such as glucose and sucrose are essential to regulate plant’s developmental and 
physiological processes, (Koch et al. 1996). Sugars play a vital role in plant metabolism and 
are involved in hormone signalling related to environmental stress (Finkelstein and Gibson 
2002; Gazzarrini and McCourt 2001; Roitsch 1999; Sheen et al. 1999). 
Sucrose is the main photoassimilate, usually produced in excess in mature leaves. Sucrose is 
the carbon energy source for sink organs of most plant species (Sturm and Tang 1999).  
Although sucrose is the main transporter of carbon it needs to be broken down to its 
components (glucose and fructose) for plant growth and development. Several isoforms of 
invertase and sucrose synthase are required for cleavage of sucrose. Glucose and fructose are 
linked via an α1-β 2-glycosidic bond. Cleavage of this bond initiates sucrose utilization and the 
reaction is catalysed by two enzymes with entirely different properties: sucrose synthase and 
invertases (Fig. 2.2). 
 
Fig. 2.2: Sugar transport system in wheat. Black arrows is show sucrose used in plant 








(WSC) mainly as 






2.3.1 Sucrose synthase 
Sucrose synthase is a glycosyl transferase, which catalyzes the reversible conversion of 
sucrose, in the presence of UDP, into UDP-glucose and fructose. The remarkable attribute of 
sucrose synthase is its potential to mobilize sucrose into diverse pathways which are important 
for structural, storage and metabolic functions of plant cells (Chen and Chourey 1989; Heinlein 
and Starlinger 1989). Sucrose synthase provides substrates for starch synthesis in cereal 
endosperm, potato tubers and other storage organs of plants (Chourey and Nelson 1976; 
Claussen et al. 1985; Dale and Housley 1986). It is also involved in production of energy (ATP) 
for respiration (Chourey et al. 1998; Coleman et al. 2006; Ruan and Chourey 2006). The UDPG 
product of sucrose synthase is involved in the formation of starch (Asano et al. 2002), in the 
synthesis of cellulose (Salnikov et al. 2003; Subbaiah and Sachs 2001) and diverse cell wall 
polysaccharides (Albrecht and Mustroph 2003; Doblin et al. 2002). Sucrose synthase is also 
involved in supplying UDP-glucose for cell wall biosynthesis and carbon to meet the increased 
glycolytic demand during anaerobic and cold stress (C Maas et al. 1990; Hendrix 1990). 
Another major function of sucrose synthase is its involvement in cell wall formation, which is 
supported by the inhibition of cell wall formation in maize when sucrose synthase was 
knocked-out (Koch et al. 1996). Immunolocalization has shown that sucrose synthase is 
localized in sieve-tube elements and companion cells in the phloem. This indicates the 
involvement of sucrose synthase in the catabolism of sucrose to generate ATP for phloem 
loading and unloading (Koch 2004). There are different isoforms of sucrose synthase, and most 
plant species have at least two isoforms, which usually have highly homologous amino acid 
sequences and similar biochemical properties. Sucrose synthase is mainly involved in 
biosynthesis of sugar polymers, including starch and cellulose and generation of energy (ATP) 
(Chourey et al. 1998; Coleman et al. 2009; Ruan and Chourey 2006). 
 
2.3.2 Invertases 
Invertases (INV) are important for metabolic signals that affect the expression of diverse 
classes of genes that are involved in the regulation of development (Chandra et al. 2012). 
Invertases respond to stress via controlling carbon allocation and sugar signalling (Barratt et 
al. 2009; Ruan et al. 2009). For example, invertase β-D-fructofuranosidase (EC 3.2.1.26), plays 
a significant role in carbon and energy consumption of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, as it 
catalyses the irreversible hydrolysis of sucrose to glucose and fructose. Produced hexoses are 




Invertases exist in several isoforms with different biochemical properties and subcellular 
locations (Sturm 1996; Tymowska-Lalanne and Kreis 1998). They can be grouped on two 
properties: pH optima for activity, and cellular location. Considering pH optima, there are two 
groups. The first group, the acid invertases, cleaves sucrose most effectively at a pH between 
4.5 - 5.0 and consists of an insoluble, extracellular, cell wall-bound form (cell wall invertases) 
and a soluble form located in the lumen of the vacuole (vacuolar invertases) (Haouazine-
Takvorian et al. 1997; Sherson et al. 2003). The second group, the neutral/alkaline invertases, 
has a pH optimum of about 7.0 - 7.8. The neutral/alkaline invertases are entirely soluble and 
appear to be located in the cytosol (cytosol invertases) (Chen and Black 1992; Ende and Laere 
1995). Alternatively, considering their sub-cellular locations, INVs are classified as vacuolar, 
apoplasmic (cell wall), and cytoplasmic isoforms (Sturm 1999), as VIN, CWIN, and CIN, 
respectively. Although VIN and CWIN are located in different compartments, they share some 
common biochemical properties like, the N-terminal domains of both have around 100 amino 
acid residues containing a signal peptide and an N-terminal propeptide that may be associated 
with protein folding, targeting, and the regulation of activity (Sturm 1999). Both VIN and CIN 
are soluble with an acidic isoelectric point (pI), whereas CWIN is insoluble and has a basic pI. 
 
I. Cell wall invertases  
Cell wall or apoplastic invertases (CWIN) are hydrolytic enzymes that are tightly bound to the 
cell wall matrix and are believed to play a role in phloem unloading by ensuring a sharp 
concentration gradient from source to sink. In addition, CWIN is critical for plant reproductive 
development. Classically, it is expressed to hydrolyse extracellular sucrose for transport to the 
developing pollen and seed (Ruan et al. 2010). For example, the CWIN, Nin88, cloned from 
tobacco is specifically expressed in anthers, particularly the developing microspores and the 
surrounding tapetum layer (Goetz et al. 2001). The other major role is to re-direct 
photoassimilates to storage organs of plants and this has been validated in several species 
(Weschke et al. 2003). Besides, CWIN also plays a role in the regulation of sucrose 
partitioning, in wound responses and pathogen interactions.  
 
II. Vacuolar invertases 
Vacuolar invertases (VIN) hydrolyse sucrose into hexoses in the vacuole.  The importance of 
VIN is to regulate the tissue sugar composition in both source and sink tissues. High VIN 
activity correlates to the accumulation of hexoses in many organs. For instance, in tomato 
(Solanum lycopersicum) VIN activity increases while hexose accumulates during fruit 
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ripening. Furthermore, suppression of acid invertase activity by antisense RNA has been shown 
to increase the sucrose content of tomato fruit (Klann et al. 1996; Ohyama et al. 1995). Post-
harvest storage of potato tubers leads to the accumulation of hexose sugar which is proposed 
to result from sucrose hydrolysis by invertases (Zrenner et al. 1996).  Reduction in hexose 
sugar accumulation in cold-stored potato tubers has been observed when vacuolar invertases 
are supressed by antisense (Zrenner et al. 1996) indicating VIN’s contributions in cold 
sweetening of storage potatoes. Another major function of VIN is to respond to stress. 
Reduction of VIN activities under water deficit correlate to male sterility in wheat and maize 
which indicates that vacuolar invertases help supply sugar to the reproductive organs (Roitsch 
and González 2004). The VINs also cleave sucrose in tissues undergoing cell expansion (Sturm 
and Tang 1999). Evidence indicates CWIN and VIN are involved in the earliest phases of 
flower development. Their activity supplies hexoses to developing anthers and ovaries before 
pollination occurs (Ruan et al. 2010). 
 
III. Cytoplasmic invertases  
In contrast to the significant progress that has been made in understanding the roles of CWIN 
and VIN, much less information is available on the function of cytoplasmic invertases (CIN). 
This is probably due to its instability and low activity (Roitsch and González 2004; Ruan et al. 
2003). According to several recent studies, CINs may play a role in channelling sucrose in 
metabolism (Ruan et al. 2010). They are considered to be ‘maintenance’ enzymes involved in 
sucrose breakdown when the acid invertase and sucrose synthase activities are low (Winter and 
Huber 2000). 
 
IV. Invertases involved in wheat reproductive stages 
Sugar supply at the pre anthesis stage is particularly important in determining grain number. 
The invertase called “IVR1” plays a significant role at this stage (Koonjul et al. 2005). 
Furthermore, sugar supply to the developing grain at post anthesis is critical for confirming 
optimum grain size and weight (Van den Ende et al. 2004). A second invertase called “Fructan 
Exohydrolase or FEH” has a significant role in sugar supply at this stage. It has been reported 
that the both the enzymes IVR1 and FEH have the potential to supply sugar under drought 
stressed conditions when most of the normal sugar transportation system is disrupted. Thus, 
the role of these two invertases in the plant body appears to be crucial in managing sugar 




a) Role of IVR1 
Stress during pre-anthesis is mainly manifested as abortion of developing pollen and reduction 
in kernel number per spike. The cause of reduction in grain number depends on the timing of 
drought stress in relation to plant development. Fewer spikes and a lower spikelet number 
during tillering and floral meristem differentiation can also reduce grain number, but spikelets 
and florets may also abort if drought occurs later during floral development as mentioned 
earliar. Wheat is particularly sensitive to drought stress during the YM stage (Salter and Goode 
1967). Under moderate water deficit conditions, male gametophyte sterility can be induced in 
wheat (Saini 1997; Saini and Westgate 1999). 
Expression of IVR1, the cell wall invertase (CW-INV) gene, is essential in maintaining pollen 
fertility. IVR1 is expressed in tapetal tissues that surround the pollen during their development 
stage and supplies essential energy substrates through it to support pollen growth. Anther cell 
wall invertase activity and gene (IVR1) expression both are down regulated in drought-stressed 
wheat anthers, which leads to abnormal deposition, as well as changes in the profile of other 
sugars in anthers (Dorion et al. 1996; Koonjul et al. 2005)). Under water deficit condition, 
starch is accumulated in connective tissues of wheat anthers (Lalonde et al. 1997) which leads 
to starvation of the pollen’s energy source, resulting in sterility, reduced grain number and 
ultimately reduced yield (Koonjul et al. 2005; Parish et al. 2012; Powell et al. 2012). A positive 
correlation between IVR1 gene expression and pollen fertility has been observed (Ji et al. 2010) 
under drought which is consistent with similar studies (Koonjul et al. 2005). 
In wheat, the IVR1 gene family has eight isoforms. Among them five are recently identified by 
screening of IWGSC survey sequence annotation, which exist on multiple chromosome arms 
and on all three genomes (A, B and D): IVR1–3A, IVR1-4A, IVR1–5B, IVR1.2–3B and IVR1-
5D (Webster et al. 2012). Whereas, three IVR1 isoforms were previously characterised 
(IVR1.1–1A, IVR1.2–1A and IVR1.1–3B) (Koonjul et al. 2005). The sequence variation exists 
amongst the eight members of IVR1 gene family. They are located on four separate 
chromosome arms of the wheat genome, IVR1 provides wheat the flexibility to maintain 
carbohydrate supply to its developing reproductive structures, thus ensuring viable pollen 
development even though in drought conditions (Webster et al. 2012). The network involved 
in maintaining the sugars at an optimum level includes the interactions of a protein inhibitor 




b) Role of fructan exohyrolase 
Generally, plants do not immediately exploit all the carbon skeletons derived from 
photosynthesis. Rather plants stock them as short or long-term reserves. To store carbohydrates 
in vegetative tissues, plants mainly utilize two profoundly different approaches; either as 
starch, or as sucrose and its derivatives. Following flowering, the ability to accumulate 
carbohydrates in the stem and leaf sheaths and to remobilise these to the developing 
reproductive structures is important for grain weight and size. In the later stages of plant 
development, carbohydrate reserves are subsequently remobilized to reproductive sink tissue 
(for grain filling). Therefore, the contribution of stored carbohydrates may become the 
principal source of transported materials (Plaut et al. 2004) during post-anthesis growth. Under 
drought conditions when photosynthesis is arrested because of decreases in leaf stomatal 
conductance and net CO2 assimilation (Gebbing and Schnyder 1999; Ruuska et al. 2006; Yang 
et al. 2001), the water-soluble carbohydrates play a significant role in maintaining grain size. 
In wheat, it has been reported that pre-anthesis reserves contribute between 8 and 27 % of the 
carbon in carbohydrates and from 30 to 47 % of the carbon in proteins of the grain (Gebbing 
and Schnyder 1999). This contribution further increases up to 40% under drought and heat 
stress (Davidson and Chevalier 1992). 
Fructans, Fru-based oligo- and polysaccharides derived from sucrose (Valluru and Van den 
Ende 2008) are the main storage form of WSCs in wheat (Goggin and Setter 2004; Schnyder 
1993; Wardlaw and Willenbrink 1994). Generally, fructans are stored for a short time in the 
proximal part of the internodes (Jeong and Housley 1990). Further can comprise 85% of the 
total WSC of wheat stem internodes (Donaghy et al. 2008).  Only 15% of flowering species 
contain fructans as reserve carbohydrates, mainly within the families Asteraceae, 
Campanulaceae and Boraginaceae (dicots), and Poaceae and Liliaceae (monocots) (Hendry 
1993). 
Several types of fructan molecules can be distinguished depending on the linkage type between 
the fructosyl residues and the location of the glucose residue (Lewis 1993). Five major classes 
of structurally different fructans have been identified in higher plants, namely inulin, levan, 
mixed livan, inulin neoseries and levan neoseries.  Fructans with a terminal glucose residue 
including the β (2,1), are called inulin type fructans, principally occurring in dicots, where 
inulin-type fructans accumulate as long-term reserve carbohydrates in underground storage 
organs such as roots and tubers (Le Roy et al. 2007). Fructans with the linear β (2,6) structures 
are called levan type or branched type fructans and these occur in some grasses. Mixed levan 
composed of both β (2,6) and β (2,1) linkages, is also known as “graminan” type fructan.  Most 
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plant species belonging to the family Poaceae, such as wheat and barley (Bonnett et al. 1997; 
Carpita et al. 1989) contain “graminan” type fructan. 
The inulin neoseries are linear (2-1)-linked β -d-fructosyl units linked to both C1 and C6 of the 
Glu moiety of the sucrose molecule which are found in the Liliaceae family (e.g. onion and 
asparagus; (Shiomi 1989). Lastly, levan neoseries are polymers of predominantly β (2- 6)-
linked fructosyl residues on either end of the Glu moiety of the Suc molecule. These fructans 
occur in a few grass species including oat (Livingston et al. 1993). 
Fructan polymers are produced by the activity of fructosyltransferases (FT) enzymes. Three 
different fructosyltransferases (FTs) are putatively involved in wheat graminan biosynthesis: 
sucrose 1-fructosyltransferase (1-SST), fructan 6-fructosyltransferase (6-SFT) and fructan1-
fructosyltransferase (1-FFT) (Yoshida et al. 2007). 1-kestose and glucose are produced from 
sucrose molecules by the enzyme “sucrose 1-fructosyl transferase (1-SST)”. By using 1-
kestose as the preferential donor, further elongation with β (2,1) fructosyl units is catalyzed by 
the enzyme  fructan 1-fructosyl transferase (1-FFT) in dicot plants. By contrast, in cereals, 1-
kestose is used as acceptor to produce branched fructan bifurcose (6-kestose) by the enzyme 
sucrose: fructan 6-fructosyl transferase (6-SFT). Linear levan is produced by further elongation 
of 6-kestose by the 6-SFT enzyme. Branched graminans can be obtained by the combined 
action of 6-SFT and 1-FFT (Van den Ende et al. 2003; Van den Ende et al. 2004). 
1-SST is considered to play a key role for regulating the flow of carbon in plants (Nagaraj et 
al. 2004). The principal role for fructans is to bridge the temporal gaps between the reserve 
availability and demand for growth and metabolism. Mobilization of stored carbohydrates 
requires hydrolysis of fructans which is catalyzed by fructosyle exohydrolases (FEHs). Wheat 
fructans are degraded by fructosyle exohydrolases (FEHs) which only discharge terminal 
fructosyl units by using water as the acceptor.  The degree of polymerization (DP) and total 
concentration of WSC is determined by the activities of both 1-SST and total FEH (Yukawa T 
1991). 
Fructan exohydrolases are enzymes which are responsible for fructan depolymerization 
(BarnabÁS et al. 2008). Till now, two different types of FEHs have been characterized and 
cloned: 1-FEHs preferentially degrading inulin type fructans with β- (2,1) linkage (Van den 
Ende et al. 2003; Van den Ende et al. 2001) and 6-FEHs preferentially degrading the β-(2,6) 
linkage which is called levan type fructans (Van den Ende et al. 2003; Van Riet et al. 2006). In 
addition, 6 &1-FEHs is another type, which degrades both inulin and levan (De Coninck et al. 




FEH activity has been localized in the vacuole although the cDNAs shows more similarity with 
cell wall than with vacuolar invertases (Wiemken et al. 1986). They also contain the conserved 
WECPD motif typical for cell-wall-like invertases (Tymowska-Lalanne and Kreis 1998). 
However, all FEHs have a low isoelectric point like the vacuolar invertases while most cell 
wall invertases have a high isoelectric point, which is probably due to stronger binding to the 
cell wall. However, it is proposed (Van den Ende et al. 2002) that FEHs are derived from cell-
wall-like invertase ancestors, whereas fructan-synthesizing enzymes are likely to be derived 
from vacuolar invertases. 
In plants, FEHs play many crucial roles through the hydrolysis of fructan reserves (Van den 
Ende et al. 2001). In cereal crops, during terminal drought condition, FEHs supplies sugar for 
grain filling from reserve source (Yang et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2009). In some flowering 
plants, FEHs contribute to the osmotic pressure for petal expansion (e.g. Campanula flower, 
daylily opening) (Bieleski 1993; Vergauwen et al. 2000). It has been postulated that FEH 
contributes to frost tolerance by stabilizing membranes (inulin is brokendown and stabilizes 
liposomes) (Hincha et al. 2000; Vereyken et al. 2003). Although, FEH is mainly involved in 
breakdown of fructan, it has been reported that 1-FEH might play a role in trimming of the 
linear β-(2,1)-linked fructofuranosyl unit during biosynthesis of fructan (Van den Ende et al. 
2003). 
Three isoforms of 1-FEH have been found: 1-FEH w1 (1-FEH-6A), 1-FEH w2 (1-FEH-6D) 
and 1-FEH w3 (1-FEH-6B) (Zhang et al. 2008). It has been suggested that dominant expression 
of 1-FEH w3 might facilitate higher fructan remobilization under drought conditions (Zhang 
et al. 2009). However, recent studies indicate that not only 1-FEH but also 6-FEHs are playing 
a significant role in this regard (Joudi et al. 2012). Thus, it is likely that combined activities of 
more than one FEHs could potentially contribute to enhance the utilization of stem WSC under 
drought stress. Thus, further investigation is needed to characterise the expressional behaviour 
of all three isoforms under drought and the expression of 6-FEH as well. Moreover, the broken 
reserve carbohydrates released by FEH in the stem need to be transported to the developing 
grain. This long-distance transport is controlled by sucrose transporters. 
 
2.3.3 Sucrose transporters 
In higher plants, growth and development depends on efficient and controlled distribution of 
sucrose, from source to sink. The yield-determining factor in cereal crops is deposition of starch 
in seeds, which is mainly reliant on sugar supply from the source tissues through the phloem. 
Recent research findings have provided new understandings about the photo-assimilate 
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(sucrose) translocation mechanism, from sites of synthesis to the sites of utilisation or storage 
in sink organs. Briefly, sucrose produced in mesophyll cells is loaded into the sieve element-
companion cell complex either apoplastically by sucrose transporters (Setou et al. 2010) for 
long distance transport or symplastically through plasmodesmata for short distance transport. 
For the apoplastic transport, sucrose enters into the cell wall space and is actively taken up by 
sucrose transporter, known as “SUTs” localized in companion cells that have no 
plasmodesmata connection and membrane projections (e.g. in spinach) (Lohaus et al. 1995; 
Truernit 2001). On the other hand, the symplastic transport comprises cell to cell movement 
through plasmodesmatal connections. Sucrose transporters play a central role, as they 
orchestrate sucrose allocation both intra-cellularly and at the whole plant level. Besides, they 
are also an essential components of signal transduction among sink and source metabolism 
(Kühn and Grof 2010). 
Sucrose supply to terminal sink organs and apical meristems is crucial for the energy status and 
the control of flowering or tuber onset thereby affecting crop yield. In developing cereal seeds, 
phloem releases sucrose into maternal tissues such as the maize pedicel and the pericarp of 
wheat, barley and rice. As the endosperm and embryos are not simplistically connected, they 
are dependent on the apoplastic path way for supply (Lim et al. 2006). Sucrose transporters are 
tightly controlled at various levels, allowing adaptation to external stimuli such as temperature, 
light regime, photoperiod, pathogen attack or other stresses in the grains of barley, rice and 
wheat (Kühn and Grof 2010). A number of different plant species including rice, barley, wheat 
and maize, have genes encoding SUTs. On the basis of comparison of their deduced amino 
acid sequences, SUTs are categorized into three major groups: SUT1 (Type I), SUT2/SUC3 
(Type II), and SUT4 (Type III) (Aoki et al. 2003; Kühn 2003). 
SUT1 has been reported to play a major role at the maternal/filial interface where two essential 
transport steps, sucrose efflux and subsequently sucrose influx, take place. However, energy-
independent effluxers have been identified in developing legume seeds (Kühn and Grof 2010). 
 
2.4 Mass spectrometry imaging 
Developmental changes in higher plants at the macro level can be identified by different 
phenotypic appearances. Furthermore, some heterogeneity at the cellular and subcellular level 
can be distinguished by microscopic examination. However, characterising the distribution of 
macromolecules (e.g. DNA, mRNA and protein) within tissues and organs is challenging which 
has been emphasized in last two decades (Amstalden van Hove et al. 2010). Knowledge of the 
complex biochemical process of plant development within cell, tissues, organs and whole 
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systems is limited by relating to only to the timing of developmental stage but also need to 
determine the distribution and localization of key molecular event. To localise metabolites, 
some techniques have been developed building on traditional histological methods that rely on 
an interaction between an external probe and an in-situ macromolecule. Immuno-localization 
of protein and in situ hybridization to mRNA and DNA are examples of this technique. In 
recent decades, Green Fluorescent Protein (Chalfie et al. 1994; Prasher 1995; Tsien 1998) and 
its variants with different fluorescence attributes have been used to visualize the location of 
protein gene products at cellular and subcellular levels. However, it is difficult to acquire data 
for metabolites which are relatively smaller in size and products of biological process catalyzed 
by enzymes. To overcome this limitation, over the last decade, emphasis has been placed on 
chemical imaging systems. 
The proverb “A picture is worth a thousand words” states the idea that just a single image can 
describe a complex set of information. It also appropriately characterizes one of the main goals 
of visualization, namely making it possible to absorb large amounts of data quickly. Mass 
spectrometry imaging (MSI) is considered as one of the powerful techniques in this field. The 
principle of this imaging is combining molecular mass analysis with the localization and 
visualization of molecules on complex surfaces. Unlike other techniques, MSI is label-free and 
delivers instant information about the spatial distribution and quantity of metabolite within a 
thin tissue section or the surface of a sample (Alexandrov and Bartels 2013). MS imaging is 
considered as an efficient tool for identification and localization of elements, pharmaceuticals, 
metabolites, lipids, peptides and proteins in biological tissues (Alexandrov and Bartels 2013; 
Chaurand 2012; McDonnell and Heeren 2007). 
Considerable developments in MSI has been achieved over the past decade with extensive 
applications within biology and medicine (Chaurand 2012; Jungmann and Heeren 2012; 
Watrous et al. 2011). At the beginning, MSI was mainly applied for clinical and (bio) 
pharmaceutical research such as biomarker discovery, drug development studies and food 
analyses (Caprioli et al. 1997; Chughtai and Heeren 2010; Prideaux and Stoeckli 2012; 
Schwamborn 2012; Shariatgorji et al. 2014).  More recently, development in techniques and 
availability of the instrument commercially is leading to the application of MSI for assessing 
the spatial localisation of plant proteins (Bjarnholt et al. 2014). However, the use of MSI in 
plant science is quite limited and the number of biological results obtained with these methods 




2.4.1 Principle of MSI 
Mass spectrometry is an imaging technique, which has unique ability to provide an image in to 
identify structures and has the qualities to provide chemical information to unravel molecular 
changes in observed parts of the sample. Steps of MSI are tissue preparation, matrix application 
[for matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) applications], data acquisition, 
followed by data analysis and image construction. MS data are acquired by desorbing analyte 
molecules from the tissue followed by ionization to create positively or negatively charged 
ions. The technique is generally a combination of two features; the first is related to the mass 
spectrometry technique that permits the mass of the molecules to be determined, by measuring 
their m/z ratio and the second identification of the spatial distribution of the measured sample. 
Two different approaches of ion detection used in MSI instruments are, the microprobe 
(Chughtai and Heeren 2010) and the microscope (Luxembourg et al., 2004). Differences 
between two methods relate to how the spatial information is obtained. In the first approach, 
the sample is restored with appropriate ion sources (a laser beam or primary ion beam) and the 
analyte ions are detected separately from each point. Thus, the spectra obtained from different 
points provide both the m/z values and intensities of the signals. The distribution map of 
intensities is then plotted as a function of x and y localization. Finally, an image of the 
differential distribution of molecular substances (lipids, peptides, proteins, etc.) on the sample 
surface is produced. 
 In the microscope imaging mode, ion optical microscope elements are used to project the 
spatial distribution of the ions generated at the sample surface onto a position-sensitive detector 
such as a Micro Channel Plate (MCP). The spatial resolution is independent of the spot size of 
the ionizing beam. Ions are desorbed simultaneously from a relatively large sample area 
(typically 100 ± 300 mm in diameter) (McDonnell and Heeren 2007). The sample can be 
examined without moving the sample or the laser spot (Fig. 2.3). MCP and hybrid pixel 
detector are combined in this system. Where MCP is responsible for transformation of the 
single ion hit into the electron shower which is then detected by the hybrid pixel detector. So 
from the whole scanned area, a single m/z is acquired at once, while magnifying the image and 
retaining spatial information. As in this mode a large area is measured, hence a considerable 






                                                                                                       
Fig. 2.2: Schematic representation of mass spectrometry imaging. Source (Lee et al. 2012). 
 
2.4.2 Different types of Ionization 
A variety of ionization sources are available depending on the probing beam that is used to 
interrogate tissue samples. Most commonly used ionization sources are laser ablation 
electrospray imaging (LAESI), Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (Bonnett et al.), Desorption 
Electrospray Ionization (DESI) and MALDI imaging (Matrix-assisted laser desorption 
imaging). Some of their features are described  
 
2.4.3 Laser Ablation Electrospray imaging (LAESI) 
This technique of mass spectrometry imaging offers analysis of biomolecules under ambient 
conditions and enables the action of explore diverse biochemical changes in organism at in-
vivo condition with high specificity.  Desorption and ionization processes are two separate steps 
for LAESI. In first step, mid infrared laser native water molecules absorb photons focused on 
the sample surface and an ablation event is created. Then, in the next step, the ablated molecules 
are post ionized by an electrospray solvent stream (Nemes and Vertes 2007). Laser application 
in this imaging not only for ablation of the sample to be ionized but also as a means to probe 
several layers in the sample which helps achieve depth profiling. The three-dimensional views 
of the distribution of analyte molecules are found to exhibit tissue specific metabolite 
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accumulation patterns which developed from the multiple acquirement of two dimensional MSI 
data (Nemes et al. 2009). LAESI has been successfully applied in imaging studies of plant 
material to acquire information of primary and secondary metabolites. LAESI is a direct 
analysis technique where pre-treatment of the sample and matrix application is not required 
and, furthermore, can be operate exclusively at atmospheric pressure (AP). However, it is 
significantly higher in price than other ion sources. 
 
2.4.4 Secondary ion mass spectrometry  
Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SMS) was introduced for imaging in the 1980’s (Briggs 
1983) and considered as the first of the MS imaging techniques. At the very beginning, 
physicists and physical chemists were using this technique in research focused on the process 
desorption and ionization. SIMS operates under high vacuum and uses high energetic (5-40 k 
V) primary ions for ionization, which offers very high resolution over the other MS imaging 
techniques.  As the energy is comparatively higher than the covalent bond energies, a higher 
degree of fragmentation occurs in the surface, which is considered to be the main disadvantage 
of this technique (Lee et al. 2012). Besides that, samples need to be freeze dried and then 
introduced into high vacuum pressure, which might cause a risk for volatile analytes to 
evaporate on vacuum before detection. SIMS instrument cost is significantly higher than other 
MSI instrument. Even though this was the first imaging technique still the availability of 
equipment in laboratories around the world is very limited.  There is very little application of 
SIMS in plant material but has been used in some wood plants (Imai et al. 2005)  
 
2.4.5 Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) 
To overcome the limitation of the analyte evaporation before detection a new ionization 
technique called as Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI) was introduced in 2004 (Takáts 
et al. 2004). DESI is carried out by directing electro sprayed charged droplets and solvent ions 
onto the surface to be analysed. The electrospray is generated by a low flow of solvent and the 
application of high voltage to the liquid. The droplets first produce a thin liquid film on the 
sample surface where compounds of interest are extracted. However, the basic principles of 
DESI ionization involve, similar to normal electrospray techniques that made it suitable for 
polar compounds in positive or negative ionization mode (Chaurand 2012; Lee et al. 2012). 
The limitation of DESI, compared with MALDI and SIMS is its spatial resolution. Typically, 
the ionization spot is around 200 µm and sometimes it might be 100 µm, although a resolution 
of 35 µm has been obtained (Campbell et al. 2012). But the advantages of the techniques are 
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that it can take place under ambient conditions and sample preparation is very easy since it 
doesn’t require matrix application. Moreover, DESI can work both in positive and negative ion 
mode while MALDI only works at positive ion mode. Furthermore, DESI instrument are not 
very expensive and are widely available. 
 
2.4.5 Matrix assisted laser desorption ionization imaging (MALDI) 
MALDI is the most extensively used MS imaging technique for animal and plant tissues. This 
method is efficient for inspecting the distribution of molecules within biological systems 
through direct analysis of thin tissue sections. 
Changes within tissues during plant development or from environmental factors can be 
obtained by MALDI-MSI, providing high resolution information about proteins, amino acids 
and other metabolites (Grassl et al. 2011). For this approach, tissue sections are coated with a 
thin layer of energy-absorbing matrix and then the samples are analysed to produce an ordered 
array of mass spectra. Molecules desorbed from the sample, typically are singly protonate, 
giving an ion at (M+H) +, where M is the molecular mass. In mass spectrometry imaging, m/z 
(mass to charge) values provide the capability of mapping specific molecules into two-
dimensional coordination of the original sample. For localizing specific compounds in the 
tissue or to obtain the total ion image in the sample, images are displayed as individual m/z 
values as a selected ion image. In MALDI imaging it is possible to get the metabolic status of 
the investigated tissue from a snapshot in one analysis and thus acquire information about 
known and unknown compounds based on functional characteristics (Sarsby et al. 2012). 
 
Matrix application is considered as the unique part of MALDI-MSI because it is a critical factor 
of spatial resolution in addition to the number of ions detected (Cornett et al. 2007). The matrix 
contains small organic molecules which are designed to absorb energy of a pulsed laser beam. 
Matrix crystals are formed on the surface of the molecule during the matrix deposition. Co-
crystallization of matrix with the analyte molecules is considered essential and depends on the 
solvent, time of incubation, and matrix concentration reference here. Energy absorbed from the 
laser beam causes explosive desorption of the matrix crystals, together with the analyte. The 
most common and least expensive devices available for applying matrix are hand-held aerosol 
sprayers or airbrushed but electric sprayers are also used for matrix application. The most 
commonly used matrices are a-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic 




Typically, tissue sample of 5-20 µm thick are spray-coated with the MALDI matrix. Then the 
samples are placed in the mass spectrometer. After that spectra are acquired at distinct places 
according to predefined rectangular x, y grid. Therefore, the resulting dataset contains an array 
of spectra where each spectrum is an independent molecular profile of the area which is 
irradiated by the laser. A spectrum consists of thousands of signals of measured mass and 
intensity. The intensity of any given signal, or combinations of signals, can then be plotted on 
the original coordinate system, generating an image of that signal over the sample surface. 
Thus, MALDI- MSI analysis is able give hundreds of such comparative distribution maps in a 
relatively short time, (Cornett et al. 2007). MALDI is considered as a “soft” ionization 
technique because molecules of ionized samples are not destroyed. It means spectra obtained 
from these images are less complicated and it is easy to measure higher molecular weight 
substances (Kaspar et al. 2011). 
 
 






Abiotic stress, particularly drought is one of the most challenging obstacles in the push to 
increase wheat grain yield to meet the need of the future population. Drought during 
reproduction has devastating consequences for the transportation of sugars to the developing 
grain, resulting in lower grain weight. FEH have been reported to play a significant role in 
sugar transportation to the developing grain particularly under water deficit. However, the 
molecular basis of this enzyme family is complex, involving multiple genes. Thus, a better 
understanding of functional attributes of the enzymes involved in sugar transport in plants 





Chapter 3: 1-FEH w3 in wheat accelerates stem water-
soluble carbohydrate remobilization to grain under post 
anthesis water-deficit condition 
 
3.1 Introduction 
As described in Chapter 2, water-deficit during grain filling is common in many parts of the 
world, reducing photosynthesis and increasing the dependency of wheat crops on water soluble 
carbohydrate stored in the stem for grain filling. Stem WSC is composed of glucose, fructose, 
sucrose and fructan. Wheat fructans are mainly of the ‘graminan-type’, containing both β-(2,1) 
and β-(2,6) linkages. Remobilization of stored carbohydrates requires depolymerisation 
(hydrolysis) of fructans which is regulated by the activity of a class of enzymes called fructan 
exohydrolases (FEHs) (BarnabÁS et al. 2008). So far, two different types of FEHs have been 
characterized and cloned: 1-FEHs that preferentially degrade inulin type fructans having β- 
(2,1) linkage (Van den Ende et al. 2003; Van den Ende et al. 2001); and 6-FEHs that degrade 
levan type fructans with β-(2,6) linkage (Doyle and Fischer 1979) (Van den Ende et al. 2003; 
Van Riet et al. 2006). However, there is another minor type of FEHs known as 6 & 1-FEHs 
which degrade both linkages (De Coninck et al. 2005; Kawakami et al. 2005). 
1-FEH is the focus for the research in this chapter since it has been reported as catalysing 
fructan breakdown and is a putative β -(2,1)-trimmer during the period of active fructan 
biosynthesis (Van den Ende et al. 2003). Elevated 1-FEH activities lead to the breakdown of 
fructan thus releasing more sucrose and fructose when the demand for sucrose is high for grain 
filling (Kawakami and Yoshida 2005; Van den Ende et al. 2003; Van den Ende and Valluru 
2008; Van Riet et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2004). Three isoforms of 1-FEH gene have been 
reported: 1-FEH w1 (1-FEH-6A), 1-FEH w2 (1-FEH-6D) and 1-FEH w3 (1-FEH-6B). Zhang 
et al. (2009) suggested that dominant expression of 1-FEH w3 might facilitate higher fructan 
remobilization under terminal water-deficit (Zhang et al. 2009). However, the individual 
functions of the three isoforms are still unknown, probably due to the complex nature of the 
plant’s response to water-deficit stress. 
Mutating particular gene/s of interest is a common genetic approach to study biological 
phenomena and defining gene function. Knocking out genes is a straightforward method of 
producing gene mutation lines, which has been used in many studies. While mutation lines are 
important for forward genetics studies of gene function, recent advancement in sequencing the 
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wheat genome (Appels et al. 2018) enables their applications in reverse genetics as well. For 
example, in Arabidopsis, the glucose insensitive2 (gene2) mutant line helped to reveal the 
physiological function of specific hexokinase (HXK1) in the glucose-signalling network 
(Moore et al. 2003). However, in polyploidy plant species like wheat, which contain multiple 
copies of the same gene (homologous gene) encoded by each of the ancestral genomes, 
mutational gene inactivation/deletion is very important to determine whether different copies 
of the same or related genes are functionally active or redundant (Fitzgerald et al. 2010). 
Knockout mutation lines of each of the three isoforms (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3) were developed 
by heavy ion bombardment at CSIRO, Canberra, Australia. Since it has been reported that 1-
FEH plays a role in WSC remobilisation under water-deficit, the mutation lines of the three 
isoforms were developed on the background of Chara (Fitzgerald et al. 2010), which is 
moderately water-deficit tolerant, and a key commercial Australian wheat cultivar. According 
to publications and other reports, these were the only mutation lines available to investigate the 
function of 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3. 
The purpose of this study was to characterise the response of each mutation line to WSC 
remobilisation and how that is influenced by terminal water stress. The null hypothesis of this 
study was: there is no variation in the roles of the three isoforms (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3) of 1-
FEH on remobilisation of WSC under terminal water-deficit. The knowledge generated from 
this research project has the potential reveal the contribution of individual isoforms in stress 
management and will also contribute to the platform for more detailed investigation of their 
expressional behaviour.  
 
3.2 Materials and methods 
The experiment was carried out in a Murdoch University glasshouse to investigate the influence 
of individual isoforms of 1-FEH on WSC remobilization under terminal water-deficit. A 
preliminary experiment was undertaken and is reported in Appendix 1. 
 
3.2.1 Plant material  
A set of mutation lines of the three isoforms of 1-FEH (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3), previously 
developed in Australian wheat cultivar Chara (described above in the Introduction), was bulked 
up by Dr. Jingjuan Zhang in Murdoch University glasshouse (2012) and used in this 
experiment. A total of six (Table 3.1.) germplasms were included in the study as follows: 1 line 
of w1 mutant, 2 lines of w2 mutant, 2 lines of w3 mutant, and the parent Chara. The most 




3.2.2 Water-deficit experiment  
I. Experimental design  
The experiment was set up as a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) with 3-factors 
(Germplasm X Environment X Harvest) and 3 replications. Factor A: germplasm (6, as detailed 
Table 3.1); Factor B: treatments (2: water-deficit and control); Factor C: harvest (9, Table 3.1) 
resulting in a total of 324 pots. Pots were initially randomized following the DiGGer design of 
R statistical software. To ensure equal solar radiation to all plants, pots were then rotated every 
alternate day. 
 
Table 3.1: Experimental factors and levels in the main experiment. 
Factor Level 
A Line  
 
1 w1 mutant line -BW22-M3-22-w1 
2 w2 mutant line -BW18b-M3-646-w2 
3 w2 mutant line -BW21-M3-433-w2 
4 w3 mutant line -BW18b-M3-426-w3 
5 w3 mutant line -BW22-M3-571-w3 
6 Parent: Chara 
B Treatment  1 Terminal water-deficit (water-deficit imposed from anthesis 
(50% plants at flowering stage) until maturity) 
2 Well-watered 
C Growth stage 1 AR5 (Auricle distance 5 cm) 
2 Full emerged spikelet 
3 7 days after anthesis 
4 12 days after anthesis 
5 17 days after anthesis 
6 22 days after anthesis 
7 27 days after anthesis 
8 32 days after anthesis 
9 At maturity 
 
II. Potting mix 
The potting mix was the same as used previously to grow wheat in glasshouses at Murdoch 
University (Zhang et al. 2009). Briefly, basal fertilizer (mg /kg: 1220 N, 368 P, 819 K plus a 
standard micronutrient mix) were incorporated with a potting mix which consisted of 2 parts 
composted pine fine bark, 1-part coconut fibre peat and 2 parts coarse river sand. After 
homogenisation, 4 L free-draining polythene pots were filled with equal amounts (by weight) 




III. Seed germination  
Seed were germinated on wet filter paper in Petri dishes at 4°C for 14 days. Six seedlings were 
planted in each pot, and thinned to 4 plants per pot at the 3-leaf stage. 
 
IV. Glasshouse set up   
Temperature and relative humidity in the glasshouse were controlled within a threshold range. 
The average temperature thresholds for night and day were 15°C and 25°C, respectively, and 
for humidity were 80% and 50%, respectively. The day length was not controlled hence the 
photoperiod changed with season. The day lengths ranged from 12 hours in June to 14 hours 
in November. Plants were watered using an irrigation mat for 5 minutes each, 3 times per day. 
 
V. Imposing water-deficit 
The main stem was identified at the mid-tillering stage and the flowering date was recorded for 
every plant by tagging them on the first flowering date. When 50% of the plants were flowering, 
half of the plants were exposed to water-deficit until grain maturity by turning off the water 
supply from irrigation mat, and the other half were kept well-watered. In this stage, pots were 
arranged in four benches (two for water-deficit plants and two for well-watered plants). Weight 
of the unwatered pots was taken each second day to determine the extent of water loss and the 
well-watered plants were weighed once a week to confirm the well-watered condition (65% 




The first sample was collected at the AR5 stage followed by the second sample collected at 
spikelet initiation stage and the following six samplings for the preliminary and the main 
experiments were carried out with 4 days’ interval after initiation of the water-deficit treatment 
(Table 3.1). The final sample was collected at the maturity. Sampling for WSC analysis was 
undertaken between 11.00 to 17.00 h to study the shoot carbohydrate reserve accumulation and 
remobilization pattern during grain filling. Three main stems were collected from each pot and 
Three replicates were collected for each samples. 
Three organs (the stem, leaf sheath and blade) for each sample were collected from the main 
tiller of three plants of each pot and immediately put on dry ice. The remaining two plants were 
left for maturity and seed collection. Samples were than stored at -20°C. Frozen samples were 
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chopped manually using a tissue-lyser into less than 5 mm pieces in a cold room, mixed 
together and manually divided into two parts. One part was stored at -80°C for the RNA study 
and the other was kept at -20°C for WSC analysis. 
Harvest data were collected at maturity from the main stem and the tillers of 9 plants from 3 
pots per line per treatment. The following parameters were recorded: kernel number (KN) per 
main spike, KN per plant, and number of spikelets per plant. Grain was oven dried for 10 h at 
60°C and grain weight per main spike, grain weight per plant, and thousand grain weight 
(TGW) of the main spike taken to determine the yield. 
 
VII. Carbohydrate analysis 
Samples (3 biological replicates and 3 technical replicates were used) for carbohydrate analysis 
were freeze dried (-50°C) for 72 h than oven dried (70°C) for 24 h. Samples were ground in a 
hammer mill (Glen Creston, England) to pass through a 0.5 mm sieve. Carbohydrate analysis 
was performed on 170 mg of each ground sample using boiling deionized water for 
carbohydrate extraction followed by colorimetry using anthrone reagent [0.2 g anthrone with 
100 ml H2SO4 (98%)] (Fales 1951; Zhang et al. 2009). 
 
VIII. Calculation of WSC remobilization 
The WSC concentration was highest at 12 DAA in all mutation lines and Chara. The WSC 
started declining from 12 DAA and the rate of decline was high up to 22 DAA. Therefore, 
WSC remobilization was calculated from 12 DAA to 22 DAA. 
WSC remobilization rate (%dw*day-1) = (Stem WSC concentration (%dw) at 12 DAA - Stem 
WSC concentration (%dw) at 22 DAA)/10 
 
IX. Data analysis 
Analysis of variance (Stepanova and Alonso) on sugar components, and level of gene 
expression were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics V21.0. Post-hoc comparisons were 
conducted using Duncans new Multiple Range Test at P <0.05. Graphs were generated using 
Sigmaplot 13.0. 
Note that results for the Preliminary Experiment are given in Appendix mentioned in the 
discussion. Only the main Experiment is reported on in the results section of this chapter, due 





3.3.1 Confirmation of gene mutations 
Mutations of the target isoforms of 1-FEH gene in the lines used in this experiment were 
confirmed by polymeric chain reaction (PCR). A set of previously published primers: Forward: 
GACTCCATACAATCCCCAGGAC and Reverse: GACGCCAGCTCAAAACCTATCT 
were used to detect the mutations (Khoshro et al. 2014). The primer set has been designed on 
intron number 4 (Fig. 3.1). 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 have 7 exons and 6 introns. The exon 
sequences are highly conserved (over 97%) but there are variations within intron 1 and intron 
4.  Intron 4 harbours the largest sequence length variations between different isoforms. The 
primer amplifies isoform w1 at 476bp; w2 at 409bp and w3 at 573 bp.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1: Primer locations (the black box indicate the locations of primer in chromosomes 6A, 
6B and 6D). Exons are indicated as thick black areas and introns are the narrow lines. 
 
The parental cultivar Chara amplified at 476 bp (1-FEH w1), 409 bp (1-FEH w2) and 573 bp 
(1-FEH w3) indicating the presence of all of the three isoforms. In each mutation line, the 
corresponding isoform was absent while the other two isoforms were clearly detected (Fig. 
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3.2). For example, the 1-FEH w1 mutation line did not amplify at 476 bp but amplified at 409 
and 573 bp indicating that the w1 isoforms had been deleted in this line, but w2 and w3 
remained as they are in the parental line.  
 
Fig. 3.2: Verification of deletion in different mutation lines: 573 bp band for 1-FEH w3 (present 
in 6B genome), 409 bp band for 1-FEH w2 (present in 6D genome) and 476 bp band for 1-
FEH w1 (present in 6A genome). 
 
3.3.2 Observation of the water-deficit regime 
Plants were imposed to water-deficit when 50% of the plants started flowering by withdrawing 
the water supply beneath the pots. Passage of the water-deficit regime was measured by the 
soil water content, which gradually declined in the water-deficit affected pots (Fig. 3.3). Before 
the water-deficit treatment, soil was at field capacity (65% of soil moisture content). By 14 
days after the water-deficit treatment was imposed, the soil moisture content had fallen to 22% 
and plants were showing signs of mild stress (first visible at 10 days) from leaf wilting. Plants 
reached permanent wilting point (13% soil moisture content) after 20 days of water being 





Fig. 3.3: Effect of the water-deficit treatment on physical appearance of wheat plants over time. 
In each panel, the pot on the left-hand side is well-watered and the pot on right hand side is the 
water-deficit treatment. The number as % under each panel is the soil moisture content of the 
water-deficit treated pot. Appearance of wilted leaves and early leaf senescence were noted in 
the water-deficit treated plants. 
 
3.3.3 Stem WSC remobilisation and grain development 
I. Influence of water-deficit and 1-FEH isoforms  
a) Water-deficit promoted early remobilisation of WSC  
In well-watered plants, stem WSC levels peaked at 27 days after anthesis (DAA). There were 
no significant differences among parent and mutation lines (w1, w2 and w3) (Fig. 3.4). In well-
watered plants the highest level of WSC was in Chara, with 34.98% WSC, followed by w3, w2 
and w1 mutation lines with 33.9, 29.9 and 34.5%, respectively. By contrast, under water deficit, 
WSC peaked at 12 DAA, 15 days earlier than in the well-watered plants. The w3 mutant line 
had significantly (P <0.05) lower WSC concentration than the parent Chara, and the other two 
mutant lines were not different from the parent. The peak WSC concentrations were 31.0, 29.9, 
28.5 and 26.3% dry weight in Chara, 1-FEH w1, 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w3, respectively. 
Before drought 
treatment  (65%)
5 days after drought 
treatment (51%)
10 days after drought 
treatment (29%) 
14 days after drought 
treatment (22%)
17 days after drought 
treatment (16%)
20 days after drought 
treatment (13%)
23 days after drought 
treatment (12%)
26 days after drought 
treatment (10%)




b) Timing of decline in WSC differed among mutation lines 
There was clear variation in the pattern of decline in WSC concentration in plants subjected to 
water deficit. The WSC remobilization rate was slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutant line compared 
to Chara and other two mutation lines. This was evident by the fact that the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line maintained (at 22 DAA) a significantly higher (11.07%) level of stem WSC than Chara 
(5.72%, p<0.07), 1-FEH w2 (6.68%) and 1-FEH w1 (9.45%) mutant lines (Fig. 3.5). However, 
there was no significant variation in the timing of decline in stem WSC concentration between 
Chara and the mutation lines w3, w2 and w1 in well-watered plants. 
 
c) Response in grain development and yield 
There was a negative correlation between WSC concentration and developing grain weight 
under water deficit (between 12 DAA to 32 DAA), but it was not the case in well-watered 
plants (Fig. 3.4). In water-deficit plants, the WSC concentration began to decrease from 12 
DAA and developing grain weight started to increase, indicating WSC was being remobilised 
to the grain. 
Even though at12 DAA, there was no significant differences in the main spike seed weight, by 
32 DAA (plants were nearly desiccated), the seed weight was significantly (P <0.05) lower in 
the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (0.56 g/ear) compared to Chara (0.87g/ear) (Fig. 3.4). However, 
there were no significant differences in 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines compared 






Fig. 3.4: Change in stem water soluble carbohydrate (WSC) concentration (a) and grain dry 
weight per ear with time after anthesis (b). Closed symbols and bars = well-watered and open 
symbols and bars = water-deficit; from 10 days before anthesis to 32 days after anthesis, error 
bars indicate the ±SE of the mean of three replicates. 
  





































































































II. Grain weight at maturity was influenced by 1-FEH isoforms under water-deficit condition 
Water-deficit reduced (P<0.05) grain weight of the w3 mutant line compared to Chara and the 
other two mutation lines (Fig. 3.5). Under water deficit, grain wt/main spike was the lowest in 
the w3 mutation line (0.41g ± 0.03) and the highest in Chara (0.71 g ± 0.03 SE). The other two 
mutation lines 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 produced 0.63g ± 0.05 and 0.58g ± 0.08 grain/main 
spike, respectively. In contrast, in the well-watered treatment, the w3 mutant line and Chara 
had similar seed wt/main spike (1.43 g ± 0.09 and 1.5 g ± 0.04, respectively) followed by w2 
(1.02 g ±.02) and w1 (0.96 g ± 0.16). The TGW (thousand grain wt) was significantly lower 
(P<0.05) in the w3 mutation line (17.47 g) compared to Chara (22.53 g) under water deficit, 
but the w2 and w1 mutation lines did not show any significant difference with Chara. Under 






Fig. 3.5: Main stem seed wt(g), seed no/spike and TGW at maturity in well-watered and water-
deficit plants in all mutation lines and parent line Chara. Closed symbols = well-watered and 



























































































III. 1-FEH w3 mutation affected stem WSC remobilization rate 
In 2014, under water deficit condition, remobilization of WSC was significantly (P<0.05) 
lower in the w3 mutation line (15.18%) compared to Chara (25.24%), and was slightly slower 
(not significantly) than mutation lines w2 (21.80%) and w1 (20.46%) for the period 12 days 
after anthesis (peak value for WSC) to 22 days after anthesis (permanent wilting point) (Fig. 
3.6). 
  
Fig. 3.6: Decline in stem WSC (%DW) in three mutation lines and Chara in the 2014 water-
deficit experiment from 12 to 22 days after anthesis, values with the same letter are not 
statistically different at P= 0.05. 
 
IV. Correlations analysis of grain weight with WSC level and remobilisation rate 
To understand potential factors influencing grain weight under water-deficit, two correlation 
analyses were carried out: 1) main stem seed wt vs the highest level of WSC; and 2) grain 
wt/main stem vs WSC remobilisation rate (Fig. 3.7). The correlation co-efficient of grain wt/ 
main stem with sugar remobilization rate was 0.78 (r = 0.78) (P <0.01), and 0.66 (r = 0.66) (P 
<0.05) in the case of the highest WSC level (Fig. 3.7). The  results indicate grain wt/ main stem 























































































Fig. 3.7: Correlation with seed wt/main stem with WSC remobilization and WSC 
concentration. 
3.4. Discussion 
This chapter investigated the role of the three isoforms of 1-FEH gene individually under 
terminal water-deficit. Mutation lines of the three isoforms demonstrated functional variation 
of the isoforms in WSC remobilization and grain filling.  Measurement of WSC content in the 
stem during the grain-filling period was selected for evaluation because it is an easy and direct 
way to monitor differences in accumulation and mobilization of stem WSC.  
 
3.4.1 1-FEH showed functionality only under water-deficit condition not under well-watered 
condition 
The results of this study clearly demonstrated that the functional role of different isoforms of 
the 1-FEH gene was influenced by water availability. In the case of WSC concentration, 
remobilisation rate, and grain weights there was no difference between the mutation lines 
compared to the parent Chara under well-watered conditions. However, under water-deficit, 
significant variations were observed in the WSC remobilization rate and grain weights. Thus, 
it is evident that the 1-FEH enzyme plays a significant role in stem WSC regulation in water-
deficit plants leading to an effect on grain weight. In contrast, the equal performance of 
mutation lines and the parent in well-watered plants indicates that 1-FEH enzyme did not play 
a significant functional role in stem WSC accumulation or remobilisation at well-watered 
condition. Thus, a noticeable functionality of 1-FEH in remobilization of stem WSC can be 
observed only when the plant undergoes terminal water-deficit. A previous study (Yang et al. 
2000) indicated differences in these isoforms of 1-FEH at the transcription level in water-
deficit wheat. This study used the 1-FEH mutation lines for the first time, which confirmed this 
Highest WSC concentration %DW (12 DAA)
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observation at the phenotype level. However, transcriptomic analysis of the three isoforms of 
the mutation lines under terminal water-deficit will add more information in characterising the 
1-FEH gene functions. 
 
3.4.2 Under water-deficit condition WSC remobilisation rate and grain filling was slowed 
down by 1-FEH w3 mutation  
Under water-deficit, WSC remobilization was slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared 
to 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2 mutation lines and the parent Chara during the most vital period 
of WSC remobilization between 12 and 22 DAA (Fig. 3.6). As mentioned earlier, in water-
deficit plants, the stem WSC peaked at 12 DAA indicating the starting point of WSC 
remobilisation. Generally, the stage when the concentration of WSC reaches the highest level 
is considered as the start of carbohydrate remobilization since the process leads to a decline in 
the WSC concentration (Cruz-Aguado et al. 2000). On the other hand, plants reached 
permanent wilting point at 22 DAA which would have reduced metabolic activity due to the 
scarcity of water. Thus, the period between 12 and 22 DAA in this trial was most crucial for 
WSC remobilisation under water-deficit. However, at 22 DAA stem WSC concentration still 
remained the highest in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (10% DW) even though it had the lowest 
stem WSC content (26.25 %) at the peak at 12 DAA. This clearly indicates that the average 
remobilization rate of WSC was slowest in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line. Indeed, WSC 
remobilization was 39.8% slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line than in Chara. In contrast, 
mutation lines 1-FEH w1 (18.8% slower) and 1-FEH w2 (13.6% slower) maintained the 
statistically non-significant differences in remobilization as the parent Chara. So, it is clearly 
evident that 1-FEH w3 is playing an important role in remobilization of WSC under terminal 
water-deficit condition.  
 However, under water-deficit, the value of total WSC reached a peak at 12 DAA which was 
15 days earlier than in the well-watered plants. Over all, the remobilisation of WSC started 2 
weeks earlier in water-deficit plants. In the case of well-watered condition, the value of total 
WSC reached a peak at 27 DAA for all of the mutation lines and Chara.  
Usually, seed development occurs over 6 weeks after anthesis and during the first two weeks 
only cell division takes place in the endosperm thus little dry weight is gained. But from 2 
weeks after anthesis, starch and protein accumulation begin rapidly in the kernel and the dry 
weight increases almost in a linear manner. This is the crucial time for accumulation of most 
of the final kernel weight (Simmons et al. 1985). So, remobilization of WSC during the mid-




3.4.3 Components of grain yield were reduced in 1-FEH w3 mutation line but not in 1-FEH 
w2 or 1-FEH w1 mutation lines 
Absence of 1-FEH w3 slowdown the WSC remobilization and grain filling rates as well. (Fig. 
3.4). Increase of grain wt/main spike (from 12 DAA to 32 DAA) was the highest in Chara 0.66 
g ear-1 followed by the1-FEH w1 mutation line (0.50 g ear-1) and 1-FEH w2 mutation line (0.40 
g ear-1) which were significantly higher (p<0.5) than in the1-FEH w3 mutation line (0.34 g ear-
1). This result suggests that the slow remobilization rate of WSC in the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line directly affected seed development and ultimately resulted in a significant decrease in the 
final yield. Accordingly, the higher remobilization in the other two mutation lines (1-FEH w1 
and 1-FEH w2) and the parent Chara, which carries the 1-FEH w3 wild type, helped to reduce 
the grain weight loss from water-deficit stress. This study that wheat without t 1-FEH w3 would 
be at a disadvantage when grown under post anthesis water deficit. 
Thousand grain weight (TGW) was strongly affected by the w3 mutation. For instance, the 
average reduction in TGW of water-deficit affected Chara in the 2014 experiment was 20.1 g 
while it was 24.9 g in 1-FEH w3 mutation line.  
 
3.4.4 Comparison of findings in preliminary and main experiments 
A preliminary experiment (Appendix 1) was conducted at 2013 where low light intensity 
during the early stage of development considerably reduced photosynthesis over the 
experimental units. This unavoidable circumstance resulted considerably low stem 
carbohydrate reserve (Gallagher et al. 2015) than the usual. This was caused by a problem in 
glasshouse design which was rectified in time for the main experiment. Regardless of the likely 
impact of shade non-uniformly across the experiment it is useful to compare the results with 
this chapter. 
The major difference between the experiments was the WSC concentration which was lower 
in the preliminary experiment across all the lines including the parent line Chara in both well-
watered (13.18% dw) and water-deficit (10.25% dw) condition (Fig. A.1). By contrast, in the 
main experiment (this chapter), it was 34.98% dw in well-watered plants and 30.98% dw in 
water-deficit plants (Fig. 3.4). 
However, the major functional role of 1-FEH w3 was also confirmed in the preliminary 
experiment as outlined below. Although those phenotypes showed similar trends in both 
experiments, there was considerable variation between them. 
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 The 1-FEH w3 mutation line showed slower WSC remobilization compared to the 
parental cultivar Chara and other two mutation lines in both the experiments. The WSC 
remobilisation rate (dw*day-1) was 20% slower in the preliminary experiment (Fig. 
A.2), and 39% slower in the main experiment (Fig. 3.5).  
 The highest TGW penalty due to water-deficit was recorded in the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line in both experiments. In the preliminary experiment, the TGW penalty in the 1-FEH 
w3 mutation line (29.67%) was significantly higher than Chara (19%), 1-FEH w2 
mutation line (16%) and 1-FEH w1 mutation line (12.45%) (Table A.1). Likewise, in 
the main experiment the 1-FEH w3 mutation line had showed the highest TGW penalty 
(58%) from the water-deficit treatment, the TGW was 48% in Chara (Fig. 3.5). The 1-
FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines did not show any significant difference with 
Chara in main experiment. 
The lower WSC concentration in the preliminary experiment from the shade ultimately resulted 
in reduced seed weight. In contrast, in the main experiment, seed weight was higher with higher 
WSC concentration, which clearly indicates that the higher WSC concentration was directly 
related with higher yield. In both experiments the 1-FEH w3 mutation line had the higher TGW 
loss under water deficit condition. These results correlated with the stem WSC remobilisation 
rate under water-deficit which was slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to the other 
two mutation lines and the Chara. This indicates that the WSC remobilisation rate in the 1-
FEH w3 mutation line was not fast enough to minimise the loss of grain unlike in the parent 
Chara and other two mutation lines. 
From both the preliminary and main experiments it is evident that the three isoforms of 1-FEH 
do not play equal roles in stem WSC remobilisation under water-deficit. As demonstrated by 
the results, the absence of w1 and w2 did not have any significant effect on WSC remobilization 
and seed wt development compared to the parent Chara. However, the absence of 1-FEH w3 
disrupts sugar transportation to the developing grain in water-deficit plants resulting in lower 
seed weight. Chara and the mutation lines 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2 had the 1-FEH w3 isoform 
which helped them to minimise the yield loss due to water-deficit. This study also confirmes 
with the previous studies on 1-FEH gene functionality under water-deficit (Khoshro et al. 2014; 
Zhang et al. 2015b).  This study confirmed the potential of individual isoform 1-FEH w3 over 






The experimental results in this chapter define the individual functional potential of three 
isoforms of 1-FEH in remobilizing WSC under terminal water-deficit. It was demonstrated that 
1-FEH w3 plays the most crucial role in stem WSC remobilisation under post anthesis water-
deficit. Thus, it could be a potential target for drought tolerant wheat breeding. To more 
completely define the role of these three isoforms in remobilizing different component of WSC 
and to investigate their difference at the transcription level, further investigation is needed. It 
is also important to know if wheat plants can increase the expression of any isoform to 




Chapter 4: Expressional behaviour of different isoforms of 
1-FEH gene under post anthesis water-deficit and its 
influence on WSC components 
 
4.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 3, it has been observed that there were no significant differences in water soluble 
carbohydrate level among the mutation lines and Chara in both well-watered and water-deficit 
conditions. However, thousand grain weight (TGW) was significantly lower in the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line under post anthesis water-deficit condition. Moreover, the remobilization rate of 
WSC was slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutant line under water-deficit condition. That shows the 
loss of 1-FEH w3 functions in the stem WSC remobilization under post anthesis water-deficit 
condition. Therefore, conducting further investigation is required to understand the functional 
role of the three different isoforms of 1-FEH in WSC remobilisation. 
WSC, the main reserve source of carbohydrate for grain filling consists of different degree 
polymerizations (DP) of saccharides (Chapter 2), for example, glucose, fructose, sucrose and 
high DP fructans (Kobata et al. 1992; Pheloung and Siddique 1991; Schnyder 1993). Fructans, 
are  the dominant component of WSC in wheat stems (Goggin and Setter 2004; Joudi et al. 
2012; Xue et al. 2008) . Fructans play a vital role in the recovery of biotic and abiotic stress in 
grain filling (Livingston et al. 2009; Valluru and Van den Ende 2008).  In particular, fructans 
protect the cell membrane under water-deficit stress in the form of mixture of high and low 
degree of polymerization (DP) (Valluru and Van den Ende 2008; Zhang et al. 2015a). One of 
the two main roles of fructans under stress is acting as phloem-mobile signalling compounds 
which mostly carried out by the small fructans (Keunen et al. 2013; Van den Ende 2013). 
Another role is, fructans may contribute to overall cellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
homeostasis by a direct ROS scavenging mechanism (Peshev et al. 2013).  
Wheat fructans are usually in the form of the graminan type. Bifurcose (or 1&6 kestotetraose) 
is a branched fructan which serves as a typical building block for graminan-type fructans. 




                                                                                                                 
Fig. 4.1: Schematic presentation of fructan biosynthesis. Source (Livingston et al. 2009). 
Sucrose 1-fructosyltransferase (1-SST), fructan 6fructosyltransferase (6-SFT), fructan1-
fructosyltransferase (1-FFT). 
 
It can be presumed that, the exploitation of stem WSC during grain filling period under water-
deficit stress is boosted by the potential contribution of all stem FEHs enzyme (Fig. 4.2). Wheat 
FEH activities can be studied through the gene expression on transcription level (Van Laere 
and Van Den Ende 2002; Zhang et al. 2009). Although, it has been reported that 1-FEH might 
playing main role (Van den Ende et al. 2003). However, 6-FEHs are also expected to play an 
important role (Joudi et al. 2012) 
 
Fig. 4.2: Schematic presentation of fructan degradation.  
 
A previous study showed that the 1-FEH w3 gene is one of the major contributors in stem 
fructan remobilization to grain based on the relatively higher expression of this isoform 
compared to the other two isoforms; 1-FEH w1 and w2, under terminal water-deficit (Zhang et 
al. 2015b).  However, the individual functional role of these three isoforms of 1-FEH on stem 
WSC remobilisation under water-deficit has not been reported. Distinct function of a particular 
















This study used the mutation lines of all the isoforms of the gene to provide further 
confirmation of the distinct function of the 1-FEH isoforms. 
 
As discussed earlier that, biosynthesis and degradation of the components of stem WSC go 
through complex and interactive pathways leading to the remobilisation of carbohydrate to the 
grain. This WSC is particularly a major source of carbohydrate for grain filling under water-
deficit condition. Thus, to characterise the influence of 1-FEH isoforms on WSC 
remobilisation, a detailed investigation on the degradation and remobilisation pattern of the 
important components of WSC is crucial. More specifically, the comparative analysis of the 
WSC components between the 1-FEH isoforms mutation lines will provide an understanding 
of the mechanisms involved in the contributions of the individual isoforms in WSC 
remobilisation under water-deficit. 
In many cases, it has been observed that the isoforms of a particular gene are functionally 
linked and work in a network. Hence, there is a speculation that in a mutation line of a particular 
1-FEH isoform, expression of other isoforms could increase to make up the functional loss of 
the mutated isoform. Therefore, this study also investigated the relative gene expression of 
other isoforms in the mutation lines and related this to the phenotypic behaviours. 
The hypothesis examined in this chapter is that the expressional differences of isoforms of 1-
FEH gene might explain the observed differences in remobilisation of WSC components across 
mutation lines. 
 
4.2 Materials and methods 
To investigate changes in stem WSC in detail, the levels of specific stem WSC components 
were quantified using the same extracted WSC (Chapter 3, materials and methods) from the 
2014 samples. 
 
4.2.1 Carbohydrate analysis by HPAEC  
A 200 µl aliquot of the same sample was passed through a 0.3 ml bed volume of Dowex®-50 
H+ and a 0.3 ml bed volume of Dowex®-1-acetate, followed by rinsing six times with 200 µl 
distilled water. The eluate was seven times diluted and then centrifuged at 13 000 g for 5 min. 
Twenty-five microlitres of the diluted samples were analysed by high-performance anion 
exchange chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD). CarboPacw 
PA100 anion exchange column with pulsed amperometric detection and equipped with a gold 
electrode (potentials: E1, + 0.05 V; E2, +0.6 V; E3, –0. 8 V) was used. The flow rate was 0.25 
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ml per min. The column was equilibrated with 90 mM NaOH for 9 min before injection. The 
sugars were eluted with a Na-acetate gradient: 
0–10 mM from 0 min to 6 min; 10–100 mM from 6 min to 16 min. Finally, the column was 
regenerated with 500 mM Na-acetate for 1 min. Quantification of WSC components were 
performed using the peak area with external standards (provided by Dr. Jingjuan Zhang) for 
glucose, fructose, sucrose, 1-kestose, 6-kestotriose, neokestose, nystose and bifurcose. The 
total fructan concentration was calculated as the amount of the WSC concentration (as 
determined by the anthrone method) minus the concentration of glucose, fructose and sucrose. 
 
4.2.2 Expression analyses by quantitative real-time PCR 
I. RNA isolation and cDNA synthesis 
RNA was extracted from wheat stem (including sheath) from three replicates of same samples 
used for WSC analysis (Chapter 3). Using TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 
total RNA was isolated from approximately 120 mg dry-weight of frozen ground stem tissue. 
RNA was purified by chloroform extraction and was precipitated by isopropanol and then 
washed with Promega RNA extraction kit. The RNA concentration was quantified using 
NanoDrop (ND 1000 Spectophotometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific). To make all RNA extracts 
the same concentration, RNA were diluted in to 20 ng/ µl. Total RNA (0.20 µg) was reverse 
transcribed in a 20 µl reaction with random primers using a High-Capacity cDNA Reverse 
Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems). Then cDNA was checked for genomic DNA 
contamination. After that cDNA products were the diluted to make 50 times dilution for 1-FEH 
w1 and w2 primers and 500 times dilution for the 1-FEH w3 primers and stored at -20°C. 
 
II. Primers used for qRT-PCR 
With regards to the gene expression analysis for each isoform of 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3, the 
primers should be part of the cDNA sequence. Since these three isoforms are very conserved, 
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were used for the primer design of specific 
chromosomes in exon 3, as this exon is the largest in the 1-FEH gene sequences. Three SNPs 
occured in this exon (Zhang et al. 2008) (Table 4.1). 
 
III. PCR Amplification condition 
Quantitative Reverse Transcription-PCR (qRT-PCR) was carried out using Corbert Rotor-
Gene RG-6000 (Corbett Research, Queensland, Australia). The qRT-PCR reactions were done 
in triplicates with the Power SYBR_ Green PCR Master Mix. The PCR condition was 95°C 
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for 10 min, followed by 45 cycles of 95°C for 15 secs and 58°C for 1-FEH w2/ 1-FEH w1 
primers for 1 min that was 62°C for the 1-FEH w3 primers and at last step 14°C for ∞. To 
normalize the amounts of FEH gene, the GAPDH transcript level in the different samples was 
used as internal control. Gene expression was quantified using the relative standard curve 
method. 
 
Table 4.1: Primers used for the qRT-PCR. 
genes  Primers (5’ to 3’) 
1-FEH w1 Forward CCGCGTTAGTGCGGGATA 
Reverse CACCAGTGTATATGATGAC 
1-FEH w2 Forward CCGCGTTAGTACGGGATA 
Reverse GCCTGATGTTGATCTATGTCG 
1-FEH w3 Forward CCGCGTTAGTGCGGGACA 
 Reverse GCCTGATTTTGATCTATGTCAC 
GAPDH Forward CGAAGCCAGCAACCTATGAT 
Reverse CAAAGTGGTCGTTCAGAGCA 
 
4.2.3 Statistical analysis 
Analysis of variance (Stepanova and Alonso) on sugar components, and level of gene 
expression were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics V21.0. Post-hoc comparisons were 




In Chapter 3, the results of total WSCs content revealed that there were no significant 
differences at the highest level of the stem WSC concentration among the mutation lines and 
Chara under terminal water-deficit condition. However, the remobilization of WSC was 
significantly slower in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line, which reduced on grain yield. To 
investigate the changes to stem WSC in details, the levels of specific stem WSC components 
were quantified using a HPAEC method. The main WSC components included glucose, 
fructose, sucrose, 1-kestose, 6-kestose, bifurcose and mixed fructan. The levels of sucrose, 




4.3.1. Effect of mutation of 1-FEH isoforms on carbohydrate composition under post anthesis 
water-deficit condition 
Levels of stem WSC components were influenced by the 1-FEH gene isoforms under post 
anthesis water-deficit condition. The degradation or remobilisation of mixed fructan and 
fructose were highly regulated by 1-FEH w3 under terminal water-deficit. However, 
remobilisation of glucose and sucrose were not influenced by the isoforms of 1-FEH. The 
dynamic fluxes of  the WSC components are described in the following sections. 
 
Fructan: 
In the wheat stem, fructan reached its highest level at 7 days after anthesis in Chara, 1-FEH w2 
and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines, but delayed to 12 days after anthesis in the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line (Fig. 4.3). Thus the remobilization of fructan started 5 days later in the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line compared to Chara and the other mutation lines. The degradation rate was also different 
between these two groups. In the 1-FEH w3 mutation line, the degradation was slower between 
12 and 17 DAA and then declined faster until 22 DAA. By contrast, there was a sharp 
degradation of fructan between 7 and 22 DAA in Chara and other two mutation lines (1-FEH 
w1 and 1-FEH w2). 
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Fig. 4.3: Stem Fructan accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, from 10 days before anthesis to 32 days 
after anthesis; vertical bars represent ± SE of the mean of three replicates. 
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Under water-deficit condition, in the period 7-22 DAA, the fructan degradation rate was slower 
in 1-FEH w3 mutation line compare to other lines (Fig. 4.4). The degradation rate was 
significantly reduced relative to the 1-FEH w2 mutation line whereas it was close to be 
significant (p= 0.06) as compared with Chara (Fig. 4.4) 
 
 
Fig. 4.4: Degradation rate of stem fructan (% dw*day-1) in different mutation lines and Chara 
under water-deficit condition, from 7 to 22 days after anthesis. The vertical bars represent ±SE 




Bifurcose degradation pattern was similar to the fructan degradation pattern. In the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line, bifurcose peaked at 7 DAA, which was 5 days earlier than other lines. The 
highest concentration of bifurcose was around 2% of dry weight (dw) in all the lines (Fig. 4.5). 





























































Fig. 4.5: Stem bifurcose accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, 10 days before anthesis to 32 days after 
anthesis; vertical bars represent ± SE of the mean of three replicates. 










































The bifurcose degradation rate between 12 to 17 DAA, was significantly reduced in the 1-FEH 
w3 mutation line compared to other lines in the water-deficit condition (Fig. 4.6), which 
showed that bifurcose was weakly degraded in the mutation line 1-FEH w3. 
 
Fig. 4.6: Degradation rate of stem bifurcose (% dw*day-1) in different mutation lines of w1, 
w2, w3, and Chara under water-deficit condition from 12 to 22 days after anthesis. The vertical 
bars represent ±SE. Values with the same letter are statistically not different at P = 0.05. 
 
6-kestose: 
The patterns of accumulation and degradation of 6-kestose were very similar across all lines 
studied (Fig. 4.9). The highest concentration of 6-kestose was just above 3.5% dw in all the 
lines at 12 DAA in the water-deficit condition. Thereafter, the 6-kestose levels declined sharply 
to around zero from 12 to 22 DAA in all the lines. There were no significant differences among 
the lines in water-deficit conditions as well as in well-watered condition 
Bifurcose degradation from 12 DAA to 17 DAA




































































































Fig. 4.7: Stem 6-kestose accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, 10 days before anthesis to 32 days after 





The accumulation and reduction patterns of sucrose were very similar between the lines under 
water-deficit (Fig. 4.6). In all the lines, sucrose reached its highest level at 12 DAA and 
consistently decreased until 27 DAA. At the peak point, the sucrose level was higher in the 
water-deficit condition than in well-watered plants for the 1-FEH w3 and 1-FEH w2 mutation 
lines, whereas the sucrose peaks were similar in the 1-FEH w1 mutation line and Chara.The 
reduction rate of sucrose was much slower in well-watered plants compared to those with 
water-deficit condition. At 32 DAA, more than 50% of the peak level of sucrose remained in 
the stem in well-watered plants. 
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Fig. 4.8: Stem sucrose accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, from10 days before anthesis to 32 days 





The levels of fructose increased markedly after 12 DAA and reached their highest level at 17 
DAA in Chara and 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2 mutation lines, compared to 22 DAA in the 1-
FEH w3 mutation line (Fig. 4.9). The fructose levels dropped markedly between 17 and 22 
DAA in Chara and the 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2 mutation lines. The decline in fructose was 
delayed by 5 days behind in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line, between 22 and 27 DAA.  
The patterns of fructose accumulation and degradation in well-watered condition remained 
similar. Compared with the water-deficit condition, the maximum level of fructose was lower 
in all the lines in well-watered plants.  
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1-FEH w2 mutation line




































Fig. 4.9: Stem fructose accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, from10 days before anthesis to 32 days 





Glucose concentrations were much lower compared to the other components of WSC (Fig. 
4.10). The glucose levels of the 1-FEH w3 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines were higher in water-
deficit plants compare to well-watered plants. There were no differences between Chara and 
the 1-FEH w2 mutation line between well-watered and water-deficit conditions in glucose 













































Fig. 4.10: Stem glucose accumulation and degradation patterns under well-watered (closed 
symbol) and water-deficit (open symbol) conditions, from10 days before anthesis to 32 days 




4.3.2 Comparison of gene expression in all mutation lines and Chara under well-watered and 
water-deficit condition 
The determination of normalized gene expression was conducted from 7 DAA (5 days after 
water was withheld to 22 DAA (permanent wilting point of plants). After 22 DAA, the 
droughted plants were too dry to extract RNA. The gene expression data demonstrated that the 
1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 genes were not expressed in the corresponding gene mutation lines 
which confirmed the inactivation of the gene. The key findings of the transcriptomic analysis 
are presented below. 
 
4.3.3 Under water-deficit, high expression of 1-FEH w3 gene exhibited in w1 and w2 mutation 
lines  
Under water-deficit, significantly higher expression of the 1-FEH w3 gene was observed in the 
1-FEH w1 and w2 mutation lines at 17 DAA compared to Chara (Fig. 4.11). Meanwhile, in 
well-watered condition, the expression levels of 1-FEH w3 were gradually increased after 
anthesis in 1-FEH w1 and w2 mutation lines, and parental line Chara. 
 
The high expression levels of 1-FEH w2 appeared at 22 DAA in 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w3 
mutation lines under both water deficit and well-watered conditions, while in Chara, 1-FEH 
w2 showed highest expression at 22 DAA in well-watered condition (Fig. 4.12). The highest 
level of 1-FEH w2 gene expression was under 120 units. 
 
The levels of 1-FEH w1 gene expression were much lower than that of 1-FEH w2 and w3 in 
all 1-FEH w2, w3 lines, and parental line Chara. The highest gene expression level was below 
24 unit. Slightly different patterns were observed between different water regimes between 




Fig. 4.11: Normalized 1-FEH w3 gene expression patterns in 1-FEH w1, w2 and Chara under 
well-watered condition (closed bars), and water-deficit condition (open bars), from 7 days after 
anthesis to 22 days after anthesis, using the same tissue sources that were used for stem water-
soluble carbohydrate analysis; vertical bars represent ± SE of the mean of three replicates. 
Values with the same letters are statistically not different at P = 0.05. 
 

























































































Fig. 4.12: Normalized 1-FEH w2 gene expression patterns in all mutation line and Chara under 
well-watered condition (closed symbol), and water-deficit condition (open symbol), from 7 
days after anthesis to 22 days after anthesis, using the same tissue sources that were used for 
stem water-soluble carbohydrate analysis; vertical bars represent ± SE of the mean of three 
replicates. Values with the same letters are statistically not different at P = 0.05. 






















































































Fig. 4.13: Normalized 1-FEH w1 gene expression patterns in all mutation line and Chara under 
well-watered condition (closed symbol), and water-deficit condition (open symbol), from 7 
days after anthesis to 22 days after anthesis, using the same tissue sources that were used for 
stem water-soluble carbohydrate analysis; vertical bars represent ± SE of the mean of three 
replicates. Values with the same letters are statistically not different at P = 0.05. 
























































































Under water-deficit, the gene expression patterns of the 1-FEH isoforms were different during 
the grain development. The expression of isoforms 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2 increased 
gradually between 7 and 22 DAA (Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13). Whereas, the expression of the 1-
FEH w3 isoform increased steadily until 17 DAA and then started to decrease (Fig. 4.11). 
 
Overall, there was higher expression of 1-FEH w3 compared to the other two isoforms in water-
deficit plants.  The highest expression of 1-FEH w3 genes reached up to 325 units, compare to 
100 units for 1-FEH w2 gene expression. In contrast, 1-FEH w1 gene expression showed the 
lowest level, reaching a maximum of 22 units. 
 
There was no significant difference in 1-FEH gene expression among the lines in well-watered 
plants (Figs, 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12). 
 
4.4 Discussion 
In a previous study, it was shown that high levels of stem WSC combined with 1-FEH mediated 
remobilization efficiency may contribute to high TGW, especially under post anthsis water-
deficit (Zhang et al. 2015b). Among the three isoforms of 1-FEH, 1-FEH w3 has been 
considered as the main contributor in WSC remobilization under post anthesis water-deficit 
based on comparing the relative expression of those genes. However, specific role of these 
three isoforms in WSC remobilization, have not been fully identified. Hence, this study used 
the mutation lines of the individual isoforms of 1-FEH to investigate their role in WSC 
remobilisation. This chapter has provided more detailed information on possible mechanisms 
underlying remobilization efficiency of fructan and other component of WSC along with the 
gene expression data. This gives an insight into the efficiency of the isoforms of 1-FEH. The 
main findings of this research are discussed below. 
 
4.4.1 Absence of 1-FEH w3 hindered fructan degradation  
Based on the investigation in this chapter, it was evident that fructan degradation was slower 
in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to the other two mutation lines and Chara under post 
anthesis water-deficit condition, whereas there were no significant differences in well-watered 
plants. It is widely accepted that after anthesis, fructans are predominant in the stem WSC pool 
(approximately 70% of the total WSC) which deliver carbon skeletons during grain filling 
(Wardlaw and Willenbrink 2000; Zhang et al. 2014b). In post anthesis water-deficit, rapid 
remobilization of fructan from the stem to the grain is vital to achieve the optimum grain weight 
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because they can compensate for the negative effect of reduced sugar supply (Dreccer et al. 
2009; Goggin and Setter 2004; Wardlaw and Willenbrink 1994; Zhang et al. 2015b). In Chara, 
1-FEH w2, and 1-FEH w1 lines, remobilization of fructan started 5 days earlier than in the 1-
FEH w3 mutation line (Fig. 4.3) and fructan degradation was slower than the other line (Fig. 
4.4) This is in agreement with the results of glasshouse trial (Chapter 3), where the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line had significantly lower grain weight and TGW compared to the other two 
mutation lines and Chara. The concentration of the different carbohydrate components changed 
in different way during the grain growth. 
This study demonstrated that the expressional difference of the different isoforms of 1-FEH 
were related to the variations in fructan degradation under terminal water-deficit condition. In 
particular, loss of 1-FEH w3 gene expression in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (Fig. 4.5) resulted 
in delayed and slower degradation of fructan. In contrast, higher expression of the 1-FEH w3 
gene in the 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines and in Chara resulted in quicker and faster 
degradation of fructan. Accordingly, the fructose level peaked 5 days earlier in these lines 
compared to the 1-FEH w3 mutation lines. Expression of the 1-FEH w3 gene started to increase 
from 12 DAA and reached peak at 17 DAA (Fig. 4.11). Whereas, fructan degradation was 
faster at 12 DAA and fructose concentration reached at the peak at 17 DAA in 1-FEH w2 and 
1-FEH w1 mutation lines and in Chara (Fig. 4.11). Zhang et al. (2015), also showed that high 
expression of the 1-FEH w3 gene contributed to the high levels of fructan and stem WSC 
remobilization to the grains in bread-wheat under water-deficit conditions. 
Bifurcose is a branched fructan and works as a main structural unit of graminan type fructan 
and accumulates in the stem of wheat and other cereals stem. In the 1-FEH w3 mutation line 
bifurcose peaked 5 days earlier (at 7 DAA) than the other lines (Fig. 4.5). However, all the 
lines started degrading fructan at the same time which was 12 DAA (Fig 4.6). Moreover, for 
the first 5 days (up to 17 DAA) degradation was very slow in 1-FEH w3 mutation line while it 
was faster in 1-FEH w1, 1-FEH w2 and Chara (Fig. 4.6). However, after 17DAA the 
degradation rate was faster in 1-FEH w3 mutation line (Fig. 4.5). These results correlate with 
the data on fructan degradation. Faster degradation of bifurcose and an increase in fructose is 
an indication of the faster remobilization of fructan (Zhang et al. 2015b).  
The delayed start of fructan degradation (at 17 DAA) in the1-FEH w3 mutation line (Fig. 4.3) 
did not allow sufficient time to remobilise the fructose to the grain for its development. The 
fructose concentration peaked at 22 DAA (Fig. 4.9) when plant reached at permanent wilting 
point. It is assumed that at that stage the plants had slowed down normal metabolism to a levele 
where it was not possible to transport enough sugar to the developing gain in the 1-FEH w3 
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mutation line to gain the usual grain weight.  These findings clearly indicate, that slowing down 
fructan degradation in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line had a negative effect on final grain weight 
due to the absence of the 1-FEH w3 gene.  
 
4.4.2 Mutation of 1-FEH w2 and w1 gene was compensated by high expression of 1-FEH w3 
gene 
Among the three mutation lines of the 1-FEH isoforms, only the 1-FEH w3 mutation line, had 
significantly lower seed weight under water-deficit condition compared to Chara and the other 
two mutation lines. Notably, the 1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines didn’t portray any significant 
phenotypic differences from parent Chara (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.6). When a mutant fail to show a 
targeted phenotypic difference, the first hypothesis to test is ‘there are upregulation of related 
genes which is making up the loss of function of the target gene’. 
According to the WSC remobilization study (chapter 3 Fig. 3.5) and fructan degradation result 
(Fig. 4.4), it appeares that the period between 12 and 22 DAA is the critical stage for sugar 
remobilization in developing grain to compensate for grain wt. Also, it was evident that 1-FEH 
w3 gene was over expressed in w2 and w1 mutation lines in water-deficit plants at 17 DAA and 
also at 22 DAA (Fig. 4.11). The expression of w1 and w2 gene in the 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH 
w1 mutation lines respectively was higher after 22 DAA (Figs, 4.12 and 4.13). Thus, it can be 
concluded that overexpression of the 1-FEH w3 gene helped in the rapid remobilization of 
sugar and playing the vital role in maintaining grain yield under water-deficit. 
 
4.4.3 Absence of 1-FEH w3 gene was not compensated by the other two isoforms 
Unlike the 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w3 mutation lines, the phenotypic effect of the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line was not masked by overexpression of other two isoforms. In the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line, expression of the 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 genes was significantly lower than 
Parent Chara up to 17 DAA (Figs, 4.12 and 4.13). However, at 22 DAA there was a rise in 
gene expression but it was not overexpressed compare to Chara (Figs, 4.10 and 4.11). This 
might be the reason for the slower remobilization of WSC (Chapter 3, Fig. .3.5) and fructan 
(Fig. 4.4) under water-deficit which ultimately resulted in significantly lower grain wt (Chapter 
3, Fig. 3.6) compared to other mutation line and Chara. From this observation, it can be 
concluded that, w3 is the most important isoform among the three of 1-FEH in sugar 
remobilization under water-deficit and that the other two isoforms do not influence on the role 




4.4.4 Absence of 1-FEH w3 made the line susceptible to water-deficit 
Sucrose is the major transport compound in plants in general and in wheat in particular (Joudi 
et al. 2012; Ruan 2014). Sucrose is the initial substrate of fructan biosynthesis and at later 
stages breaks down to furctan to provide additional sucrose supply. So, to understand the 
mechanism of fructan metabolism during grain filling, it is necessary to investigate the 
metabolism sucrose as well. This is crucial under water deficit after anthesis when fructan can 
be converted to sucrose, which can effectively compensate for the low photosynthetic supply 
and can help the plant to maintain its grain-filling rate (Yang et al. 2004). 
Two distinct patterns have been observed across the lines used in this study in terms of time to 
reach at the highest levels of sucrose and fructan, and this subsequent degradation. In the first 
pattern, the highest levels of sucrose and fructan were observed at the same time which was at 
12 DAA in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (Figs, 4.8 and 4.3). In the second pattern, the highest 
level of fructan was observed 5 days earlier than the highest level of sucrose in the mutation 
lines 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 and Chara (Fig. 4.3 and 4.8). These two patterns could be 
associated with their ability to tolerate terminal water-deficit. In drought tolerant genotypes, 
the sucrose concentration under water-deficit occurrs after the fructan peak but in susceptible 
genotypes it occurrs simultaneously with the fructan peak (Yáñez et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2004).  
From the results, it is now clear that the absence of the 1-FEH w3 gene made the line more 
susceptible to water-deficit. From other studies, it has been proposed that drought tolerant 
varietes have higher concentrations of glucose compare to susceptible one (Joudi et al. 2012; 
Yáñez et al. 2017). Moreover, in the experiment there were no significant differences in glucose 
concentration both in well-watered and water-deficit condition during the time course among 
the lines (Fig. 4.10). Therefore, we can presume that, the 1-FEH w3 gene has a strong influence 
on water-deficit tolerance but it is not the only regulatory factor. 
 
4.4.5 Mutation of 1-FEH isoforms did not upset the activity of 6-FEH 
Graminan fructan is a mixture of β (2,1) and β (2,6) linkages. Thus, the activities of both 1-
FEH and 6-FEH genes are required to breakdown the fructan. 6-Kestose is considered to have 
β (2,6) which is broken down by 6-FEH. In all mutation lines and Chara, there were no 
significant differences among the concentration and accumulation and degradation patterns of 
6 kestose in both well-watered and water-deficit plants (Fig. 4.7) which indicate that mutation 
of the 1-FEH isoforms did not influence the activity of 6 FEH. So, it can be concluded that the 
differences in fructan degradation pattern in the 1-FEH mutation lines is due to the effect of 
the mutation of that specific 1-FEH isoform and not influenced by other FEH. 
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4.4.6 1-FEH expression in well-watered condition 
Even though,1-FEH showed differences in their expression level in mutation line under 
terminal water-deficit (Figs, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13) there were no significant differences in the 
expression level of these isoforms in the mutation line in well-watered plants (Figs, 4.11, 4.12 
and 4.13). Besides that, the WSC data and grain wt. (Chapter 3) they did not show any 
significant differences indicating that the isoforms of 1-FEH only worked in stressed plants not 
under normal conditions. A similar phenomenon was observed by Zhang et al. (2016) on water-
deficit tolerant wheat cultivars (Zhang et al. 2016). However, this study for the first time used 
the 1-FEH isoforms mutation lines which provided improved confirmation of functional 
differences of the isoforms between water-deficit and well-watered conditions. 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The results suggested that 1-FEH w3 plays the most vital role in sugar remobilization to 
developing grain under post anthesis water-deficit. Functional loss of 1-FEH w3 gene slowed 
down fructan degradation under water-deficit condition and resulted in lower TGW and grain 
wt. On the other hand, functional loss of the 1-FEH w1 or 1-FEH w2 was compensated by the 
other two respective isoforms as evident by the significant upregulation at the transcript level. 
However, further investigation is required to confirm that this phenotypic difference was only 
due to the gene function loss of the target gene. This can be achieved by investigating the 
mutation region; whether only the target gene was mutated or any other gene was affected 
which might have similar function to the target gene. The next chapter investigates all the three 




Chapter 5: Characterization of 1-FEH mutation lines 
using a 90K SNP array 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Mutational inactivation of plant genes is an essential tool in gene function studies and has 
contributed substantially to our current knowledge in this area (Lloyd and Meinke 2012). Use 
of plants with inactivated or deleted genes encoding particular traits of interest is a common 
process in research for crop improvement (Knoll et al. 2011).  Loss of 1-FEH gene function in 
the mutation lines used in this thesis was evident from the phenotypic study (Chapter 3) and 
gene expression analysis (Chapter 4). 
Use of mutational gene inactivation/deletion (Timothy et al. 2014) in polyploid plant species 
is complicated by the existence of multiple copies of the same gene (homoeologous genes) 
encoded by each genome. The bread wheat genome is hexaploid, possessing three 
‘subgenomes’, designated ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘D’, approximately 17 Gb in total size which is 40 times 
the size of the rice genome. In addition to its extremely large size, the wheat genome contains 
a high percentage of repetitive segments (80 – 90%) (Šafář et al. 2010; Wanjugi et al. 2009). 
Generally, most wheat genes have six homoeologous copies and two alleles from each of the 
sub-genomes, which potentially leads to a high functional redundancy (Fitzgerald et al. 2012; 
Lai et al. 2012). This gene redundancy causes complications in gene knockout strategies and 
wheat appears to be extremely tolerant of mutation due to its polyploid genome. Although 
generally such high tolerance to mutation is desirable to keep the gene functional through the 
generations, the genomic redundancy is challenging for the production of loss-of-function 
mutants for a gene of interest (Wang et al. 2012). Moreover, the mutation lines used in this 
thesis were produced by heavy ion bombardment that induces DNA damage in a random 
manner and is known to cause different types of mutation including base substitutions, 
deletions and chromosomal alteration (Cecchini et al. 1998; Morita et al. 2009). Therefore, it 
is important to investigate how gene inactivation is working; for example, whether it is by DNA 
sequence alterations or by complete deletion, and also if the mutation has caused any 
polymorphism in the coding sequence or modification in gene function. Most importantly, any 
closely linked genes, which might influence WSC remobilization, need to be identified. 
Chacterization of causal mutations typically begins with genetic mapping, gene sequencing, 
generating marker data, and resequencing the gene underlying the mutated phenotype 
(Lukowitz et al. 2000; Nordström et al. 2013). Simultaneous Multiple Mutation Detection 
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(SMMD), TILLING, Single Sequence Repeat (SSRs) or microsatellite markers, Cleaved 
Amplified Polymorphic Sequences (CAPS) and whole genome sequencing are commonly used 
approaches for genetic mapping. In particular, SMMD using an electrochemical array is a very 
powerful tool for gene mutation detection (Wakai et al. 2004). In this technique, an enzyme is 
used to simultaneously distinguish several genetic mutations such as SNP (single nucleotide 
polymorphism), insertion, deletion and translocation depending on the melting temperature 
(Tm) (Wakai et al. 2004). On the other hand, TILLING is a sensitive mutation detection 
strategy, which allows directed identification of mutations in a specific gene (McCallum et al. 
2000). Mutations are detected by testing for mismatches between the wild type and mutant 
heteroduplexes. This technique is very effective for point mutations, re-arrangements and small 
deletions but not for whole-gene deletions. Moreover, TILLING requires independent 
amplification of homoeologous gene copies (Fitzgerald et al. 2010) to prevent heteroduplexes 
forming between closely related sequences, which is not possible for polyploid species like 
wheat. 
All the processes mentioned above are now superseded by whole genome sequencing 
approaches (Nordström et al. 2013; Zuryn et al. 2010). Whole genome sequencing is a 
straightforward and powerful tool to directly identify mutagen-induced nucleotide changes that 
are linked to the causal mutation and to recognize specific genomic location of the mutated 
region (Nordström et al. 2013). High-density SNP arrays have been optimized and successfully 
used for genetic studies of a number of economically important crops (Akond et al. 2013; Ganal 
et al. 2011; Sim et al. 2012; Wiedmann et al. 2008; Zhao et al. 2011). For example, a 44K SNP 
genotyping chip successfully identified dozens of alleles controlling 34 morphological, 
developmental and agronomic traits of rice through the GWAS (Genome Wide Association 
Study) of 413 diverse rice accessions (Zhao et al. 2011). In the case of maize, a 50K SNP chip 
has been used to study the genetic control of maize kernel composition in a nested association-
mapping panel (Cook et al. 2012) and successfully identified signatures of wild relative allele 
introgressions in the maize genome (Hufford et al. 2012). In wheat, construction of high-
resolution genetic maps based on the microarray hybridization-based technique called 
Diversity Arrays Technology (DArT) was developed that enabled high-throughput genotyping 
without relying on sequence information (Akbari et al. 2006). Advancement in next-generation 
sequencing (NGS) technology have made it possible to screen for SNPs which have been used 
to develop high-throughput SNP-typing platforms such as BeadExpress (Trebbi et al. 2011), 
KASPar (Allen et al. 2011) and Infinium (Cavanagh et al. 2013). A 9K SNP wheat chip was 
used to detect genomic regions targeted by breeding and improvement selection (Akhunov et 
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al. 2009; Cavanagh et al. 2013). More recently, Wang et al. (2014) reported a 90K SNP iSelect 
array that comprises approximately 90,000 gene-associated SNPs with the potential of 
providing dense coverage of the wheat genome. This technology offers a resource for diversity 
studies and high-resolution dissection of complex traits in wheat. Due to the International 
Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) whole genome assembly (WGA), comprised 
of Illumina short sequence reads assembled with NRGene’s DeNovoMAGICTM software a 
reference sequence of wheat is available. It produced scaffolds totalling 14.5 Gb with a L50 of 
7.1 Mb that have been assigned to chromosomal locations using POPSEQ data and scaffolds 
linked using HiC mapping. Over 99% of the chromosome survey contig maps have been 
completed in the IWGSC WGA v0.4 assembly (13 Jun 2016, IWGSC News). 
In this study, a 90K iSelect array was used to survey SNPs across the mutation lines and the 
parent cultivar Chara. Data obtained from the 90K analysis were compared with the recently 
released wheat whole genome assembly. The IWGSC project team has been fine-tuning the 
data so that the genome assembly released to the scientific community at the time of this 
analysis was of the possible highest quality (R Appels, personal communication). It accurately 
represents more than 90 percent of the highly complex bread wheat genome, contains over 97 
percent of known genes, and assigns the data to the 21 wheat chromosomes.  
The objective of this study was to investigate the 1-FEH gene mutations, map the mutation 
region in the chromosome and annotate the mutational region. The hypothesis is that in the 
mutation region, no other gene is mutated except the gene of interest. 
 
5.2 Materials and methods 
5.2.1 Plant materials 
The 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 mutation lines derived from the Australian bread wheat cultivar 
Chara (Chapter 3) were back crossed (Table 5.1) in 2015 in a Murdoch University glasshouse 
to check the stability of mutation and also to reduce background genetic noise due to mutations 
elsewhere in the genome. The parent Chara was used as the female parent. The potting mix, 
plant nutrition and watering protocols have been described previously (Chapter 3). The F1 
seeds were collected on maturation at 65 days after pollination and were used for developing 





Table 5.1: Crossing of Chara and mutation lines. 
Female parent Male parent mutation 
line 
Mutation gene 
Chara BW22-M3-22-w1 1-FEH w1 
Chara BW21-M3-433-w2 1-FEH w2 
Chara BW18b-M3-426-w3 1-FEH w3 
 
5.2.2 Genotypic DNA extraction 
The F1 seeds (4 to 5 seeds) from all the backcrosses (Table 5.1) were placed in Petri dishes for 
germination and were kept at room temperate (27oC). All the seeds germinated in 3 days. 
Tissues were collected from the two youngest leaves of 10 days old seedlings and immediately 
stored at -20oC for genomic DNA extraction. DNA was extracted using Illustra DNA 
Extraction Kit Phytopure (illustra Nucleon Phytopure Genomic DNA Extraction Kits, GE 
Healthcare) following the standard protocol supplied by the manufacturer (Illustra Nucleon 
Phytoprue for small sample, 0.1g RPN8510). 
One microliter of extracted DNA was run on 1% agarose gel along with standard lambda DNA 
(Axyzen Life Sciences) to check the quality. The DNA concentration was quantified using 
NanoDrop (ND 1000 Spectrophotometer, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The DNA samples were 
then diluted to 20 ng µL-1 in 50 µL EB buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.5) that stabilized the 
DNA. The extracted DNA samples were stored at -20 °C and shipped to AgriBio, Latrobe 
University, Melbourne for genotyping with the 90K SNP chip. 
 
5.2.3 90K SNP chip analysis 
The Infinium 90K SNP iSelect platform was used for genotyping using BeadStation and iScan 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol from Illumina. Deletions in the HIB (Heavy Ion 
Bombardment) mutants were identified from output files using Illumina’s GenomeStudio 
v2011.1 (Illumina Inc.) and custom MS Excel macros and/or perl scrip, where shifts away from 
the euploid SNP cluster position indicate a deleted locus.  
Standard cluster files provided with infinium products identify expected intensity levels of 
genotype classes for each SNP. Raw intensity data for the 3 FEH HIBs and 3 FEH HIB x Chara 
backcrosses (as well as pre-existing data for Chara and other unrelated CSIRO HIBs) were 
loaded into Genomestudio and the NormTheta (x-axis coordinate) and NormR (y-axis 
coordinate) values from the SNP cluster plots were exported. Shifts in cluster position were 
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calculated between the euploid Chara and each of the mutant samples. The differences in Norm 
Theta and in NormR were calculated following the formula: Theta [Chara] - Theta [samples].  
Shifts in cluster position were also calculated between the average HIB position (96 unrelated 
HIB mutants genotyped of Chara previously used in a different project and each of the FEH 
mutant samples). The 96 HIBs were used as an extra tool for helping to identify putative 
deletions due to the presence of Chara biotypes (i.e. different versions of 'Chara'). Differences 
in Norma Theta and in Norma R were calculated using the formula: Theta [Av. HIB] - Theta 
[sample]. 
The 96 HIBs were used as an additional tool for helping to identify putative deletions due to 
the presence of Chara biotypes (i.e. different versions of “Chara”). SNP loci putatively tracking 
deleted segments were identified in each of the FEH HIB mutants. SNP with a minimum cluster 
shift between Chara and the HIB mutant of 0.1 along the Norm Theta axis, were considered to 
be putative markers for a deletion. 
In order to help clarify the position of the FEH genes in chromosomes 6A, 6B and 6D, 
sequences similar to the FEH gene sequence (FJ184991) had been aligned in Gydle against the 
NR gene Chinese Spring genome assembly made available by R Appels through the IWGSC. 
Regions in the wheat NRgene scaffolds containing 1-FEH-like sequences were identified from 
the alignment. SNPs were retained if they showed evidence for deletion, and/or if they were 
mapped to 6A, 6B or 6D based on NRgene assembly or other mapping information. All other 
uninformative SNPs were removed from the report. 
Markers were ordered by chromosome, then by their position in the NRgene assembly. Markers 
putatively flanking deleted segments were identified for each HIB line by looking at the shift 
in cluster Position. All SNPs were considered, even those with cluster shifts <0.2 Norm Theta 
and/or <0.5 Norm R. These markers were visually assessed in GenomeStudio to assess 
polymorphisms relative to Chara. In order to validate that the deletion detected was in fact 
located on the subgenome of interest (e.g. 6A) rather than a homoeologoue (e.g. 6B or 6D), 
90K SNPs with only one hybridization site in the NRgene assembly were identified. Those 
single-site SNPs located near either end of the deletion were visually assessed in 
GenomeStudio. A ‘null’ allele, where there is no fluorescence due to deletion of the 
hybridisation site, was considered to be indicative of the deletion occurring on the subgenome 
specified by the NRgene scaffold. In order to estimate the size of the deletion, information for 
the NRgene scaffolds (HiC Bin, PopSeq cM) and 90K mapping information (SNP consensus 




5.2.4 Data analysis 
For mapping and analysing the SNP data provided by AgriBio, Latrobe University, Melbourne, 
UGENE - Integrated Bioinformatics Tools (http://ugene.net/), UniprotKB 
(http://www.uniprot.org/), and CLC Main Workbench - QIAGEN Bioinformatics were used. 
CDS sequences and exons of 1-FEH-w1, w2 and w3 were used for blast analysis against the 
IWGSC WGA v0.4 pseudo chromosomes 6A, 6B and 6D. For studying gene expression of 
these gene copies, public RNAseq data exVIP (http://www.wheat-expression.com/#) was used. 
Chromosome 6 group specific IWGSC MIPS gene models v2.2 (July 2014) were used to 
identify genes in the deleted chromosome regions. Sequence annotations, including GO terms 
and Pfam domain information along with structural predictions performed using the Phyre 2 
Protein Homology/analogy Recognition Engine V 2.0 were used to determine the molecular 
function of these genes. 
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 An overview of the 90K SNP array 
From iSelect illumine 90K SNP array analysis, putative deletions were identified in the FEH 
HIBs encompassing the FEH genomic regions (Table 5.2). According to deletion summary a 
map was constructed (Fig. 5.1) depending on pop seq position. This gave a clear idea about the 
deleted region of the FEH HIB mutant lines. The 6B mutants had smaller deletions compared 
to the 6A and 6D mutants (Fig. 5.1). For each HIB line, markers at each end of the deletion 
were identified to estimate the size of the deletion. 
SNPs with minimum cluster shift between Chara and the HIB mutant of 0.1 along the Norm 
theta axis or 0.5 along the NormR axis, were considered to be putative markers for a deletion. 
Deletions were confirmed by the Chara X mutant backcross, which were located at a ‘HET’ 
position, i.e. halfway between the mutant and the euploid Chara. The Infinium assay probes 
bound to multiple sites in the genome due to the presence of homologues (e.g. 6A, 6B and 6D) 
and paralogues, and polymorphism on any one of these sites were detected based on cluster 
position. Deletion of a segment of DNA in a HIB mutant affected the number of loci to which 
the probe could hybridise. This resulted in a shift in the NormTheta and/or NormR axes relative 
to the euploid sample, i.e. Chara (. 5.2 as an example). 
When the probe had only one hybridisation site in the genome (e.g. hybridises to 6A but not 
6B or 6D), deletion of a hybridisation site resulted in a ‘null’ allele, i.e. a lack of fluorescent 
signal (Fig. 5.3 as an example). Those single-site SNPs, located near either end of the deletion, 
were visually assessed in Genome Studio. A ’null’ allele was considered to be indicative of the 
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deletion occurring on the sub genome specified by the NRgene Scaffolds. Biotypes were 
observed between the Chara used to make HIBs and Chara used to backcross with the HIBs 
(Fig. 5.4). 
 
Table 5.2: Summary of deletions observed in each 1-FEH mutant (screenshot of 90K infinum 
SNP deletion summary results). D (Red): deletion detected on target chromosome; d: deletion 
detected on homoeologous chromosome. H (Grey): deletion detected on target chromosome in 
heterozygous condition, h: deletion detected on homoeologous chromosome in in heterozygous 
condition. Highlighted (yellow) area showing NRgene PopSeq position for targeted gene. 
 
Summary of deletions observed in each FEH mutant















































































































































































































6AS . D H . . . . . . . 76092 Poly 12 1 6A 10.92 3 65.33 58.4
6AS . D H . . . . . . . 3722 Null 12 1 6A 10.92 1 . 62.77-67.48
6AS FEH_6A D H . . . . . . . . . 25 1 6A 30.69 . . .
6AS . D H . . . . . . . 71378 Null 25 1 6A 30.69 1 115.71 93.64-104.11
6AS . D H d h d h d d h 55811 Poly 25 1 6A 30.69 3 . .
6AS . D H . . . . . d . 1675 Poly 26 1 6A 31.15 1 . .
6AS . D H . . . . . . . 41259 Poly 27 1 6A 31.45 1 . .
6AS . D H . . . . . . . 3378 Poly 27 1 6A 31.45 1 140.54 110.38-112.35
6AS . D H . . . . . . . 10826 Poly 27 1 6A 31.45 3 . .
6BS . . . D H D H . . . 10716 Null 54 1 6B 41.19 1 160.39 88.3
6BS FEH_6B . . D H D H . . . . . 55 1 6B 41.08 . . .
6BS . d h D H D H d d h 55811 Poly 55 1 6B 41.08 3 . 81.79-103.52
6BS . . . D H D H . . . 75083 Poly 55 1 6B 41.08 1 160.39 84.04-89.1
6BS . . . . . D H . . . 76997 Poly 55 1 6B 41.08 1 160.39 89.1
6BS . . . . . D H . . . 47681 Null 55 1 6B 41.08 1 . .
6BS . d . . . D H . d h 64837 Poly 55 1 6B 41.08 6 . 103.6
6DS . . . . . . . . D . 28097 Poly 25 1 6D 35.01 2 . .
6DS . d h . . . . D D H 18485 Poly 26 1 6D 37.95 1 . .
6DS FEH_6D . . . . . . . . . . . 26 1 6D 37.95 . .
6DS . d h d h d h D D H 55811 Poly 26 1 6D 37.95 3 . .
6DS . d h d h d h D D H 46499 Poly 26 1 6D 37.95 1 . .
6DS . . . . . . . . D . 18413 Null 26 1 6D 37.95 1 . .
6DS . . . . . . . . D . 44564 Poly 29 -1 6D 42.97 3 . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6DL . . . . . . . . D . 65035 Poly 82 1 6D 53.80 3 186.66 81.82
6DL . . . . . . . . D . 12893 Poly 82 1 6D 53.80 1 . .
6DL . . . . . . . . D . 18347 Poly 99 1 6D 82.90 1 239.2 86.97-107.76




Fig. 5.1: Diagram of deletion in chromosome arm of mutant lines (pop seq position). 
 
Fig. 5.2: Example of SNP detecting a deletion in all homeologues (SNP#55811). This SNP 
probe hybridised to a region within the 1-FEH gene in all three homoeologues and detects a 
deletion in each HIB line. The genotypes are predicted based on shifts in NormaTheta (x-
axis), which reflect the ratio of A/T to C/G alleles. [Screenshot from GenomeStudio]. Chara 
(dark green), provided Chara (light green), provided HIB mutants (light blue) and other HIBs 
genotype previously (light grey). 
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A B D  (ratio)
Euploid: AA GG GG (1:2)
6A HIB:  -- GG AA (1:1)
6B HIB:  AA -- AA (2:0)
6D HIB:  AA GG -- (1:1)
Chara










Fig. 5.3: Null allele for SNP#71378 in 6A HIB (Genome Studio Screen shot).  Chara  
(dark green), provided Chara (light green), provided HIB mutants (light blue) and other HIBs 
genotyped previously (light grey). 
 
Fig. 5:.4 Example of Chara biotype. The provided Chara (light green) is located in a different 
position compared to all provided HIB mutants (light blue) and other HIBs genotyped 




Chara and 6B/6D HIBs
(GG genotype)
6A HIB x Chara
(- G HET genotype)

































Fig : Example of Chara biotype
The provided Chara (light green) is located in a different position compared to all provided HIB mutants (light 








5.3.2 Mapping of mutation region in chromosomes 
A high-density polymorphism cluster was identified from sequence data obtained from 
Illumina 90K SNP analysis, which is considered to be a mutated region of that chromosome. 
This high-density region was found in to NRgene scaffold 90107, scaffold 123806 and scaffold 
33960 in chromosomes 6A, 6B and 6D, respectively. By detecting the approximate genomic 
location of the causal mutation, the affected gene was subsequently identified within this region 
and mapped. Deletion size in scaffold 90107 (chromosome 6A) was 1299655 bp; from 
1551189 bp to 2850844 bp (Fig. 5.5). The deletion was 2748910 bp (from 296427 bp to 
3045337 bp) (Fig. 5.6) and 1717718 bp (from 940630 bp to 2658348 bp) (Fig. 5.7) in scaffold 
123806 (chromosome 6B) and scaffold 123806 (chromosome 6D), respectively.  
A total of 15 SNPs were identified within the mutation region of 1-FEH w1 on scaffold 90107 
on chromosome 6A (Table 5.3). Nine were within the target gene (1-FEH w1) and six were on 
non-target genes (Fig. 5.2). Similarly, a total of 15 SNPs were identified within the mutation 
region of 1-FEH w3 on scaffold 123806 at chromosome 6B (Table 5.4). Seven were within the 
target gene (1-FEH w3) and remainder of the eight SNPs were on non-target genes (Fig. 5.3). 
In the case of 1-FEH w2 mutation region on the scaffold 33960 at chromosome 6D, a total of 
20 SNPs were identified (Table 5.5). Only six of them were within the target gene (1-FEH w1) 





Fig. 5.5: Mutation region on the scaffold 90107 at chromosome 6A with the target gene 1-
FEH w1. PanelA: shows the mutation region in the context of position at the scaffold, Panel 
B: shows the position of SNPs and the target gene within the mutation region. 
 




SNP ID SNP name Scaffold start Scaffold stop SNP location in gene 
1 IWB74684 tplb0040h19_458 1541626 1541673 Non targeted gene 
2 IWB11722 BS00091666_51 1542944 1542993 
3 IWB6111 BS00009782_51 1543602 1543651 
4 IWB49620 Kukri_rep_c113626_110 1543854 1543903 
5 IWB40242 Kukri_c100884_175 1543929 1543978 
6 IWB72839 Tdurum_contig61934_60 1571518 1571567 
7 IWB71378 Tdurum_contig42906_732 2847465 2847514 Targeted gene (1-FEH w1) 
8 IWA5402 wsnp_Ex_rep_c67468_66069282 2849060 2849109 
9 IWB73939 Tdurum_contig9544_978 2849111 2849160 
10 IWB55811 RAC875_c25556_1250 2849279 2849328 
11 IWB5079 BobWhite_rep_c54320_201 2849977 2850026 
12 IWA5400 wsnp_Ex_rep_c67468_66068537 2850285 2850334 
13 IWA3319 wsnp_Ex_c31149_39975724 2850501 2850550 
14 IWA7443 wsnp_Ku_rep_c68790_67933679 2850549 2850598 







Fig. 5.6: Mutation region on the scaffold 123806 at chromosome 6B with the target gene 1-
FEH w3. Panel A: shows the mutation region in the context of position at the scaffold, Panel 
B: shows the position of SNPs and the target gene within the mutation region. 
 
Table 5.4: List of SNPs in the mutated region of 1-FEH w3 on scaffold 123806 at 
chromosome 6B.  
Sl 
No 
SNP id SNP name Scaffold start Scaffold stop NR gene scaffold name 
1 IWB68436 Tdurum_contig15643_316 127820 127869 Non targeted gene 
2 IWB68436 Tdurum_contig15643_316 146074 146121 
3 IWB10716 BS00074183_51 296427 296476 
4 IWA5402 wsnp_Ex_rep_c67468_66069282 1035881 1035930 Targeted gene (1- FEH w3) 
5 IWB55811 RAC875_c25556_1250 1036100 1036149 
6 IWB39835 Ku_c68790_566 1036891 1036940 
7 IWB5079 BobWhite_rep_c54320_201 1036897 1036946 
8 IWA7443 wsnp_Ku_rep_c68790_67933679 1037469 1037518 
9 IWB3945 BobWhite_c56928_186 1037493 1037542 
10 IWB50563 Kukri_rep_c97927_380 1037548 1037596 
11 IWB3945 BobWhite_c56928_186 1074811 1074857 Non targeted gene 
12 IWB65434 TA001668-0792 1169399 1169448 
13 IWB70158 Tdurum_contig31061_225 1473605 1473654 
14 IWB13538 CAP12_c7629_189 2763034 2763083 








Fig. 5.7: Mutation region on the scaffold 33960 at chromosome 6D with the target gene 1-
FEH w2. Panel A: shows the mutation region in the context of position at the scaffold, Panel 
B: shows the position of SNPs and the target gene within the mutation region. 
 




SNP id SNP name Scaffold start Scaffold stop NR gene scaffold name 
1 IWB72866 Tdurum_contig62141_148 96,293 96,342 Non targeted gene 
2 IWB10887 BS00074183_51 1330312 1330361 
3 IWB67654 Tdurum_contig12558_205 1456428 1456477 
4 IWB5079 BobWhite_rep_c54320_201 1620535 1620581 
5 IWB32525 GENE-1530_594 1632751 1632800 
6 IWB32524 GENE-1530_548 1632840 1632889 
7 IWA5402 wsnp_Ex_rep_c67468_66069282 1633553 1633602 
8 IWB50563 Kukri_rep_c97927_380 1640855 1640903 
9 IWA3320 wsnp_Ex_c31149_39975883 1640873 1640922 
10 IWB32525 GENE-1530_594 1641560 1641609 
11 IWB32524 GENE-1530_548 1641649 1641698 
12 IWB50563 Kukri_rep_c97927_380 1676927 1676976 
13 IWA3320 wsnp_Ex_c31149_39975883 1676946 1676995 Targeted gene (1-FEH w2) 
14 IWA3319 wsnp_Ex_c31149_39975724 1677054 1677103 
15 IWB5079 BobWhite_rep_c54320_201 1677578 1677627 
16 IWB55811 RAC875_c25556_1250 1678210 1678259 
17 IWA5402 wsnp_Ex_rep_c67468_66069282 1678429 1678478 
18 IWB46499 Kukri_c5531_358 1678711 1678760 
19 IWB18413 D_GBF1XID01EJNX8_134 2658301 2658348 Non targeted gene 





5.3.3 Annotation of the deleted/mutated region 
Identifying the gene structures of both the target and non-target genes within the mutation 
region is one of the most crucial parts in understanding the consequence of mutation. Mutated 
regions of chromosomes 6A, 6B and 6D of the 1-FEH mutation lines were annotated with 
IWGSC WGA v0.4 assembly using CLC Genomic Workbench 
(www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/clc-main-workbench). The analysis provided the 
information to assess the putative effect of mutation by mapping the genes present in the 
mutated region. Annotation involves marking where the target gene starts and stops in the 
sequence and whether any other closely related genes of interest are positioned in the mutated 
segment. 
From the annotation of mutation region of the 1-FEH w1 mutated line, 9 genes were identified 
on chromosome 6A including 1- FEH w1 (Table 5.6, Fig. 5.8). Accordingly, 7 genes were 
identified in the 1-FEH w3 mutation region on chromosome 6B including 1 -FEH w3 gene 
(Table 5.7, Fig. 5.9). However, annotation of the 1-FEH w2 mutated region on chromosome 
6D appeared to be more complicated. In IWGSC WGA v0.4 assemblies, chromosome 6D was 
not yet fully assembled (R Appels personal communication), so it became difficult to identify 
the position of the deletion region. Thus, for the 1-FEH w2 mutated region, analysis was carried 
out using unmapped CDs sequence. There, in addition to 1-FEH w2, an extra three copies of 
1-FEH were identified and named as 1-FEH w2 1-FEH w2-2, 1-FEH w2-3 and copy 4 (Fig. 
5.10). Gene copy 4 contained a 15,831 bp insertion in the coding region and is most likely an 
inactive gene. 
Identified genes were used for blast analysis to obtain translated protein sequences. Protein 
annotations and 3D model structuring were carried out using the software Phyre2 to 
characterise the gene function (Tables 5.10 and 5.11). Phyre2 based annotations were generally 
consistent with annotation gained from orthologue sequences. Tables 5.9 and 5.10 present 
translated protein sequences and basic protein structures (Phyer2 annotation) to show the 
differences between the 1-FEH w3 gene and Beta-fructofuranosidase (Table 5.8) and 1-FEH 
w2 gene, 1-FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH w2-3 of 1-FEH w2 gene (Table 5.9). 
Based on the protein annotation, all genes were categorised according to their broad functional 
attributes (Table 5.12). All the proteins fell within four major functional groups: Hydrolase, 
Ligase, Oxidoreductase and Transferase, respectively. One protein was identified as de-novo. 
Hydrolase appeared as the largest group with 12 genes within this functional group followed 
by the Ligase group with 6 genes. 
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This study identified an extra three copies of the 1-FEH w2 gene (1-FEH-w2-2, 1-FEHw2-3, 
1-FEHw2-4) which were investigated further. Protein sequence of Gene 1-FEHw2-4 was not 
found since it contains a large insertion in the coding region, and can be considered an inactive 
gene. The other two copies represented complete CDS sequences. To find out whether the other 
two gene copies are active and are expressed in different growth stages or tissues or stress 
conditions, an expression analysis study was carried out using exVIP (http://www.wheat-
expression.com) on publicly available RNAseq data (Figs, 5.11 and 5.12). The analysis result 
demonstrated that both copies of 1-FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH w2-3 were mainly expressed in the 
grain and 1-FEH w2-3 showed higher expression than 1-FEH w2-2, while 1-FEH w2 was not 
expressed in the grain (Fig. 5.11). In stem and leaves, 1-FEH w2-1 had higher expression than 




Fig. 5.8: Annotation of the mutated region of 1-FEH w1 on chromosome 6A (scaffold 90107, 





Table 5.6: List of the genes positioned in the mutated region of 1-FEH w1 on chromosome 
6A (scaffold 90107, 1551189 bp – 2850844 bp). 





A0A1D6AH30 Transferase activity, 





















A0A1D6AH26 transferase activity, 





























Fig. 5.9: Annotation of the mutated region of 1-FEH w3 on chromosome 6B (scaffold 
123806, 296427 bp – 3045337 bp). 
 
Table 5.7: List of the genes positioned in the mutated region of 1-FEH w3 on chromosome 
6B (scaffold 123806, 296427 bp – 3045337 bp). 























insoluble isoenzyme 4 







































Fig. 5.10: Annotation of the mutated region of 1-FEH w2 on chromosome 6D (scaffold 
33960, 940630 bp – 2658348 bp). 
 
Table 5.8: Amino acid sequence and basic protein structure (Phyre2 annotation) of 1-FEH w3 
gene and Beta-fructofuranosidase. 
Trace ID  
 
Amino acid sequence  
 
Phyre2 annotation  
 
Basic protein structure via Phyre2 








































 PDB Molecule:fructan 1-
exohydrolase iia; 
 
PDBTitle: crystal structure of 
fructan 1-exohydrolase iia 
(e201q) from cichorium2 





































PDB header Glyco_hydro 
 
PDB Molecule  Invertase 
 
PDBTitle: crystal structure of a 
cell-wall invertase from 
Arabidopsis thaliana 
 







Table 5.9: Amino acid sequence and basic protein structure (Phyer2 annotation) of 1-FEH w2-
1, 1-FEH w2-2 and c 1-FEH w2-3.  
Trace ID  
 
Amino acid sequence  
 
Phyre2 annotation  
 
Basic protein structure via Phyre2 




























PDB header: hydrolase 
 
PDB Molecule: fructan 1-
exohydrolase iia; 
 
PDBTitle: crystal structure of 
fructan 1-exohydrolase iia 
(e201q) from cichorium2 intybus 
in complex with 1-kestose 
 
Name 





























PDB header: hydrolase 
PDB Molecule: fructan 1-
exohydrolase iia; 
 
PDBTitle: crystal structure of 
fructan 1-exohydrolase iia 
(e201q) 
from cichorium2 intybus in 
complex with 1-kestose 
 
Name 



























PDB header: hydrolase 
PDB Molecule: fructan 1-
exohydrolase iia; 
 
PDBTitle: crystal structure of 
fructan 1-exohydrolase iia 
(e201q) 
from cichorium2 intybus in 
complex with 1-kestose 
 
Name 




















































































































































































































Fig. 5.12: Expression of 1-FEH w2, 1-FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH w2-3 in stem and leaves at 
different developmental stages. 
 
 
























































































































































































































































































































































































Table 5.10: Functional classification of the proteins positioned within the mutated segment.  
Major classification of 
protein annotated 

































































Characterization of the 1-FEH mutation lines was carried out using high-density SNP 
genotyping array and bioinformatics approaches that provided detailed information regarding 
the physical modification of mutated segments on the chromosomes and the nature of the 
mutation. This information is crucial to explain the functional loss of the 1-FEH genes in the 
mutation lines. 
It is important to note that the backcrossing step was necessary for the analysis of mutants 
obtained from all mutagenesis screens, irrespective of the type of mutant identification strategy 
used or type of mutagen used or organism used. Deletion mutations typically do not revert, so 
failure to revert is a hint that a mutation may be a deletion. To identify mutation regions, we 
focused on high-density variation on a single chromosome for each mutant which correspond 
to regions of high mutagen induced damage that were not removed during back crossing and 
therefore most likely genetically linked to the casual mutation (Zuryn et al. 2010). We therefore 
focused our attention on these physical regions to identify candidate mutations. This technique 
offers the opportunity to compile and compare between the parent line, mutation lines and 




5.4.1 Chromosomal mapping of mutation region and candidate gene 
To validate the phenotypic expression of gene function loss due to mutation it is important to 
characterise the structural changes that happened in the genes and adjacent regions of the 
chromosomes. Mapping of the mutation-defined gene is the first step towards the localization 
of a mutation to a particular chromosome. The high-density SNPs clusters identified on NR 
gene scaffold_90107, 123806 and scaffold_33960 in chromosomes 6A, 6B and 6D, 
respectively, clearly demonstrated the physical location of the mutated regions of the 1-FEH 
mutation lines. The advancement of wheat whole genome sequencing (R Appels personal 
communication, IWGSC outputs) has transformed our ability to identify the chromosomal 
region of mutation by comparing the mutated line with the parent line. Previously, mapping of 
mutation regions was a time consuming, laborious and painstaking process which involved 
mapping with genetic and/or single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers (Sarin et al. 
2008). Now, the completion of the wheat whole genome sequence gives us an opportunity to 
overcome those limitations. The sizes of the mutated/deleted regions were largely variable 
among the mutation lines. The largest deletion region was identified in the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line, which was 2748910 bp in scaffold 123806 (chromosome 6B). Deletion sizes of mutation 
lines 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 were 1717718 bp at scaffold 33960 (chromosome 6D) and 
1299655 bp at scaffold 90107 (chromosome 6A), respectively. Generally, mutation by heavy 
ion irradiation mutates a larger region compare to other ion radiation or chemical mutagenesis, 
and it can be highly variable. Thus, it was worth characterising the mutated region on the 
corresponding chromosome.  
 
5.4.2 Annotation of the deleted region 
Mapping analysis demonstrated that the mutation affected significantly longer regions than the 
target gene regions of 1-FEH w1, w3 and w2 present on the NR gene scaffold of chromosomes 
6A, 6B and 6D. Thus, it was crucial to annotate the whole mutated region to understand the 
effect of deletion on the measured phenotypes. This analysis provided us with the functional 
information both of target and non-target mutated genes. Investigation was also carried out to 
identify whether any non-target genes located within the mutated region are influencing the 
function of the target gene. 
At the mutation region of 1-FEH w1 on chromosome 6A, eight non-target genes were identified 
and 7 non-target genes were identified in the 1-FEH w3 mutation region on chromosome 6B. 
These findings clearly indicated that the mutation targeting functional loss of 1-FEH w1 and 
w3 affected a considerable number of genes at the adjacent chromosomal location. From the 
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annotation of the mutated region of 1-FEH w2 it appeared that 3 extra copies of the 1-FEH w2 
gene were present in that region. Two of the three additional copies seem to be active based on 
the public RNAseq data. Possible presence of additional gene copies has been reported earlier 
(Zhang 2008). Among these three copies, protein sequence of copy 4 was not identified due to 
its large intron but 1-FEH w2-2 and 3 showed expressions. 1-FEH w2 showed higher 
expression in stem, leave and roots whereas 1-FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH w2-3 showed very low 
expression in stems and leaves and no expression in roots. Furthermore, 1-FEH w2-2 and 3 
have been reported to be highly expressed in the grain while the 1-FEH w2 did not have any 
expression in the grain. Thus, based on the high expression in the stem, leaf and root it has 
become evident that 1-FEH w2 mostly contributes to supplying sugar to the grain under 
drought from the water-soluble carbohydrate stored in the leaf sheath, stem (Xue et al. 2008) 
and root tissue (Zhang et al. 2016). It is most unlikely that the genes 1-FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH 
w2-3 are playing the same role since they did not have significant expression in leaf, stem and 
root tissues. Hence, the corresponding phenotypic results of decreased sugar supply to the grain 
in 1-FEH w2 mutation line might be due to the absence of 1-FEH w2-1 gene, and not because 
of 1-FEH w2-2 or 1-FEH w2-3. 
 
5.4.3 Function prediction of non-target deleted genes 
Following the annotation of the mutation regions, further investigation on functional alteration 
of non-target genes became essential to validate whether the phenotypic change in the mutated 
plant is due to the deletion of the target genes (1-FEH w1/ w2/ w3). However, confirming the 
functional roles of the non-target genes has been challenging since most of the genes were 
identified as genes encoding uncharacterized protein based on sequence blasts in the available 
databases. Thus, function prediction of uncharacterized protein sequences was carried out 
following computational biology approaches. Assigning function to the uncharacterized 
proteins is imperative but challenging. The usual approach is based on similarity searches using 
annotation databases. A number of tools and databases have been used to predict information 
about gene function using orthologue genes with high sequence similarity and proteins with 
significant structural homology. Moreover, 3D structure models of predicted proteins were 
generated from the sequences using Phyre2 to further confirm the function. The Phyre2 based 
annotations were generally consistent with annotations obtained from other sources.  
Phyer2 annotations were treated with caution, since they were sometimes based on relatively 
small sections of the gene models. However, they were a useful source of possible functional 
analysis based on fundamental structure/function-features of the amino acid sequences. 
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Functional categorisation of the genes was carried out across all the mutated regions and are 
listed in Table 5.10. Genes annotated in the mutation region, mostly are hydrolases. Functional 
properties of the non-target genes positioned at the mutated regions of 1-FEH genes are 
described below based on predicted protein functions.  
 
I. Hydrolase  
Hydrolase or hydrolytic enzyme catalyses the hydrolysis of chemical bonds. Isoforms of 1-
FEH are hydrolase enzymes, which break down the β-(2-1) linkage of fructan, a storage 
carbohydrate in cereals. From the annotation we identified 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 in the 
mutated regions of chromosome 6A, 6D and 6B respectively. In 6A only 1-FEH w1 has 
glycoside hydrolase activity which means it breaks the sugar bond. Similarly, 1-FEH w2-1, 1-
FEH w2-2 and 1-FEH w2-3 in chromosome 6D share the same function, whereas, besides 1-
FEH w3, another gene (Beta-fructofuranosidase, insoluble isoenzyme 4) in chromosome 6B 
has glycoside hydrolase activity. Besides, a very small part of that gene has been identified in 
the mutation region and that overlapped with 1-FEH w3, so it very unlikely that this small part 
has any influence on the sugar transport system (Fig. 5.9). One other gene in 6A and three more 
genes in 6B have hydrolytic function but they were identified as peptidase which indicate they 
hydrolyse peptide bonds and do not have any relation with sugar hydrolysis. 
 
II. Ligase 
The second largest group of genes identified in the mutated region belong to the ligase group. 
Three of them are annotated in chromosome 6A and three in chromosome 6B. No genes with 
ligase function were annotated in chromosome 6D. Ligase is an enzyme that helps in binding 
substrates. Ligase is a highly diverse and important group of enzymes that act within the 
proteasome pathway. However, ligase does not affect sugar metabolism so these annotated 
genes might not influence the activity of the 1-FEH gene. 
 
III. Transferase 
Three of the genes were annotated in the transferase group. Among them, two are on 
chromosome 6A and one on 6B. Transferase is a class of enzymes that transfer specific 
functional groups (e.g. a methyl or glycosyl group) from one molecule (called the donor) to 
another (called the acceptor). TRIAE_CS42_6AS_TGACv1_486348_AA1560130 belongs to 
glutathione S-transferases, which participates in the detoxification of reactive electrophilic 
compounds by catalysing their conjugation to glutathione. By contrast, 
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TRIAE_CS42_6AS_TGACv1_486348_AA1560120 is a gene with UDP glycosyl transferase 
(UGT) function, which catalyzes the addition of the glycosyl group from a UTP-sugar to a 
small hydrophobic molecule. There might be a possibility for this gene to have a combined 
effect on sugar metabolism. However, a very small fragment of this gene is present in the 
deleted region indicating there will not be major interference with gene function of 1-FEH. 
 
IV. Oxidoreductase 
TRIAE_CS42_6AS_TGACv1_496254_AA1578120 on chromosome 6A was annotated in this 
group. Oxidoreductases are a class of enzymes that catalyse oxidation and reduction reactions 
by transferring electrons from one molecule (the oxidant) to another (the reductant). This one 
does not have any relation with sugar transportation. 
 
5.5 Conclusion 
From this analysis it is evident that in all of the mutation lines the deleted regions were larger 
than the targeted gene sizes. Although some other genes were also deleted in those regions, 
none of them has direct influence on 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 gene function. So, it can be 
concluded that the phenotypic results found in this mutated line is most likely due to the 








Chapter 6: Characterising sugar deposition in the 
developing wheat grain using mass spectrometric imaging 
(MSI) and influence of 1-FEH w3  
 
6.1 Introduction 
Results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 showed that 1-FEH w3 plays a vital role in remobilization 
of sugar under terminal drought. In order to confirm direct relationship of the 1-FEH w3 gene 
function with the sugar deposition in the grain, further investigation focusing on the sugar 
deposition pattern at the tissue level are warranted. A previous study investigated the total FEH 
activity in developing wheat kernels by linking gene function with sugar metabolite activity 
following Quantitative Analysis and Microscopy (Verspreet et al. 2013a). However, no direct 
relationship between metabolites and genes has been established yet. Thus, a mass 
spectrometry imaging experiment was carried out to investigate gene function in relation to 
sugar deposition in the grain. Sugar deposition at different stages of grain development 
therefore were investigated in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line in comparison with its parent Chara 
under well-watered and drought conditions. 
Generally, carbohydrate concentration is changed in different stages of grain development 
(Verspreet et al. 2013b). Three main phases in relation to assimilation of compounds in the 
grain have been identified during kernel development in previous studies (Bechtel et al. 2009; 
Shewry et al. 2012). The early development stage (0-14 DAA) includes fertilization, syncytium 
formation, cellularization, endosperm cell differentiation and endosperm cell expansion. 
Commonly at this stage sugar deposition does not occur. The next stage is grain filling (15-35 
DAA) when most of the storage compounds accumulate in the grain. Thus, this is the most 
important stage for sugar deposition activities in the grain. The final phase is physiological 
maturity (36-60 DAA), when programmed cell death, dormancy and desiccation take place and 
sugar deposition is almost completed. Thus, the composition of the mature grain is determined 
over specific grain filling periods and depends on the unhindered supply of assimilates from 
the plant, mainly in the form of sucrose, through the vascular bundle into the endosperm.  
During grain filling, maintenance of sink potency depends on the cleavage of sucrose by 
invertases and sucrose synthase. Invertases are important for the production of the hexose sugar 
signal which is controlled by the sucrose to hexose ratio, that regulates the cell cycle and cell 
division (Bihmidine et al. 2013; Koch 2004; Roessner-Tunali et al. 2003; Weber et al. 1997; 
Wind et al. 2010). The regulatory mechanism related to sugar deposition during the 
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development of the grain is far more than a simple system. For instance, under favourable 
conditions, sucrose is mainly supplied from current photosynthetic assimilate while in stress 
conditions the supplies come largely from stem reserves. These reserves consist mainly of 
water soluble, non-reducing, acid labile oligomers and polymers of fructose and sucrose. 
Fructans are remobilized as sucrose (Fisher and Gifford 1986) and transported via the phloem 
to the kernel where they can be resynthesized and temporarily stored. It has long been known 
that fructosyl oligosaccharides are enriched in the endosperm cavity of the wheat grain during 
late storage (20 to 27 DAA) (Schnyder et al. 1993; Ugalde and Jenner 1990). In the grain, the 
presence of fructans has been associated with both sucrose phloem unloading (De Gara et al. 
2003; Pollock et al. 1999) and osmoregulation during cell expansion and growth (Schnyder et 
al. 1993). The 1-FEH gene has been reported to be largely involved in regulating the network. 
From the results of Chapter 4 of this thesis, it is evident that one isoform of the 1-FEH gene 
(1- FEH w3) was expressed the highest at 17 DAA in the water deficit condition and started 
declining at 22 DAA. These two stages have made significant differences in WSC 
remobilization and gene expression level under water-deficit condition in the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line and parent Chara. These differences ultimately resulted in lower seed wt. in the 
1-FEH w3 mutation line. 
Details of metabolic activity in the developing grains are now achievable because methodology 
has been developed up to the cellular level. Quantitative study of different metabolites and 
identifying their distribution with electron microscopy have been reported in several studies 
(Bechtel et al. 2009; Shewry et al. 2012; Verspreet et al. 2013b). Visualization can also be 
obtained by fluorescence microscopy, confocal microscopy, in situ hybridization or 
immunohistochemistry, which provide further high spatial resolution (Haritatos et al. 2000, 
Wittich and Vreugdenhil 1998). However, chemical information is typically limited to very 
few compounds in these kind of experimentations despite the fact that an improved 
understanding of plant metabolism relies on analytical capabilities for the accurate 
identification of metabolites.  
With the advance of sophisticated separation techniques, mass spectrometry approaches are 
now able to identify a large number of metabolites (Kueger et al. 2012). Mass spectrometry 
(MS) metabolomic studies are usually based on homogenized samples which can cause loss of 
detailed information about compound localizations and can also result in complex molecular 
patterns. On the other hand, Mass Spectrometry Imaging (MSI) has an unique ability to 
recognize structures and to identify molecular changes that occur in the precisely defined part 
of the sample (Bodzon-Kulakowska and Suder 2015). Thus, MSI provides a platform for the 
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detailed localization of diverse molecular species such as metabolites, lipids, peptides, and 
proteins in a sample section with spatial resolutions of 5-100 µm scales (Bjarnholt et al. 2014; 
Boughton et al. 2016; Lee et al. 2012; Römpp and Spengler 2013; Spengler 2014). MSI is well 
suited for targeted localization approaches, e.g. drug imaging (Prideaux and Stoeckli 2012) as 
well as for untargeted profiling of tissue sections. 
In plant research, use of MS imaging is relatively new, however, knowledge of changes during 
plant development or by environmental variation within tissue level can be obtained with high 
resolution images without prior knowledge of the analytes (Grassl et al. 2011). Generally, small 
molecules have been the main targeted substances in plant MSI using a range of plant species 
like arabidopsis, medicago, wheat, soy bean, rice, and tobacco and tissues such as leaves, stems, 
roots, flowers or fruits (Bjarnholt et al. 2014; Boughton et al. 2016; Matros and Mock 2013). 
The identification of plant metabolites often focused on specific classes such as 
phosphatidylcholines (Zaima et al. 2010; Zaima et al. 2014) cell wall constituents (Veličković 
et al. 2014), anthocyanins (Yoshimura et al. 2012) or other secondary metabolites as 
summarized in a comprehensive review (Bjarnholt et al. 2014; Boughton et al. 2016; Matros 
and Mock 2013). Because sucrose is a direct precursor for the production of fructosyl 
oligosaccharides, characteristic fructan distribution patterns have not been established in 
mutant grains.  
In this study, imaging mass spectrometry was used to reveal the sugar metabolite profiling at 
the tissue level in well-watered and water deficit conditions of 1-FEH w3 mutant grain in 
comparison with its parent Chara to directly relate the 1-FEH w3 gene function with sugar 
deposition in the grain. This comparison will help us to answer whether the absence of 1-FEH 
w3 affects sugar metabolism in the developing grain. This will give us an advanced level of 





6.2  Materials and methods 
6.2.1 Plant materials 
One 1- FEH w3 gene mutation line (Mutation line Id: 18b 426) and its parental cultivar Chara 
were selected for study to confirm the gene function. 
6.2.2 Sample collection and storage 
Samples were collected from the 2014 glasshouse trial. For collecting appropriate samples, all 
the developing ears were tagged at anthesis (when the anthers appeared visible). Developing 
ears were harvested at 17 and 22 DAA (days after anthesis) from both well-watered and water-
deficit plants. All the sampled heads were loosely wrapped with aluminium foil immediate 
after cutting and frozen in liquid nitrogen gently for 30 to 60 sec. After that, frozen sample 
were stored at −80°C until further use. 
 
6.2.3 Seed slide preparation 
A Leica CM 1850 cryotome machine was used for cryosectioning the frozen samples for MSI 
analysis. The knife temperature and machine compartment temperature were -20°C. Frozen 
seed were embedded in egg white and sections 25 µm thick prepared (Fig 6.1). The section was 
thaw mounted on the indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated conductive glass slides which was also 
kept in -20 °C. Than the slides were kept in -80 °C before further use. 
 
6.2.4 Mass Spectrometer Imaging (MSI) 
MALDI matrix application 
An acidified hydroxyl matrix, 2, 5-dihydroxybenzo acid (DHB) was uniformly deposited over 
the surface of the tissue sections. This matrix has previously been shown to be suitable for the 
detection of oligosaccharides (Ropartz et al. 2011). The DHB matrix was prepared at a 
concentration of 5 mg/mL in ACN/H20 (4:1) containing 0.1% TFA. Potassium acetate (KOAc) 
were also prepared and added into the matrix solution at a final concentration of 10 mM to 
promote the potassium adduct formation of the sugar species detected ([M+K]+).  
The application of DHB was performed using the spotting approach. Glass slides containing 
the tissue sections were placed on dry ice and 5 µL of matrix was spotted on each section. This 
was to allow even distribution of matrix across the tissue sections. The glass slides were then 
placed in a freeze drier to allow for the matrix to interact with sample metabolites forming 






Fig. 6.1: (A) Work flow of the experimentation using Mass Spectrometry Imaging to 
characterise sugar deposition in developing wheat grain; (B) Showing the types of tissues on 
the prepared cross section slide of the seed. 
MALDI-MSI acquisition 
All MALDI-MSI analyses were performed using the Waters Synapt G2 mass spectrometer 
equipped with an orthogonal MALDI ion source and an Nd:YAG laser (Waters Corporation, 
Manchester, U.K.). Prior to the analytical acquisition, digital scans of the tissue sections were 
obtained using an Epson WorkForce Pro WP-4540 scanner (Epson America, Inc.) and then 
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imported into the MALDI Imaging Pattern Creator software. This allowed for the identification 
of regions of interest to be analyzed. Two standard sugar samples (sucrose and 1-kestose 
purchase from VWR International Pty Ltd.) were analyzed with the samples for the validation 
of the identification of sugar molecules.  
Data were acquired in the positive mode operating with a 1000 Hz firing rate and 350J laser 
energy. All data were acquired over the mass range from 50 to 1200 Da. From each irradiated 
spot, a full mass spectrum consisting of signals from protonated molecular species desorbed 
from that tissue region was observed. The obtained spectra were then processed in MassLynx 
(Waters Corporation, Manchester, UK) to plot the signal intensities of the corresponding ions. 
The MSI images were acquired at a spatial resolution set at 600 laser shots per position and ion 
images were generated with Biomap 3.7.5.5 software which was used to develop a heat map 
of the relative amount of those ions over the entire imaged surface. 
 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Establishment of the seed sectioning procedure and sample preparation 
An important issue of this study was to prepare slides of developing wheat seeds by 
cryosectioning 25 µm sections that were compatible with MS equipment. The only previous 
study of mass spectrometric imaging of wheat seeds (Veličković et. al. 2014) was able to use 
60 µm thick slides for MSI since they followed an enzymatic digestion of the polysaccharides. 
This current study aimed to analyse the oligosaccharides without any digestion by MSI, and 
thus required thinner sections of 25 µm. An optimal cutting temperature compound (OCT 
compound) is normally used as embedding material for cryosectioning to produce slides of 
similar thickness. However, the OCT compound which is comprised of 10.24% polyvinyl 
alcohol, 4.26% polyethylene glycol and 85.5% non-reactive ingredients, is considered 
unfavourable for MSI. Thus, the cryosectioning procedure needed to be optimised in this study 
using a range of different embedding materials including water and egg white. Water was not 
suitable for cryosectioning of developing wheat seeds as it was hard to thaw the slide intact 
when mounting on the indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated conductive glass slides. The inability to 
produce any intact sections might be due to the softness of the developing seed tissues. 
Eventually, the cryosectioning of wheat developing seeds was successfully optimised using 
egg white as embedding material (Fig. 6.1). Egg white has only one protein that made it suitable 
to exclude the signal from mass spec analysis as well. Thus, this is the first report of its kind 
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that used egg white with 25 µm sections for developing wheat seeds to analyse oligosaccharides 
using MSI. 
 
6.3.2 Mass spectrometry imaging successfully detected oligosaccharides and their localisation 
in the seeds 
The matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) 
technique allowed the visualization of oligosaccharides in grain tissues with a lateral resolution 
of 30 μm. The MSI of the transverse sections of developing wheat seeds was able to distinguish 
hexose and its polymers, up to seven polymerizations, namely di-, tri-, tetra-, penta-, hexa- and 
hepta-saccharides (Table 6.1). Thus, MSI was able to demonstrate the pattern of 
oligosaccharides accumulation in the seed section. A full list of the molecular ions detected in 
this study is provided in Table 6.2. Intense signal was observed within a mass range between 
m/z 300 and 10000 (Fig. 6.3). The most abundant m/z spectra observed across all sections are 
381.055, 525.135/543.135 and 687.175 which are correspondent to di-, tri- and tetra-
saccharides respectively. One spectra was identified at an m/z value of 917 which we consider 
to be the hexa-saccharides. No strong signal has been observed in the corresponding m/z values 
of hexose, penta- and hepta-saccharides. The number of meaningfully detected 
oligosaccharides were consistent across the whole range of the samples tested. However, signal 
intensities of the detected oligosaccharides between the samples varied as presented in detail 
in the following result sections.  
The image of standards samples confirmed the visual identification of oligosaccharides as 
presented in Fig. 6.2. The MS peaks were generally identified as [M+H]+, [M+Na]+, and 
[M+K]+ ions of sugar molecules according to the standards [50] (Table 6.1). A major detection 
of the sugar oxidised sodium adducts [M+Na]+ was revealed, followed by the detection of the 
potassium adducts [M+K]+. The protonated [M+H]+ ion was not detected. Mass spectrometric 
peaks were able to identify all of the target oligosaccharides. Oligosaccharides were identified 
according to their typical fragmentation pattern (Table 6.1). Signals derived from the 




Fig. 6.2: Mass spectrometric images of the kestose and glucose standards used in the study. 
 
 






Table 6.1: Sugar molecules usually detected in MALDI MSI. 
 Molecular ions generated in MALDI 
TOF MS (m/z value) 
Sugar molecule Chemical formula [M+H]+ [M+Na] + [M+K] + 
Hexose C6H12O6 181.1 203.1 219 
Disaccharide C12H22O11 343.1 365.1 381.1 
Trisaccharide C18H32O16 505.2 527.2 543.1 
Tetrasaccharide C24H42O21 667.2 689.2 705.2 
Pentasaccharide C30H52O26 829.3 851.3 867.2 
Hexasaccharide C36H62O31 991.3 1013.3 1029.3 
Heptasaccharide C42H72O36 1153.4 1175.4 1191.3 
(Peukert et al. 2014) 
Table 6.2: Sugar molecules detected in this experiment. 
Sugar Molecule [M+Na] +(m/z value) [M-2H+Na]+ (m/z value) 
Hexose 203.1 201.1 (n.d) 
Disaccharide 365.1 363.1 
Trisaccharide 527.2 525.2 
Tetrasaccharide 689.2 687.2 
Pentasaccharide 851.3 849.3 (n.d) 
Hexasaccharide 1013.3 1011.2 (n.d) 
Heptasaccharide 1175.4 1172.4 (n.d) 
 
By using DHB as matrix, a major detection of the sugar oxidised sodium adducts [M+Na]+  
was revealed followed by the detection of sugar potassium adducts[M+K] + . The protonated 
[M+H]+ ions were not detected. 
 
6.3.3 Relative abundances and localisation pattern of polysaccharides in wheat grain  
Considering the function of 1-FEH genes, this study focused on the two developing stages of 
the sugar storage phase (Peukert et al. 2014) using three biological replications. However, due 
to limitation in the number of samples that could be analysed in MS we included one-time point 
(17 DAA) in the well-watered treatment and two time points in the drought treatment (17 DAA 
and 22 DAA) for the 1-FEH w3 mutation line and its parental cultivar Chara. Overall, tri- and 
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tetra-saccharides showed higher abundance out of seven oligosaccharides. The next abundant 
oligosaccharide was the di-saccharides. Notably, localisation patterns of oligosaccharides 
differed between seed development stages, and between water-deficit and well-watered plants. 
Overall, tri and tetra-saccharides followed a similar localisation pattern which was distinctly 
different from that of the disaccharides (Fig. 6.4). The details of the results in relation to 
abundance and localisation patterns are described below. 
 
I. Differentiation in relative abundance and localisation pattern of oligosaccharides between 
seed from droughted and well-watered plants  
Relative abundance of the oligosaccharides was influenced by drought (Fig. 6.4). At 17 DAA 
the tri- and tetra-saccharides were more intense in droughted compared to well-watered plants. 
This indicates that the oligosaccharide storage phase started earlier due to the imposition of 
drought. However, the differences in relative abundance of disaccharides between drought and 
well-watered plant was not remarkable.  
In Chara at 17 DAA under the well-watered condition, the tri- and tetra-saccharides were 
distributed throughout the sectioned area of the grain. However, they were more condensed 
around the endosperm cavity. By contrast, under the drought condition, tri- and tetra-
saccharides were localised more at the inner side of the seeds and appeared to be absent around 
the seed cavity and seed periphery (Fig. 6.4). In the case of the di-saccharides, in seed from 
well-watered plants, they were mostly localised around the endosperm cavity covering a wide 
area. However, in the drought condition, di-saccharides were detected in two localised areas in 




Fig. 6.4: Relative abundance and accumulation pattern of oligosaccharides at 17 DAA under 
drought and control conditions in the cultivar Chara. 
 
II. Differentiation in oligosaccharide relative abundance and localisation pattern between 
growth stages under drought  
The MSI analysis demonstrated that the relative abundances of all of the di-, tri- and tetra-
saccharides have increased at 22 DAA compared to at 17 DAA under the drought condition 
(Fig. 6.5). At the same time, the localisation patterns of those oligosaccharides had changed 
between 17 and 22 DAA. In common, at 22 DAA, the oligosaccharides were more condensed 
compared to 17 DAA where signals were spread over a larger area of the seed. Noticeably, the 
localisation of the oligosaccharides in both stages were mostly in the middle region of the seeds 
leaving the adjacent areas of endosperm cavity and seed surface blank. 
m/z 363 m/z 525 m/z 687
17 DAA Chara (water-deficit)
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Fig. 6.5: Relative abundance and accumulation pattern of oligosaccharides at 17 DAA and 22 
DAA under water-deficit in the cultivar Chara. 
 
6.3.4 Influence of 1-FEH w3 mutation on oligosaccharide accumulation 
The MSI analysis confirmed the role of the 1-FEH w3 gene in oligosaccharide accumulation 
in the developing seeds under the drought condition as claimed in the previous chapters. The 
1-FEH w3 mutation line showed distinct differences in abundance and localisation pattern of 
identified three oligosaccharides under water-deficit compared to its parental cultivar Chara. 
 
I. In water-deficit plants 1-FEH w3 mutation reduced the accumulation of oligosaccharide 
At 17 DAA the 1-FEH w3 mutation line showed much less abundance of the identified three 
oligosaccharides compared to its parental cultivar Chara (Fig. 6.6). Similarly, at 22 DAA the 
1-FEH w3 mutation line showed less abundance of the identified oligosaccharides compared 
to Chara (Fig. 6.7) although the differences were reduced, particularly in the case of tri and 
tetra saccharides. In the case of disaccharides, they were much less evident at 17 DAA and 
could not be detected at 22 DAA. It is unknown whether strong signals from other 
oligosaccharides might have masked weak signals from the disaccharides. The MSI also 
demonstrated that the large reduction in abundance of the oligosaccharides resulted in changes 
in their localisation in the seed tissues. 
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Fig. 6.6: Relative abundance and localisation pattern of oligosaccharides of 1-FEH w3 
mutation line and its parental cultivar Chara under water-deficit at 17 DAA. 
 
Fig. 6.7: Relative abundance and localisation pattern of oligosaccharides of 1-FEH w3 
mutation line and its parental cultivar Chara under water-deficit at 22 DAA. 
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Fig 7: 22 DAP Chara and w3 mutant (Drought)
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II. In well-watered condition 1-FEH w3 mutation delayed storage 
At 17 DAA the tri- and tetra-saccharide signals were very low in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line 
compared to Chara (Fig. 6.8). Based on the results of the previous chapter, there was no 
significant differences in grain weight and yield between Chara and the 1-FEH w3 mutation 
line under the well-watered condition. Thus, the observed differences in sugar accumulation 
between those lines under the well-watered condition demonstrated that the storage phase in 
the developing grain was slowed down in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to Chara. 
Generally, the storage phase started at 10 DAA and peaked at 17 DAA. 
 
 
Fig. 6.8: Comparison of sugar accumulation between the w3 mutation line and parental cultivar 
Chara under the well-watered condition. 
  
17 DAA Chara (well-watered)
17 DAA 1-FEH w3 mutation line (well-watered)
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6.4.1 Characterising sugar accumulation pattern in developing grain is important to deal with 
drought 
Quantitative study of sugar compounds within the seed and identifying their distribution is 
crucial to understand the complex molecular mechanisms involved in the process of sugar 
deposition in the grain. In particular, tissue specific localization information of the molecular 
compounds links the metabolites to potential functionality. The mechanisms involved in sugar 
deposition in the developing grain involves a complex network and is influenced by many 
factors. For example, the usual system of transferring sugar in the grain directly from regular 
photosynthetic assimilate is disrupted under stress conditions such as terminal drought. 
Accordingly, under stress, the larger portion of this sugar supply comes from stem reserves that 
is mainly composed of fructan (Chapter 2). As has been demonstrated in previous chapters, the 
1-FEH gene is largely involved in regulating this sugar remobilisation system. Correlation of 
1-FEH, particularly its isoforms with sugar remobilisation, is generally characterised using 
analytical approaches. However, the analytical methods are based on the total extraction of 
particular products where information of product localization is missing. Several researchers 
have tried to overcome this limitation by following different approaches that includes 
dissection of seeds into their main compartments or using in vitro cultivation of cells and tissues 
[e.g. aleurone layer (Finnie et al. 2011)]. However, those approaches to detect the localisation 
of compounds can be inefficient and complex. Details of metabolic activity in the developing 
grain are now achievable because methodology has been developed to the cellular level. Recent 
developments in separation sciences and mass spectrometry have enabled the localization of 
compounds by MALDI MSI with more accuracy and efficiency. Thus, this study characterised 
the abundance and distribution patterns of different oligosaccharides in developing grain using 
MSI. The information generated in this chapter has provided tissue level visualisation of the 
role of the 1-FEH w3 isoform in sugar transportation under terminal drought in wheat for the 
first time. Although there were limitations in the number of samples that could be processed, 
the findings revealed obvious differences in signal strength and distribution across sections of 
grain with different genetics and produced under distinct growing conditions. 
 
6.4.2 MSI technology has the potential to be used for characterising sugar accumulation in 
developing grain  
Until now MSI is the only technology with the ability of identifying and quantifying different 
metabolites, lipids, peptides, and proteins in a specific part or tissue sample, keeping the sample 
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structure intact (Bodzon-Kulakowska and Suder 2015). It provides reliable information 
regarding the localization and distribution pattern of molecules within an organ. However, use 
of MSI in plant research is relatively new and mostly has focused on small molecules. 
Moreover, plant MSI studies have largely been undertaken on species other than wheat and 
mostly on vegetative tissues. Use of MSI in cereal grain in situ analysis is much more limited. 
In particular, until now only one study has been reported using MSI on wheat seeds that 
investigated enzymatic hydrolysis of polysaccharides (Veličković et al. 2016). This is the first 
study to demonstrate the successful application of the MSI approach in direct (without 
enzymatic digestion) visualisation of sugar deposition and distribution pattern in wheat grain. 
Since there was no adequate available methodology, this study experienced challenges in 
regards to preparing cryosections as thin of 25 µm to enable ionisation of the sugar sitting 
within the seed tissue by the laser so that they can be detected by MALDI-TOF. Due to the 
incompatibility of the commonly used embedding material OCT with MALDI-TOF, 
cryosectioning of the seeds was developed using egg-white. This material has only one type of 
protein in which the mass peak was successfully differentiated from the mass peaks of 
oligosaccharides of the seed tissue. This was an important contribution to the methodology in 
regards to the MSI experimentation of wheat seeds. 
In this study, MSI successfully visualised different oligosaccharides and demonstrated 
differences in their accumulation pattern as influenced by development stage and genotype. 
Di-, tri- and tetra-saccharides were visualised clearly due to the abundant m/z spectra observed 
across all sections. However, corresponding m/z signal values of hexose, penta- and hepta-
saccharides did not show much strength. This might be either due to their less abundant 
accumulation in the developing seeds or technical difficulties in differentiating the ions 
generated by the laser. This need further investigation. However, this was common across the 
whole range of the samples tested irrespective of development stage and growth environment. 
In contrast, signal intensities of the detected oligosaccharides varied between samples. 
However, the reliability of the mass identification of different oligosaccharides was confirmed 
by the consistent mass peak observed from the two standard sugar samples analyzed with the 
seed samples. There are three different systems for detecting generated ions which are [M+H]+, 
[M+Na]+, and [M+K]+. In this study the sugar potassium adducts [M+Na]+. were the major 





6.4.3 Sugar accumulation abundance and pattern are influenced by seed developing stage and 
drought 
Relative abundance of the identified oligosaccharides was influenced by the developmental 
stages of wheat seeds which was correlated to the interaction of water availability. Under 
drought, all of the di-, tri- and tetra-saccharides showed increased abundance with the progress 
of seed development. However, under the well-watered condition, the accumulation pattern of 
the oligosaccharides across the seed sections was influenced by the stage of development.  
Relative abundance of oligosaccharide accumulation was influenced by water-deficit. In 
particular, the tri- and tetra-saccharides had stronger signals in droughted plants compared to 
well-watered plants but there was little difference in the case of disaccharides. Similarly, the 
sugar accumulation pattern was also influenced by the drought. For example, tri- and tetra-
saccharides were more condensed around the endosperm cavity due to the imposed drought 
compared to being scattered under the well-watered condition. Tri- and tetra-saccharides 
showed similar pattern of localisation. However, the di-saccharide showed a different 
localisation pattern. 
Low abundance of higher oligosaccharides particularly above the tetra-saccharides in this 
experiment was due the selection of the storage phase to investigate. In barley seeds, Peukert 
et al. (2014) reported that during the prestorage phase, a generally higher abundance of DP 4-
7 oligosaccharides was observed in the pericarp and at the storage phase distinctive patterns of 
oligosaccharide accumulation began when tri- and tetrasaccharides accumulated around the 
nascent endosperm cavity. 
 
6.4.4 Mutation of 1-FEH w3 decreased sugar accumulation under water-deficit 
The results of this chapter confirmed that the isoform 1-FEH w3 plays an important role in 
sugar transportation under water-deficit which was demonstrated by the different abundance 
and localisation patterns of the oligosaccharides in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to 
its parental cultivar Chara. According to the results of the previous chapters, it was speculated 
that the mutation of 1-FEH w3 will reduce sugar transportation to the grain thus, sugar 
abundance will be reduced in the mutation line. MSI of the developing seeds clearly 
demonstrated (Fig. 6.6) that at both stages, the 1-FEH w3 mutation line had less abundance of 
the identified oligosaccharides compared to Chara. Also, the oligosaccharide localisation 
within the seed tissues was changed in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line due to the massive reduction 




6.4.5 Under well-watered condition deletion of 1-FEH w3 delayed sugar remobilisation to the 
grain  
MSI analysis also confirmed that under the well-watered condition the isoform 1-FEH w3 does 
not play any different role. This was demonstrated by no obvious differences in Chara and the 
1-FEH w3 mutation line in sugar abundance or pattern. However, the low abundance of tri- 
and tetra-saccharide in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to the parental cultivar Chara at 




Whilst the number of samples was low, this study for the first time successfully used the MSI 
technology to characterise the oligosaccharide accumulation within developing wheat seed 
without any enzymatic digestion. The cryosectioning has been developed using egg white to 
prepare the seed section as thin as 25 µm sections required for producing ions by burning 
oligosaccharides sitting within the tissues with a mass spectrometric laser. The MSI was able 
to identify the hexose and its polymers separately and directly from the seed section which 
enabled to provide the localisation information of the sugar deposition within the developing 
seed tissues. Furthermore, the MSI clearly demonstrated that the oligosaccharide, particularly 
di-, tri- and tetra-saccharides, abundance and localisation pattern is influenced by the seed 
developmental stages and availability of water. Ultimately this study confirmed the individual 




Chapter 7: General Discussion 
 
This thesis was designed to characterise the functional and expressional behaviour of the three 
isoforms of the 1-FEH gene under post anthesis water-deficit with the aim of confirming the 
role of individual isoforms in sugar transportation by using a set of gene mutation lines. This 
chapter discusses the outcomes of the four experiments in relation to the research objectives of 
the thesis mentioned in Chapter 1. Recommendations for further research into the mechanisms 
underpinning sugar remobilisation under post anthesis water-deficit are then proposed. 
 
7.1 Major outcomes of the thesis 
7.1.1 1-FEH w3 is the most important isoform of 1-FEH for WSC remobilisation and grain 
filling under post anthesis water-deficit 
One of the objectives of this thesis was to identify the most important isoform of 1-FEH for 
WSC remobilization under post anthesis water-deficit (Chapter 3). The null hypothesis “there 
is no variation in the roles of the three isoforms (1-FEH w1, w2 and w3) of 1-FEH on 
remobilisation of WSC under post anthesis water-deficit” was rejected by the experimental 
results. Under water-deficit during the critical period of WSC remobilization between 12 and 
22 DAA, the 1-FEH w3 mutation line demonstrated slower WSC remobilisation compared to 
the other two isoforms (1-FEH w1 and w2) mutation lines and the parent Chara (Chapter 3, 
Fig. 3.6). The 1-FEH w1 and w2 mutation lines maintained statistically the same level of 
remobilization as the parent Chara, whereas the 1-FEH w3 mutation line had 39.8% slower 
remobilisation than that of Chara. The reduction in WSC remobilization resulted in reduced 
grain filling in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line which ultimately impaired the developing grain 
wt/main spike and thousand grain weight (TGW) (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.3).  These two phenotypes 
are crucial determinants of yield. Thus, it became evident that the mutation of isoform 1-FEH 
w3 directly affected the process of seed development and eventually decreased the yield 
significantly under post anthesis water-deficit compared Chara. In contrast, mutation of other 
two isoforms, 1-FEH w1 and 1-FEH w2, did not significantly affect WSC remobilisation and 
these plants were able to maintain similar yield as the parent Chara under water-deficit 
condition. Chara has been reported as a moderate drought tolerant wheat cultivar which is able 
to minimise the yield loss under post anthesis water-deficit condition. This thesis has confirmed 
that the potential of the cultivar to minimise yield loss under post anthesis water-deficit is 




7.1.2 Gene expressional difference of 1-FEH isoforms elucidates the degradation of WSC 
components in the mutation lines under water-deficit  
This thesis observed differences in remobilisation of WSC components between the isoform 
mutation lines that can be explained by the expressional differences of the three isoforms of 1-
FEH gene across the lines. Higher expression of other genes with similar functionality of the 
knocked-out gene can occur in mutation lines which ultimately helps the plant to minimise the 
phenotypic alteration. As the result of Chapter 3 showed, and has been discussed in the earlier 
section, the 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines did not show any significant phenotypic 
differences from the parent Chara (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.6). This might be due the increased 
functionality of other isoforms of 1-FEH that ultimately made up the functional loss of the 1-
FEH w2 and w1 isoforms. To confirm this, expression of the individual isoforms at transcript 
level was investigated which showed that in the 1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines the isoform 
1-FEH w3 was highly expressed compared to Chara. However, in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line 
the expression of the other two isoforms had the same level of expression as Chara. This clearly 
indicated that functional loss of the isoforms 1-FEH w2 and w1 was compensated by the over 
expression of the isoform 1-FEH w3. In contrast, the functional loss of 1-FEH w3 was not 
made up by the other two isoforms. 
It is worth mentioning that these gene expression patterns across different seed developmental 
stages was strongly correlated with WSC remobilisation under post anthesis water-deficit. 
Based on the WSC remobilization (Chapter 3; Fig. 3.5) and fructan degradation results 
(Chapter 4; Fig. 4.4), the period between 12 and 22 DAA appears to be the most vital stage for 
sugar remobilization into the developing grain in order to maintain grain weight when plants 
are under water-deficit. The isoform 1-FEH w3 was over expressed in the 1-FEH w2 and w1 
mutation lines under water-deficit at 17 and 22 DAA compared to the parental cultivar Chara, 
although the magnitude of the difference decreased at the later stage of grain fill (Fig. 4.11). It 
is worth mentioning that expression of the 1-FEH w2 and w1 isoforms in the 1-FEH w2 and 1-
FEH w1 mutation lines, respectively, was higher after 22 DAA (Figs, 4.12 and 4.13), which 
was outside the critical stage for sugar remobilization under water-deficit defined earlier. Thus, 
it appears that rapid remobilization of sugar in the 1-FEH w2 and w1 mutation lines was largely 
contributed by the over expression of the 1-FEH w3 gene that helped to maintain the grain 
yield close to the parental cultivar under water-deficit. In contrast, there was no over expression 
of other two isoforms of the 1-FEH w3 mutation lines during the critical stage for sugar 
remobilization. Expression of the isoforms 1-FEH w2 and w1 in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line 
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were significantly lower than that in the parental cultivar Chara up to 17 DAA (Figs, 4.12 and 
4.13). Although at 22 DAA the expression of those two isoforms increased, it was still lower 
than the parental cultivar Chara (Figs, 4.10 and 4.11). That is why sugar remobilization 
(Chapter 3, Fig. 3.5) and grain weight (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.6) were significantly reduced in the 
1-FEH w3 mutation line.  
The expressional differences of the isoforms of the 1-FEH gene across different mutation lines 
significantly influenced the degradation of WSC and its components under post anthesis water-
deficit. The most important component of WSC post anthesis consists of fructans that comprise 
approximately 70% of WSC. Degradation of fructan by FEHS produces fructose and eventually 
its concentration in the developing grains starts to increase. Thus, fructans are considered as 
the key supplier of carbon structure to the developing wheat grain (Wardlaw and Willenbrink 
2000; Zhang et al. 2014b). In particular, this supply of sugar from WSC degradation is crucial 
for grain filling under post anthesis water-deficit when reduced photosynthetic activity limits 
the regular sugar supply to the grain (Dreccer et al. 2009; Goggin and Setter 2004; Wardlaw 
and Willenbrink 1994; Zhang et al. 2015b). From the results in this thesis it is evident that the 
expressional variation of the three isoforms of 1-FEH influenced fructan degradation under 
post anthesis water-deficit. The results described in Chapter 4 demonstrated that mutation of 
1-FEH w3 slowed down fructan degradation under post anthesis water-deficit relative to the 
parental cultivar Chara. By contrast, the mutation of 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 did not show 
any significant difference in fructan degradation from Chara. Moreover, the 1-FEH w3 
mutation line commenced fructan degradation 5 days later than the other two isoforms, 1-FEH 
w2 and 1-FEH w1 mutation lines, and Chara (Fig. 4.3). High levels of fructan and stem WSC 
remobilization due to the high expression of the 1-FEH w3 gene have also been reported by 
Zhang et al. (2015). Bifurcose is a branched fructan which also started to degrade at the same 
time (12 DAA) as fructan in all the mutation lines and Chara (Fig. 4.6). The fast degradation 
of bifurcose and rapid rise in fructose concentration in the stem is an indication of the faster 
remobilization of fructan (Zhang et al. 2015b). However, bifurcose degradation was very slow 
in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line for the first 5 days (Figs, 4.5 and 4.6) compared to the other two 
mutation lines and the parental cultivar.  
Generally, delayed degradation of WSC and its components under post anthesis water-deficit 
make plants unable to transport the degraded compounds to the grain. This is because when 
plants reach permanent wilting point most of the normal metabolism ceases and plants lose the 
physiological capability to transport sugars to the grain. In this case, the delayed start to fructan 
degradation in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (at 17 DAA) resulted in stem fructose 
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concentrations peaking at 22 DAA (Fig. 4.9). However, by that time (22 DAA) plants reached 
permanent wilting point meaning there was not enough time to transfer the fructose to the grain 
leading to a negative effect on final grain weight. 
 
7.1.3 Sugar metabolism was influenced by 1-FEH mutation 
Generally, fructan is synthesized from sucrose and at the later stage of plant development the 
reverse mechanism takes place where fructan is broken down to provide additional sucrose to 
the plant. This is particularly crucial under post anthesis water-deficit when the regular sucrose 
supply from photosynthesis is significantly reduced (Yang et al. 2004). It has been clearly 
demonstrated that sucrose is the major transport compound in wheat plants to maintain the final 
grain yield (Joudi et al. 2012; Ruan 2014). Thus, to understand the flow of necessary sugar 
components to the grain under water-deficit condition, it is important to observe sucrose and 
fructan metabolism simultaneously which determines the plant’s ability to manage the water-
deficit, particularly after flowering. In water-deficit susceptible genotypes, sucrose and fructan 
concentrations in the stem peaked simultaneously and in water-deficit tolerant genotypes the 
fructan peak was earlier than the sucrose peak under water-deficit condition (Yáñez et al. 2017; 
Yang et al. 2004). It is worth mentioning that the highest levels of sucrose and fructan are 
indications of their subsequent degradation or conversion. 
Out of the experimental results of this thesis, two distinct patterns were observed across the 
lines in terms of time to reach the highest levels of sucrose and fructan. The most common 
pattern in the stem was where the highest level of sucrose occurred 5 days after the highest 
level of fructan. This pattern was observed in the mutation lines 1-FEH w2 and 1-FEH w1 and 
Chara (Figs, 4.3 and 4.8). In the other pattern, the highest levels of sucrose and fructan occurred 
at the same time (12 DAA) and present only in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line (Figs, 4.8 and 4.3). 
Accordingly, these two patterns could be associated with their ability to tolerate post anthesis 
water-deficit. This indicated that mutation of the 1-FEH w3 isoforms made the line susceptible 
to post anthesis water-deficit as expressed in the yield phenotypes discussed earlier. 
Furthermore, higher concentration of glucose also had been reported as an indicator of water-
deficit tolerant genotypes compared to susceptible genotypes (Joudi et al. 2012; Yáñez et al. 
2017). However, there were no significant differences in glucose concentration among the lines 
both in well-watered and water-deficit conditions (Fig. 4.10). Thus, it can be stated that the 
expression of the 1-FEH w3 isoform played a key role in tolerance against post anthesis water-
deficit, but there are some other unknown factors influencing the mechanism as well. As this 
thesis focused on the remobilization of stored WSC, 1-FEH gene expression was investigated 
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in the stem. Parallel research was undertaken by another PhD student and unveiled that there 
was no fructan in wheat leaves of the cultivars used. It is thus unlikely that 1-FEH will be 
expressed in leaves, but it is worth while to explore if 1FEH w1 and w2 have higher expression 
in other plant tissues.  
Generally, it is considered that wheat fructan is a mixture of β (2,1) and β (2,6). 6-kestose 
contains β (2,6) which is normally broken down by 6-FEH. Thus, the activities of both 1-FEH 
and 6-FEH genes are required to break down the fructan. The experimental results 
demonstrated that the concentration, accumulation and degradation pattern of 6-kestose were 
influenced neither by the mutation of the 1-FEH isoforms nor by the water-deficit condition. 
Thus, it is clearly evident that mutation of the 1-FEH isoforms did not restrict the activity of 
6-FEH which means that the variation in fructan degradation reported in the study resulted 
only from the mutation of the 1-FEH isoforms and not by other FEHs. 
 
7.1.4 Characterization of 1-FEH mutation lines using 90K SNP array 
This study used gene mutation lines for the functional study of three isoforms of the 1-FEH 
gene which is a powerful approach and commonly used in studies of this kind (Knoll et al. 
2011; Lloyd and Meinke 2012). Targeted gene functional loss has been reflected in the gene 
expression and phenotypic analyses as discussed in the previous sections. However, mutational 
gene function studies in hexaploid bread wheat is complicated due to its three distinct genome 
‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘D’ (Timothy et al. 2014) and, furthermore, wheat appears to be extremely tolerant 
of mutation. In addition, its extremely large size genome (17 Gb; 40 times the size of the rice 
genome) contains a high percentage of repetitive segments (80 – 90%) (Safar et al. 2010; 
Wanjugi et al. 2009). Commonly, most of the wheat genes have six homoeologous copies and 
two alleles from each of the sub-genomes, which potentially leads to a high functional 
redundancy causing complications in gene knockout strategies (Fitzgerald et al. 2012; Lai et 
al. 2012; Wang et al. 2012). Furthermore, heavy ion bombardment had been followed to 
produce the mutant line that could damage DNA in a random manner and cause base 
substitutions, deletions and chromosomal alteration (Morita et al. 2009). To explain the 
functional loss of the isoforms of the 1-FEH genes, the physical modification of mutated 
segments on the chromosomes were investigated using a high-density SNP genotyping array 
and a bioinformatics approach. It is worth mentioning that a backcrossing step was followed 
for the analysis of mutants. Deletion mutations typically do not revert, so failure to revert is a 
hint that a mutation may be a deletion. Determining the position of the mutated region in the 
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chromosome and characterising the nature of the mutation were possible through access to the 
advanced wheat genome sequence databases. 
In all of the mutation lines, the deleted regions were larger than the targeted gene sizes meaning 
some other genes were deleted located adjacent to the target gene. Eight non-target genes were 
identified across the mutation region of 1-FEH w1 on chromosome 6A, and 7 non-target genes 
were identified in the 1-FEH w3 mutation region on chromosome 6B. On the other hand, 
annotation of the 1-FEH w2 mutated region on chromosome 6D appeared to be more 
complicated. Finding out the position of the deletion region on chromosome 6D could not be 
done since the latest database (IWGSC WGA v0.4) assemblies of that chromosome was not 
fully complete (R Appels personal communication) at that time. Thus, an alternative analysis 
of the 6D deletion region was carried out using unmapped CDs sequence. 1-FEH w2 appeared 
with 3 extra copies in that region of chromosome 6D of which two copies were identified as 
active based on the publicly available transcriptomic data. The other copy of the gene contained 
a 15,831 bp insertion in the coding region and is most likely an inactive gene. Presence of 
multiple copies of the same gene is not an unusual case for wheat. In particular, the possible 
presence of additional gene copies for 1-FEH indicated earlier (Zhang 2008) has now been 
confirmed by this study. 
Identifying functional roles of inactivated non-target genes is crucial to validate that the 
phenotypic change in the mutated plant is due to the deletion of the target genes (1-FEH w1/ 
w2/ w3). Most of the non-targe genes were identified as encoding uncharacterized protein 
which made it difficult to confirm functional roles. An alternative approach, prediction of 
protein function was carried out following computational biology. Multiple tools and databases 
were used to strengthen the prediction detailed in Chapter 5. In addition, 3D structure models 
of the proteins were generated using Phyre2 to further confirm the function. The non-target 
genes were categorised into two major functional groups, namely hydrolase and ligase. 
Hydrolase catalyses the hydrolysis of chemical bonds. All of the target genes (1-FEH w1, w2 
and w3) including extra copies were identified with glycoside hydrolase activity meaning they 
are able to break down the sugar bond. Noticeably, a non-target gene (encoding Beta-
fructofuranosidase, insoluble isoenzyme 4) in chromosome 6B has been identified with 
glycoside hydrolase activity. However, only a very small part of that gene was present in the 
mutation region and that overlapped with 1-FEH w3. So, it is very unlikely that this small part 
has any influence on the sugar transport system (Fig. 5.9). The other hydrolase non-target genes 
of 6A and 6B (Table 5.10) deletion regions were identified as peptidase which indicate that 
they hydrolyse peptide bonds and do not have any relation with sugar hydrolysis. The second 
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largest number of non-target genes were identified as encoding ligase, an enzyme that helps in 
binding substrates. Since ligase does not affect sugar metabolism these annotated genes might 
not influence the activity of the 1-FEH gene. Overall, none of the non-target genes had 
functions similar to 1-FEH w1, w2 and w3 which indicates that the phenotypic differences 
observed in the mutation lines is due to the deletion of the particular isoform of 1-FEH. 
7.1.5 Characterising sugar accumulation pattern in developing grain  
As discussed in the earlier sections, the correlation of the 1-FEH-w3 gene with sugar 
remobilisation was characterised using analytical approaches. Information regarding its 
relation with the localisation and tissue specific distribution of sugar molecules in developing 
grain was missing. This information is useful to understand the complex mechanism of sugar 
remobilisation under post anthesis water-deficit. Thus, the abundance and distribution pattern 
of oligosaccharides in developing grain were investigated using Mass Spectrometric Imaging 
(MSI) to investigate how the relative abundance and distribution of carbohydrate are influenced 
by the 1-FEH-w3 gene particularly under post anthesis water-deficit. 
This is the very first approach to visualise the role of the 1-FEH-w3 gene in sugar transportation 
at the tissue level of developing grain produced under water-deficit. Use of MSI in plant 
research is relatively new and has mostly focused on small molecules and model plant species 
(Bodzon-Kulakowska and Suder 2015). Until now only one study has been reported on MSI 
investigation on wheat seeds using enzymatic hydrolysis unlike this study. Thus, the major 
challenge of this study was to proof the suitability of this technology for studying sugars in 
wheat seed. Optimising the procedure of preparing seed cryo-sections as thin as 25 µm to 
enable detecting sugars without enzymatic hydrolysis is one of the novel contributions of this 
thesis. Different oligosaccharides have been visualised successfully which allow identifying 
their distribution pattern across the seed section. Abundant m/z spectra enabled clear 
visualisation of di-, tri- and tetra-saccharides across all sections. In contrast, m/z values of 
hexose, penta- and hepta-saccharides was comparatively low and this might be due to their less 
abundant accumulation in seed sections. It also might be due to the technical difficulties in 
differentiating the ions generated by the laser which require further confirmation. Noticeably, 
considerable variation in signal intensities were detected between the samples which is very 
common in any approach that involves mass spectrometry. However, the consistent mass peak 
observed from the two standard sugar samples analysed provided the reliability of the mass 
identification of oligosaccharides. Out of three different systems of detecting generated ions, 
this study identified the sugar potassium adducts [M+K]+ as the major detection, followed by 
the sodium adducts [M+Na]+. In contrast the protonated [M+H]+ ion were not detected. 
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MSI analysis demonstrated that sugar accumulation abundance and patterns in the developing 
grains were influenced by the grain development stage as well as by the water-deficit condition. 
As was expected, oligo saccharides gradually increased in abundance and became less localised 
in the seed with the development of seeds under normal watering. This validates the 
visualisation of oligosaccharide patterns in the developing grain. However, the effect of 
development stage on sugar localisation was influenced by the availability of water. On the 
other hand, water-deficit increased the concentrations of tri- and tetra-saccharides compared to 
normal watering although no obvious differences were observed in the case of disaccharides. 
Water-deficit also influenced the pattern of sugar accumulation in the developing grain which 
was attributed to the localisation of tri- and tetra-saccharides around the endosperm cavity 
under water-deficit compared to scattered distribution over the whole seed section under the 
well-watered condition. In general, the abundance of higher oligosaccharides (particularly 
above the tetra-saccharides) showed less abundance. This was most likely due to the 
developing phase investigated in this study being too early for detecting the higher 
oligosaccharides.  Similar observations have been reported in young barley seed (Peukert et al. 
2014). 
Most strikingly, the MSI visualisation revealed that mutation of 1-FEH w3 resulted in 
decreased sugar accumulation under the water-deficit condition at 17 and 22 DAA. All the 
identified oligosaccharides, particularly the di-, tri- and tetra-saccharides, showed less 
abundance in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line compared to the parental cultivar Chara (Fig. 6.6). 
Due to the massive reduction in abundance, the localisation pattern of the oligosaccharides 
within the seed tissues also been changed in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line. Thus, the MSI 
visualisation of sugar accumulation in the developing seeds confirmed that the isoform 1-FEH 
w3 is playing an important role in sugar transportation under water-deficit condition in 
accordance with the outcome of phenotyping and transcriptomic investigations discussed in the 
previous sections. Lastly, although the findings are clear it must be noted that the number of 
replications was very limited and more needs to be done to confirm the preliminary discoveries. 
 
7.1.6 1-FEH showed functionality only under water-deficit not under well-watered condition 
The experimental results confirmed that the 1-FEH gene, particularly the isoform 1-FEH-w3, 
is playing a crucial role under post anthesis water-deficit which was ultimately reflected in 
yield phenotypes, particularly grain weight. The results also showed that the WSC 
concentration level, remobilisation rate and grain weights were not changed by the mutation of 
the isoforms of 1-FEH gene under the well-watered condition. Even the transcriptional 
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investigation confirmed that in well-watered plants there were no significant differences in the 
expression level of these isoforms (Figs, 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13). Thus, the functional difference 
of the three isoforms of the 1-FEH gene is visible only when the plant undergoes water-deficit. 
Whether other stressors can induce similar responses is unknown. It is worth noting that MSI 
analysis revealed low abundance of tri- and tetra-saccharides in the 1-FEH w3 mutation line 
compared to the parental cultivar Chara at 17 DAA in well-watered plants. This indicated that 
mutation of 1-FEH w3 caused a delayed start in sugar accumulation in well-watered plants, 
which was recovered over time; hence, there was no difference in the phenotypes at the end. 
 
7.1.7 Post anthesis water-deficit resulted in early remobilisation of WSC  
A common alteration to wheat plant physiological processes is the acceleration of grain 
maturity in response to environmental stress. Not surprisingly, under post anthesis water-deficit 
WSC remobilisation began 2 weeks earlier than in well-watered plants. The stage of the highest 
concentration of WSC is considered as the starting of remobilization since the process leads to 
a decline in the total WSC concentration (Cruz-Aguado et al. 2000). In well-watered condition, 
WSC peaked at 27 DAA compared to 12 DAA under water-deficit. Generally, starch and 
protein accumulation begin 2 weeks after anthesis since during the first two weeks of seed 
development only cell division takes place in the endosperm (Simmons et al. 1985). Rapid 
accumulation after cell division leads to a steep increase in seed weight. Thus, the very early 
start of sugar remobilisation might provide resources that are not effectively utilised by the 
developing grain. 
 
7.2 Limitations of the thesis and future work 
7.2.1 Using precise gene mutation technology like CRISPR-Cas9 for functional confirmation  
This thesis studied 1-FEH gene function using gene mutation lines. Use of plants with 
inactivated or deleted genes encoding particular traits of interest is a common process in 
research for crop improvement (Knoll et al. 2011). However, gene inactivation or deletion by 
mutation in wheat is complicated as has been described in the previous sections. Based on the 
commonly used gene mutation technologies it is hard to achieve a precise deletion of the target 
gene since deletion of non-target areas commonly occur. This was identified in the 90K SNP 
array of the mutated lines used in this study. CRISP-Cas9 is a recently developed technology 
with the potential of providing a precise inactivation of the target gene (Heo et al. 2014; Kolli 
et al. 2017). Thus, further confirmation of the findings of this thesis using the CRISPR-Cas9 
approach might add value.  
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7.2.2 Using recently published IWGSC data for characterising gene mutation 
One of the major challenges this thesis has faced is the lack of updated wheat gene sequence 
database. During the time of experimentation, we did not have the complete wheat genome 
sequence data since it was published later in September 2018. Thus, due to the lack of gene 
assembly, annotation of the mutated region was challenging particularly for the 1-FEH w2 
mutation region on chromosome 6D. Furthermore, the assembly for 6A and 6B has also been 
updated in the recently published whole genome sequence. This latest version of IWGSC can 
also be used to analyse SNPs in mutated lines using multiple sequence alignment in CLC and 
locating the SNPs in exons of the targeted genes. Accordingly, it can be identified whether 
each SNP polymorphism has changed the amino acid composition, which ultimately relates the 
SNPs to the gene function change. Thus, use of the latest wheat whole genome sequence 
database will be useful particularly to understand the function of the non-target mutated genes. 
Any future work on this area will add value to the findings of this thesis. 
 
7.2.3 Further studying sugar accumulation patterns using mass spectrometry imaging  
This thesis investigated the sugar accumulation abundance and pattern in the developing wheat 
grain which faces a number of challenges. MSI is well suited for targeted localization 
approaches as well as for untargeted profiling of tissue sections. However, use of MS imaging 
is relatively new in plants, particularly in wheat. There was no published methodology for 
studying developing wheat grain. Thus, this study only used a set of selected samples as the 
proof of concept. Although the target of this thesis has been achieved successfully it leaves the 
potential of using this approach over a complete set of samples. Thus, a complete investigation 
of the sugar accumulation pattern in the developing wheat grain as influenced by the mutation 
of 1-FEH isoforms will enrich the knowledge base of sugar transportation mechanism.  
The technology for distinguishing different types of fructans was not available for use during 
the PhD. Being the pioneer study, this work was focused on validating the platform for 
analysing the developing grain in wheat. Following the procedures of this study future 
experiments will be able to use this technology to identify fructan and its derivatives. 
 
7.2.4 Future breeding research  
This thesis has clearly demonstrated the potential function of the 1-FEH w3 to minimise the 
grain weight loss under water-deficit condition. However, due to the time constrain this thesis 
was not able to conduct further research to provide material which can be readily used in the 
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breeding program. Also, it was not possible to carry out the trial in the field which is crucial to 
bring the target gene into the breeding program. Thus, further work along this line might be 
useful to breed wheat with improved potential of water-deficit tolerance.  
 
7.3 Conclusion 
This is the first study that confirmed the functional role of 1-FEH isoforms using gene mutation 
lines. The 90K SNP array confirmed the deletion of targeted 1-FEH isoforms. Although some 
non-target genes were deleted, none of them has direct influence on 1-FEH gene function 
which confirmed the phenotypic difference was due to the functional loss of 1-FEH isoforms. 
This thesis defines the individual functional potential of three isoforms of 1-FEH in 
remobilizing WSC under post anthesis water-deficit with a clear demonstration that 1-FEH w3 
plays the most crucial role. Functional loss of 1-FEH w3 slowed down fructan degradation 
under water-deficit and resulted in lower TGW and yield. On the other hand, functional loss of 
1-FEH w1 or 1-FEH w2 was compensated by the increase expression of 1-FEH w3. Mass 
spectrometric imaging confirmed the potential role of 1-FEH w3 in sugar accumulation 
abundance and localisation pattern in the developing grain under post anthesis water-deficit. 
The functional difference of the isoforms of 1-FEH gene can be visible only when the plant 
undergoes post anthesis water-deficit not under well-watered growing conditions. Thus, 1-FEH 
w3 could be a potential target for high WSC remobilization and high TGW for terminal drought 
tolerant wheat breeding. The outcomes can be used directly or as an integrated approach for 








A.1. Aim of this experiment 
In the year 2013, a preliminary experiment had been carried out with the aim to identify the 
most drought responsive stage for WSC remobilisation and find out most suitable mutation 
lines for main experiment. 
A.2.Materials and methods 
 
A drought experiment was carried out in the glasshouse at Murdoch University in 2013. 
Glasshouse temperature ranged from 15°C (night) -35°C (day). The humidity was 60-85%. 
A.2.1. Plant material:  
The plant materials included: 
 one mutation line of 1-FEH w1 
 two mutation line of 1-FEH w2 
 two mutation line of 1-FEH w3 and 
 Parent line Chara  
(See detail description in Chapter 3) 
A.2.2. Drought Experiment 
A.2.2.1 Experimental design:  
RCBD design was followed with 3 replications were used for each genotype for a 3 factors 
experiment with 288 pots (see detail description in experimental design in Chapter 3). Pots 
were watered three times a day, using mats underneath the pots, until anthesis. When 50% of 
plants were at the flowering stage, water was withheld from the pots designed for the drought 
treament while the controls were kept well-watered (following the same regime as before 




Table A.1.1: Growth stages for sample collection. 
No. of sample Time of sample collection 
1 At anthesis 
2 7 days after anthesis 
3 12 days after antheis 
4 17 days after anthesis 
5 22 days after anthesis 
6 27 days after anthesis  
7 32 days after anthesis 
8 Maturity  
 
A.2.2.2  Seed germination and soil preparation 
Seeds were pre-germinated by soaking for two weeks at 4°C. Six pre-germinated seeds were 
planted in each 4L free-draining pot. The potting mix consisted of two parts composted pine 
bark, one part coconut fibre peat and one part river sand. Basal fertilizers (mg kg-1: 1220 N, 
368 P, 819 K plus a standard micronutrient mix) were incorporated with the potting mix. 
A.2.2.3 Plant sampling for stem WSC measurements 
 
To measure the WSC, the first sample was collected just before the onset of the drought 
treatment. The following samplings were carried out six times at 4 day intervals. Plants were 
harvested between 11.00 am to 17.00 pm to ensure stable carbohydrate reserve accumulation. 
The last sample was collected at grain maturity (8 weeks after anthesis). Three parts of the 
shoot were harvested from the main tiller (the stem, leaf sheath and blade). All samples were 
immediately put onto dry ice then stored at -20°C. Frozen plant samples were chopped into 
less than 5 mm pieces and divided into two parts. One part was stored at -80°C for molecular 
(RNA) analysis and the other part stored at -20°C for WSC analysis. 
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Harvest data were collected from each treatment combination. The number of kernel/spike, 
total number of seed/plant, and thousand seed weight were collected accordingly. Grains were 
oven dried before thousand grains weight was taken. 
A.2.2.4 Carbohydrate analysis 
The samples for WSC analysis were later freeze-dried and then oven-dried at 75°C (Zhang et 
al. 2008). The stem WSC of all lines was measured by colorimetry using the anthrone reagent 
(Zhang et al. 2008). 
 
A.2.2.5  Statistical analysis 
Analysis of variance on water soluble carbohydrate concentration, Kernel no/spike of main 
spike, kernel wt/ spike of main spike was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics V21.0 Post-
hoc comparisons were conducted using Duncan Multiple Range tests at P< 0.05. 
A.3 Results 
Stem WSC concentration was measured in both well-watered and water deficit condition at 8 
developmental stages of the plants grown in preliminary experiment. There was no significant 
variation in stem WSC remobilisation between parent Chara and the mutation lines w3, w2 and 
w1 under well-watered condition. However, a variation in WSC remobilisation has been 
recorded under water deficit condition. This difference in remobilisation rate is correlated with 
the grain development, which is discussed below.  
A.3.1. Stem WSC Concentration in different growth stage in relation to developing grain 
weight: 
In the preliminary experiment conducted in2013, under water deficit condition, the WSC 
peaked at 12 DAA and it was 17 DAA in well-watered plants. It is worth noting that there was 
an unexpected light stress at the early stage of plant development that led to early senescence 
even in the well-watered plants. There were no significant differences (p<0.05) in the level of 
stem WSC between the mutation lines and parent line Chara in both the well-watered and water 
deficit plants (Fig: A.1). However, the level of WSC was higher in the well-watered condition 
compared to the water deficit condition. In well-watered condition, the highest level of WSC 
in Chara was 13.18% followed by 12.4%,11.09%, 11.07%, 10.39% and 11.86% in 18b-426 
w3, 22-571 w3, 21-433 w2, 18b-646 w2 and 22-22 w1mutation lines respectively. In contrast, 
under water deficit, the highest WSC concentrations were 10.26%, 10.80%, 9.62%, 10.07%, 
11.48% and 10.25% for chara, 18b-426 w3, 22-571 w3, 21-433 w2, 18b-646 w2 and 22-22 
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w1mutation lines respectively (Fig. A. 1.1). In the year 2013, there was no significant 
difference between the lines in WSC remobilization (Fig. A. 1.2).  
At different developmental stages between 12 and 32 days after anthesis, there were no 


































































































Fig. A.1.1: Stem water-soluble carbohydrate (WSC) concentration (left hand side) and grain 
dry weight per ear (in right hand side) in 2013 of mutation lines. Closed symbols=well-watered 




A.3.2 Stem WSC Remobilization between 12 DAP to 22 DAP  
Under water deficit from 12 days after anthsis (peak value for WSC ) to 22 days after anthesis 
(permanent wilting point of plant), there was no significant difference between the lines in 
WSC remobilization (Fig. A.2). Nevertheless, remobilization rate was relatively slower in w3 
mutation lines(0.57% and 0.56%) compare to parent line Chara (0.75%) and other two mutation 























































































Fig. A.1.2: Decline in stem WSC (%DW) in three mutation lines and Chara in the 2013 
drought experiment from 12 days after anthesis to 22 days after anthesis.  
A.3.2. Matured grain weight was influenced by 1-FEH isoforms under drought 
In the well-watered condition, there was no difference among the mutation lines and Chara. In 
the year 2013 (Table A.2), under drought condition the main stem grain wt was significantly 
(p<0.05) lower in the w3 mutation lines (in 18b 426 w3 was 0.53 g ear -1 and in 22 571 w3 was 
0.50 g ear -1) relative to Chara (0.88 g ear -1). TGW was also significantly lower (p<0.05) in 




Fig. A.1.3: Main stem seed no/spike, seed wt (gm) and TGW (gm) at maturity in well-
watered and water-deficit plants in all mutation lines and parent line Chara for 2013 
glasshouse experiment. Closed symbols = well-watered and open symbols = water-deficit; 


























































































































Of the two w3 mutation lines, BW 22-571 w3 had lower WSC concentration (9.6%) than BW 
18b 426 w3 (10.8%) (Fig. A.1.1) in 2013 However in 2014 values were higher being 24.2% in 
BW 22-571 w3 (Fig. A.2.1) and 26.2% in BW 18b 426 w3 (Fig.3.4). Under terminal drought, 
higher WSC concentration is resulted in higher seed weight. As BW 18b 426 w3 had 
comparatively higher WSC concentrations in both years, data for this line was used in the main 
body of the thesis and called the w3 mutation line. As w2 mutation lines BW 18b 646 w2 was 
a late flowering line, BW 21 433 w2 was used as the w2 mutation line. 
The level of maximum WSC in mutation lines and parent Chara remained significantly lower 
in both well-watered and drought condition than previous GH experiments (Zhang et al. 2009) 
probably due to the PAR (Photosynthetically Active Radiation) being lower than optimal 
during initial developmental stage. However, seed wt/main stem and TGW were significantly 
lower in the 1-FEH w3 mutation lines than Chara and other three mutation lines, which indicate 
that the absence of 1-FEH w3 disrupts the sugar transportation in to the developing grain in the 
drought condition that resulting in lower seed weight. To confirm this finding and to find out 







Fig A.2.1: Change in stem water soluble carbohydrate (WSC) concentration (a) and related 
grain dry weight per ear with time after anthesis (b) for 2014 glasshouse experiment. Closed 
symbols and bars = well-watered and open symbols and bars = water-deficit; from 10 days 
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Fig. A.2.2: Decline in stem WSC (%DW) in three mutation lines and Chara in the 2014 








































































































































Fig. A.2.3: Main stem seed wt(g), seed no/spike and TGW at maturity in well-watered and 
water-deficit plants in all mutation lines and parent line Chara for 2014 glasshouse 
experiment. Closed symbols = well-watered and open symbols = water-deficit; vertical bars 
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